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ABSTRACT
Development of cognitive abilities across childhood and adulthood parallels brain maturation in
typically developing samples. Cognitive abilities such as reading and working memory have
been linked to neuroimaging measures in relevant brain regions. Though the correlations
between inter-individual brain differences and their related cognitive abilities are well
established, the cause of this inter-individual variability is still not fully known. This thesis aims
to understand the neural bases of the inter-individual variability in reading ability by studying the
associations between dyslexia susceptibility genes and white and gray matter brain structures,
and determine whether the measures of associated regions correlate with variability in reading
ability. Moreover, it aims to identify the brain measures that correlate with concurrent measures
of working memory and those that are predictive of future working memory, using a longitudinal
cohort of typically developing children and young adults.
Studies I and II: Three genes, DYX1C1, DCDC2 and KIAA0319, have been previously
associated with dyslexia, neuronal migration, and ciliary function. We investigated whether the
polymorphisms within these genes would affect variability in white and gray matter brain
structures. Rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2), and rs6935076 (KIAA0319) were
associated with left temporo-parietal white matter volume connecting middle temporal cortex to
angular and supramarginal gyri as well as lateral occipital cortex. Rs793842 was significantly
associated with thickness of left parietal areas and the lateral occipital cortex. Both white and
gray matter measures correlated with current reading ability, but only white matter predicted
future reading.
Study III: We aimed to investigate whether MRPL19/C2ORF3 dyslexia genes, found to be
correlated with verbal and non-verbal IQ, have a significant influence on white matter brain
structures. Rs917235 showed a significant association with white matter volume in bilateral
posterior parts of the corpus callosum and the cingulum, with connections to parietal, occipital
and temporal cortices that are involved in both language and general cognitive abilities.
Study IV: ROBO1 is a dyslexia gene that has been associated with axonal guidance and midline
crossing. We assessed whether the polymorphisms within this gene have an influence on
structure of the corpus callosum. Rs7631357 was associated with probability of connections
within the fibers extending through the body of corpus callosum to parietal brain regions. The
results fit well with previous reports on the role of Robo1 in axonal path finding in mice.
Study V: Working memory has been associated with greater brain activity, thinner cortex, and
white matter maturation in cross-sectional studies of children and young adults. Here, we aimed
to investigate the role of differences in brain structure and function in the development of
working memory. We assessed the concurrent and predictive relationships between working
memory performance and neuroimaging measures in the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal
networks important for working memory. Working memory performance correlated with brain
activity in frontal and parietal regions, cortical thickness in parietal cortex, and white matter
volume of fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts. White matter microstructure and brain
activity in the caudate predicted future working memory.
This work highlights the impact of imaging genetics research, revealing important associations
between genes, brain and behavior. The results identify the neural mechanism underlying two
cognitive abilities, reading and working memory. Specifically, the findings identify the
important role of white matter in driving the development of working memory and reading
ability, connecting the related cortical areas, as well as bridging the gap between genes and
behavior.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

IMAGING GENETICS

Imaging genetics studies explore how genetic variations lead to inter-individual
differences in brain structure and function, which in turn influences behavior and
cognitive function. Imaging genetics studies resemble genetic association studies in
their attempt to identify associations between genetic markers and brain phenotypes
such as structure, chemistry and function. Despite that both imaging genetics studies
and association studies following similar approaches in terms of data analyses, the
phenotypes in imaging genetics are not necessarily disease symptoms, such as
psychological and behavioral disorders. In imaging genetics analyses the phenotypes
can be the brain measures of healthy individuals and the risk allele is associated with
the end distribution of a continuum of normal brain structure or function.
1.1.1

Genetics

Successful sequencing of the human genome in combination with advances in
molecular and behavioral genetics studies provides new opportunities to investigate the
function of genes. Molecular genetics researchers aim to identify gene functions and
expression-levels based on genetic effects on the cells physiology, morphology or level
of expression. Behavioral genetics studies, on the other hand, have attempted to
determine the link between genes and behavior, as well as the clinical or psychiatric
symptoms. To bridge the gap between the molecular level and the behavioral outcome,
the neuroimaging techniques have been used as intermediate phenotypes in imaging
genetics studies.
1.1.2

Neuroimaging

Neuroimaging techniques provide in-vivo information for investigating the anatomy
and function of the brain. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most common
neuroimaging technique which is safe and it provides high resolution images with good
contrast. MRI uses strong magnetic field and two radiofrequency coils, the transmitter
and receiver. It works based on radio waves which are non-ionizing and harmless,
especially, in longitudinal studies that require repeated scanning.
T1-weighted imaging is a structural imaging sequence that provides proper contrast
between different tissues in the brain, including gray matter, white matter and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The typical spatial resolution of the structural MRI data is
approximately 1 mm3, though it can be acquired with smaller voxel sizes. Structural
MRI data is suitable for anatomical segmentation. Neuroimaging analysis toolboxes
segment the structural data into gray matter, white matter and CSF; and they measure
the volume of the segmented regions. Thickness, surface and curvature of the cortex
can also be computed using structural imaging analysis tools.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is also a non-invasive imaging technique that is
sensitive to diffusion of water molecules. Diffusion or random displacement of
molecules is a physical phenomenon that occurs naturally. In isotropic environments,
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diffusion is free and equal in all directions. However, in biological tissues such as white
matter, diffusion is restricted by some obstacles including cell membranes, myelin
sheaths and some macromolecules. Diffusion of water molecules in white matter is
faster along the axons rather than the perpendicular directions. Thus, mapping the
magnitude and direction of diffusion gives some information about the microstructure
and architecture of white matter fibers. DTI uses tensor models to map the diffusion in
brain voxels. Tensor is a 3×3 matrix and is a mathematical model of ellipsoid, which
estimates the magnitude and direction of diffusion with three eigenvalues and three
eigenvectors. Several quantitative indices including mean diffusivity (MD), fractional
anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD) are computed from
the tensors’ estimated parameters. FA is the most common index and it ranges from 0
when there is no preferred direction for diffusion to 1 when the preferred direction is
along one axis. The preferred direction is called the principal eigenvector and its
estimated direction is a base for white matter fiber tracking or tractography.
Tractography is a technique that creates three-dimensional visualizations of white
matter tracts and can be performed by several tracking algorithms. Fiber tracking
commonly starts from a seed or region of interest (ROI) and it follows the direction of
the principal eigenvector in order to find the connectivity between different regions.
DTI provides details about white matter microstructure and architecture both
quantitatively and visually that can be used as phenotypes for imaging genetics studies.
In addition to the MRI techniques that collect information about brain structure and
anatomy, functional MRI (fMRI) gives information about function of the brain. fMRI
measures the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal based on the fact that blood
flow and oxygen consumption increase in an active region. BOLD contrast is the
difference in magnetization of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood. Based on different
tasks presented in MRI scanner, different regions in the brain become active and BOLD
signal is collected. Functional information of the active regions can be used as
phenotypes by imaging genetics researchers.
1.1.3

Longitudinal imaging genetics

Most imaging genetics studies have been performed within a restricted age range and
commonly during adulthood. However, the brain continues to restructure itself across
the lifespan and genetic effects are likely dissimilar in different times during
development (Johnson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011). Thus, it is very important to
identify the developmental brain changing patterns and to study whether the influence
of genetic markers on brain structure or function is driven by their interaction with
age or the genes have a static effect across different ages. Longitudinal imaging
genetics studies provide information regarding how genetic markers affect the brain
throughout development.

1.2

CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

Childhood development refers to the development of biological, psychological and
cognitive changes that commence after birth and continue through to adolescence. In
children, cognitive development and brain maturation take place in parallel (Casey et
al., 2000; Sowell et al., 2001; Spear, 2000). The developmental changes are likely to be
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genetically driven (Johnson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011), but also are influenced by
environmental factors and inter-individuals experiences (Lewis, 2005).
1.2.1

Development of the brain

The cells that give rise to the cortex form the neural tube and subventricular zone in
the third gestational week. The formation of neurons that will build the brain, known
as neurogenesis, is a process that continues until the fifth month of gestation, with the
exception of the hippocampus, which has been shown to produce neurons even in
adulthood. After neurogenesis, a process called neuronal migration brings different
types of neurons to their appropriate location so that the neurons can interact properly.
Once the neurons reach their final positions, dendrites start growing to synapse with
other cells, and axons start extending to reach their targets. The process of sending
axons to reach their targets is called axonal guidance or axon pathfinding. All these
stages are genetically programmed but are also influenced by the maternal
environment (Kolb & Gibb, 2011).
The processes of dendritic formation and synaptogenesis are genetically set and
continue to occur after birth. These processes are also guided by environmental cues
and experiences. The number of dendrites and synapses peaks between the first and
second year of life, due to the uncertainty in the number of neurons that will reach
their proper cortical location (Kolb & Gibb, 2011). After that the extra and unwanted
connections are eliminated by cell death and synaptic pruning. The effect of cell loss
and synaptic pruning makes the cortex thinner around age two and continues through
adulthood. This biological process can be detected by changes in thickness and
volume of cortex during development (Giedd et al., 1999; Pfefferbaum et al., 1994).
Myelination of white matter axons is the last stage in brain development and begins
after the axonal production and after the formation and maturation of oligodendrocytes
(Thomas et al., 2000) during the fifth month of gestation. Life span postmortem
studies have established that the myelination continues to progress up to the third and
fourth decades of life (Barkovich et al., 2005; Benes, 1989; Yakovlev & Lecours,
1967). The quantitative indices of DTI (i.e., FA and MD) together with the
morphological indices of white matter (i.e., white matter volume) are neural measures
that can detect the developmental variations of white matter. Although these indices
do not specifically measure the biological changes in the brain, they show the relative
differences during development.
Typical brain development after birth is a dynamic process of maturation of both gray
and white matter throughout childhood and adolescence, which coincides with the
normal development of cognitive functions (Goddings et al., 2014; Nagy et al., 2004;
Olesen et al., 2003; Squeglia et al., 2013; Tamnes et al., 2013). Longitudinal brain
volumetric studies have shown that white matter increases across age range while gray
matter volume peaks differently among different regions and then decreases after
around 6-7 years of age (Giedd et al., 1999; Lenroot et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2008;
Sowell et al., 2004; Wierenga et al., 2014). These could be explained by continuous
myelination as well as reduction in synaptic density during adolescence (Huttenlocher
& Dabholkar, 1997; Yakovlev & Lecours, 1967).
3

1.2.1.1 Development of white matter
In the development of white matter, two main phases can be defined (Dubois et al.,
2013). The first stage occurs during the last phase of human gestation, and involves the
formation of the neural networks with the connection of long and short fibers
connecting different parts of the brain. In this phase a large number of glial cells
including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and microglia are also formed in the brain. The
second stage is the maturation of the connected fibers during infancy and childhood by
myelination. It provides an effective and efficient transfer of information between the
cortical and subcortical regions.
White matter volume increases with age throughout childhood and adulthood with
more rapid changes in younger ages (Giedd et al., 1999; Lebel & Beaulieu, 2011; Lebel
et al., 2008; Tamnes et al., 2010). FA is related to microstructural properties of white
matter such as axonal diameter, density, packing and myelination (Beaulieu, 2002;
Concha et al., 2010; Paus, 2010; Wedeen et al., 2005). It increases rapidly with age
and then increases at a slower rate until it reaches a plateau in adulthood (BarneaGoraly et al., 2005; Giorgio et al., 2008; Schmithorst et al., 2002). MD has a reverse
trajectory, as it first decreases rapidly with increasing age and then the rate slows
down until it reaches stability (Lebel et al., 2012).
1.2.1.2 Development of gray matter
Gray matter volume maturation demonstrates an inverted U-shaped trajectory across
the lifespan with different peak in different brain regions (Giedd et al., 1999; Gogtay
et al., 2004; Pfefferbaum et al., 1994). Gray matter loss during development has been
reported as early as age 4 to 8 years in lower-order functional areas such as parietal
and somatosensory regions (Giedd et al., 1999; Gogtay et al., 2004). Loss then occurs
in the temporal lobes and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The regions involved in
higher-order functions (e.g. spatial attention and language skills) such as parietal
lobes peak around the age of 11 to 13 years. The latest maturation occurs in the
regions involved in advanced executive functions and reasoning, for example in the
prefrontal cortex and the posterior temporal regions (Gogtay et al., 2004). The gray
matter loss may be the result of cortical dendrite pruning or it could be due to the
parallel increase in the volume of white matter.
Besides the decrease in gray matter volume, cortical regions become thinner with age
in most of the cortical areas (Sowell et al., 2004; Tamnes et al., 2010), excluding
Broca’s and Wernicke regions, which have been reported to increase in thickness
during development (Sowell et al., 2004).
1.2.2

Cognitive development

Cognitive abilities, including memory, reasoning, information processing, problemsolving, perceptual skills and language, develop from childhood to adolescence.
Working memory, known as the ability to keep a limited amount of information in
mind and to manipulate and work with the information during a short period of time
(Baddeley, 1992), is an essential factor for a variety of cognitive skills such as reading,
mathematics and problem-solving (Bayliss et al., 2005; Gathercole et al., 2006;
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Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2004). Working memory capacity develops across
age with a particularly rapid increase in younger ages (Gathercole et al., 2004; Luciana
& Nelson, 1998).
The increase in working memory capacity occurs in parallel with neurodevelopmental
processes in the brain, including axonal and synaptic density elimination (Bourgeois &
Rakic, 1993; Huttenlocher & Dabholkar, 1997; LaMantia & Rakic, 1990) as well as
myelination (Paus et al., 1999; Yakovlev & Lecours, 1967).
1.2.3

Brain-behavior relationships during development

Several neuroimaging studies have examined the associations between cognitive
abilities and brain functional and structural measures, since both brain and cognitive
functions mature during typical childhood development.
1.2.3.1 Brain-working memory relationship
Functional MRI scans of children and young adults have consistently identified some
activated brain areas during performance on visuospatial working memory task, a
component of working memory that let us hold and manipulate information about
locations and places in our brain. These regions include parietal cortex and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex containing the superior and the middle frontal gyri (Casey et al., 1995;
Dumontheil et al., 2011; Klingberg et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 1999). It has been shown
that the activation of these regions increases with age through childhood to adolescence
and the functional measures are correlated with an individual’s working memory
capacity measured outside the scanner (Crone et al., 2006; Klingberg et al., 2002;
Kwon et al., 2002; Scherf et al., 2006). The caudate nucleus is a subcortical area that is
activated during performance of a working memory task in nonhuman primates (Levy
et al., 1997), children (Klingberg et al., 2002; Ziermans et al., 2012), and adults (Postle
et al., 2000).
Cortical thickness in the frontal and parietal areas has also been shown to correlate with
working memory capacity measured outside the scanner (Tamnes et al., 2013; Tamnes
et al., 2010; Østby et al., 2011). In addition to the functional and structural measures of
gray matter, a positive correlation has been reported between the maturation of white
matter pathways connecting these regions with working memory capacity during
childhood development (Nagy et al., 2004; Olesen et al., 2003; Vestergaard et al., 2011;
Østby et al., 2011).
1.2.3.2 Brain-reading relationship
Reading, an ability to extract meaning from a written text, involves different brain
regions depending on which specific aspect of reading skill is needed. For instance,
fMRI studies show the involvement of Broca’s area and frontal areas in language
production, grapheme-phoneme decoding and rhyme judgments (Frith et al., 1995;
Price et al., 1997; Shaywitz et al., 1995), and the recruitment of the left supramarginal
gyrus, angular gyrus and the left temporal areas in reading comprehension,
phonological and semantic processing (Binder et al., 2009; Noonan et al., 2013; Price
et al., 1997; Turken & Dronkers, 2011).
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Several brain imaging studies have demonstrated correlations between white matter
structure and reading ability among typically developing children and young adults
(Beaulieu et al., 2005; Deutsch et al., 2005; Klingberg et al., 2000; Nagy et al., 2004;
Niogi & McCandliss, 2006). Furthermore, white matter microstructural differences in
the left temporo-parietal region could differentiate between normal and poor readers
(Klingberg et al., 2000). Structural deviations in gray matter volume (Kronbichler et
al., 2008; Silani et al., 2005; Vinckenbosch et al., 2005) and white matter
microstructure (Deutsch et al., 2005; Klingberg et al., 2000; Niogi & McCandliss,
2006; Silani et al., 2005) have been reported in language and reading-related regions in
individuals with reading disability. Moreover, different patterns of activity in the left
temporo-parietal and occipito-temporal cortical areas have been shown among children
with reading disability compared with normal readers (McCandliss et al., 2003; Paulesu
et al., 2001; Richlan et al., 2011; Shaywitz et al., 2004; Shaywitz et al., 2002).
1.2.3.3 Neural mechanism underlying a behavioral ability
Behavioral abilities such as reading and working memory have been linked to
neuroimaging measures in the relevant brain regions. Though the correlations between
inter-individual brain differences and their related cognitive abilities are well
established, the biological mechanisms underlying this inter-individual variability are
still not fully known. The neuroimaging methods cannot clearly distinguish whether the
performance related increase in white matter volumes or FA values results from the
increase in axons diameter, organization or myelination. The direct effect of cell loss
and synaptic density on the measures of cortex including gray matter volume, cortical
thickness and area are also not fully explored. Additionally, the relationship between
brain activity and the microstructure of white matter pathways is not still clearly
explained by neuroimaging studies (Zatorre et al., 2012), though it is known by in-vitro
studies that neuronal activity can induce oligodendrocyte differentiation and myelin
formation (Demerens et al., 1996; Stevens et al., 1998).
Finding a direct link between brain measures and underlying biological processes in the
human brain is not as straightforward as animal histological-imaging analyses (Lerch et
al., 2011; Zatorre et al., 2012). The neuroimaging measures do not specifically
measure the biological changes in the brain, however, they show the relative
differences during development and they also reveal the inter-individual differences
in relation to behavior.
One way of exploring the neural mechanism underlying a behavior is doing imaging
genetics study. Knowing the function of a gene from animal models at the cellular
level together with knowing the association of that candidate gene with behavior
provides evidences to explore the effect of the gene on human brain and to link it to
behavior. Imaging genetics studies bridge the gap between gene and behavior by
finding the underlying neural mechanism that drives the inter-individual differences
in behavior.
The other way of finding the neural mechanism underlying a behavioral ability is
doing a longitudinal study. Using a longitudinal dataset, one can assess the inter6

individual brain differences in relation to a behavioral ability cross-sectionally. On
the other hand, one can longitudinally investigate which brain measures predict future
behavioral ability. This provides information regarding whether the functional or
structural brain variability is the basis for inter-individual differences in a behavior or
a skill.

1.3
1.3.1

GENETIC INFLUENCES ON DEVELOPMENT
Heritability of brain measures

Brain measures including both global and local measures are highly heritable. Total
brain volume (Posthuma et al., 2000; Schmitt et al., 2007), total gray matter and white
matter volumes (Pol et al., 2006) and white matter microstructure (Chiang et al., 2009)
are heritable, and their heritability varies across lifespan (Batouli et al., 2014).
The heritability of brain measures differs regionally within different local areas. The
volume and thickness of frontal areas and postcentral gyrus are highly (65– 97%)
heritable, while the heritability of the density of hippocampus, amygdala and
parahippocampal gyrus is less (40– 69%) (Pol et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2001;
Wright et al., 2002).
1.3.2

Heritability of cognitive abilities

Cognitive abilities, including working memory capacity and reading ability, are
highly heritable. The heritability of working memory has been reported to be 43-65%,
while word reading is 50-83% heritable (Ando et al., 2001; Schulte‐Körne et al., 2007;
van Leeuwen et al., 2009).
Although these cognitive skills are heritable and they improve throughout normal
development, the biological and neuronal mechanisms underlying their development
are still not fully understood. The brain structural and functional networks related to
these cognitive skills are under the influence of genes (Baaré et al., 2001; Jamadar et
al., 2011; Meda et al., 2008; Pfefferbaum et al., 2001; Pol et al., 2006; Thompson et al.,
2001). Thus, imaging genetics studies have attempted to determine the effect of genetic
markers on brain measures and to link them to behavior.

1.4

DYSLEXIA, A NEURODEVELOPMENTAL HERITABLE DISORDER

Dyslexia, or reading disability, is a common neurodevelopmental learning disorder
exhibited in 5 to 17% of school-age children without any significant evidence of
impaired intelligence, motivation, education or sensory abilities (Shaywitz et al., 1992;
Shaywitz et al., 1990). Dyslexic individuals experience difficulties in reading fluently
and more specifically with word decoding, recognition, spelling and reading
comprehension (Lyon, 2003). Since a dyslexia diagnosis requires defining a cutoff on a
continuous variable of reading ability, dyslexia has been referred to the lower end
distribution of the continuum by researchers (Shaywitz et al., 1992).
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Previous behavioral-genetic twin studies have shown that reading disability share
genetic variability with IQ (DeFries & Alarcón, 1996; Fisher & DeFries, 2002). The
heritability of the reading disability was reported higher among the subjects with
higher IQ than those with lower IQ (Olson et al., 1999). A more recent article showed
correlations between IQ, working memory and reading ability and revealed that the
correlations are explained by common set of genes (van Leeuwen et al., 2009). They
suggested possible way to classify children with reading disabilities: children who
have low IQ and consequently have less reading ability; children who have normal IQ
with problems in coding either phonemically or verbally; and children with low IQ
and problems with coding phonemically and verbally. The last group may suffer from
more difficulties in reading than the other two (van Leeuwen et al., 2009).
1.4.1

Dyslexia susceptibility genes

Dyslexia, as a developmental learning disability, is a heritable (40–84%) and familial
disorder (Astrom et al., 2007; DeFries et al., 1987; Eicher & Gruen, 2013). Linkage
studies (Démonet et al., 2004; Fisher & DeFries, 2002; McGrath et al., 2006) have
linked the risk of dyslexia to nine loci (DYX1-DYX9). Six candidate genes- including
DYX1C1 on chromosome 15q21 within DYX1 locus; DCDC2 and KIAA0319 within
the DYX2 locus on chromosome 6p21; C2ORF3 and MRPL19 in the DYX3 locus on
chromosome 2p16-p15; and ROBO1 on chromosome 3p12-q12 within the DYX5 locus
have been associated with dyslexia and most of them have been replicated in several
studies (Carrion‐Castillo et al., 2013; Cope et al., 2005; Eicher et al., 2014; Massinen et
al., 2009; Meng et al., 2005; Schumacher et al., 2006; Taipale et al., 2003).
Three of these candidate genes (DYX1C1, DCDC2 and KIAA0319) are the most
replicated and have been previously associated with neuronal migration and axon
guidance during development of the neocortex in animal experiments (Gabel et al.,
2010; Peschansky et al., 2010; Szalkowski et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2006). DYX1C1
and DCDC2 have also been associated with ciliary growth and function (Chandrasekar
et al., 2013; Massinen et al., 2011). The primary cilia are organelles consisting of an
array of microtubules, which act as the probes of the developing cell. They transduce
information about the extracellular environment via surface receptors and influence the
functioning of developmental signaling pathways (Marshall & Nonaka, 2006).
While very little is known regarding the role of C2ORF3 and MRPL19 at the cellular
level, the role of ROBO1 in axonal guidance and crossing the midline has been
established in several studies (Andrews et al., 2006; López-Bendito et al., 2007; Unni et
al., 2012).
1.4.1.1 DYX1C1
The first link between genes and reading disability was found on chromosome 15
(Smith et al., 1983) and was later replicated using markers on the DYX1 locus, i.e.
the marker located in 15q21 (Bates et al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2004; Grigorenko et
al., 2000). The dyslexia candidate gene, DYX1C1, was first discovered in a Finnish
family study (Nopola-Hemmi et al., 2000), which showed that the DYX1C1 gene was
disturbed by chromosome 15 breakpoint. DYX1C1 gene codes for a 420 amino acid
protein with three protein–protein interaction domains (Taipale et al., 2003).
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Although several studies have replicated the association of DYX1C1 with dyslexia
(Brkanac et al., 2007; Marino et al., 2007), some studies have failed to replicate this
finding (Bellini et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2013).
The rodent knock-down studies of Dyx1c1 have shown abnormal migrations of
neurons in neocortex (Adler et al., 2013; Currier et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2006). The
abnormal increase in the migration of neurons has also been found in the knockdown
samples in human neuroblastoma cells (Tammimies et al., 2013). In addition to
neuronal migration, the role of DYX1C1 in regulating cilia growth and motility in
zebrafish has been reported (Chandrasekar et al., 2013).
1.4.1.2 DCDC2
DCDC2, located in DYX2 locus, is another dyslexia candidate gene that has been
associated with reading disability in multiple studies (Meng et al., 2005; Newbury et
al., 2011; Schumacher et al., 2006). This gene encodes a protein containing two
doublecortin domains. The disrupted neuronal migration has been reported in Dcdc2
knock-down rats (Adler et al., 2013; Meng et al., 2005). DCDC2 has also been
implicated in cilia function and growth (Ivliev et al., 2012; Massinen et al., 2011).
1.4.1.3 KIAA0319
KIAA0319 is the other gene in DYX2 locus that has been found in association with
dyslexia (Cope et al., 2005; Deffenbacher et al., 2004; Francks et al., 2004). Similar to
DYX1C1 and DCDC2, KIAA0319 has been associated with neuronal migration in
developmental neocortex (Adler et al., 2013; Paracchini et al., 2006; Peschansky et
al., 2010).
1.4.1.4 MRPL19 and C2ORF3
DYX3 candidate locus on chromosome 2 (2p12–16) has been linked to dyslexia and
reading disability in both dyslexic samples and general population (Fisher et al.,
2002; Kaminen et al., 2003; Petryshen et al., 2002). Two candidate genes in this
locus, MRPL19 and C2ORF3, are in strong linkage disequilibrium and are highly
expressed in different regions of human brain (Anthoni et al., 2007). The level of
expression of these genes is highly correlated with the other dyslexia candidate genes.
Although these genes have been associated with dyslexia and reading related traits,
little is known about the function of these genes in animal and human brains.
1.4.1.5 ROBO1
ROBO1 gene in the DYX5 locus has also been associated with dyslexia (HannulaJouppi et al., 2005). Some polymorphisms in ROBO1 have been linked to
performance on short-term memory tasks, but not with reading ability (Bates et al.,
2011). ROBO1 gene is highly expressed in the developing brain (Lamminmäki et al.,
2012). This gene encodes a protein with an axonal guidance role during cellular
migration and axonal navigation, and it is implicated in midline crossing of axons
between brain hemispheres.
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1.4.2

Neuroimaging studies of dyslexia

Several functional studies have consistently reported the dysfunction of the left
language networks including the temporo-parietal and the occipito-temporal cortical
regions in individuals with reading disability compared with the normal readers
(Démonet et al., 2004; Richlan et al., 2011; Shaywitz et al., 2004; Shaywitz et al.,
2002). Reduced activity in the middle temporal gyrus, the inferior and superior
temporal gyri and the middle occipital gyrus has been reported using positron emission
tomography (PET) scans in dyslexic individuals from three different countries (Paulesu
et al., 2001). These findings suggest a universal neural basis for developmental
dyslexia regardless of the differences in language networks due to different writing
systems. Reduction in gray matter density of the left middle temporal gyrus has also
been reported in the same samples (Silani et al., 2005). Furthermore, structural studies
have consistently reported white matter structural changes in the left temporo-parietal
regions among children and young adults with poor reading ability (Klingberg et al.,
2000; Niogi & McCandliss, 2006) compared with normal readers.
The neural mechanisms underlying the normal variability of reading ability (Beaulieu
et al., 2005; Deutsch et al., 2005; Klingberg et al., 2000; Niogi & McCandliss, 2006) is
similar to those underlie reading disability (Klingberg et al., 2000). However, the cause
of this variability is still not fully established. Knowing the involvement of dyslexia
susceptibility genes in neuronal migration, ciliary function and midline crossing, it is
interesting to see whether the polymorphisms in and within the candidate genes would
affect variability of white matter structure in typically developing children and young
adults and contribute to variability in their reading abilities.
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2 AIMS AND HYPOTHESES
The general aim of this thesis was to study the associations between some specific
candidate genes, neuroimaging measures and behavioral outcomes during development
using a longitudinal sample of typically developing children and young adults. In
addition to the investigation of the concurrent associations between brain and
behavioral measures, we assessed whether the neuroimaging measures can predict
future behavioral scores.
2.1

STUDY I

The aim of this study was to assess the associations of three dyslexia susceptibility
genes (DYX1C1, DCDC2 and KIAA0319) with white matter structure. Both the
integrity and volume of white matter have been previously correlated with reading
ability, but the cause of these relationships and the involvement of other factors are still
not fully known. In this study, we hypothesized that whether the polymorphisms within
the dyslexia genes influence the variability of white matter structure, since these genes
are known to be involved in neuronal migration.
2.2

STUDY II

Knowing the role of dyslexia genes in neuronal migration and ciliary functions, we
aimed to assess whether the variability of dyslexia related genetic markers would also
be related to the thickness of the cortical regions found in study I. We also assessed the
relationships between brain measures and reading scores. Moreover, we investigated
which brain measures can predict future reading ability.
2.3

STUDY III

In study III, we aimed to investigate whether the dyslexia genes, MRPL19 and
C2ORF3, found to be correlated with broader cognitive traits such as verbal and nonverbal IQ, have a significant influence on white matter structures.
2.4

STUDY IV

ROBO1 is another dyslexia related gene that has been associated with axonal
guidance and midline crossing during development. Considering the role of ROBO1
in controlling the midline crossing of callosal axons in rats, we aimed to assess
whether the polymorphisms within this gene have any significant effect on the
structure of corpus callosum in the human brain.
2.5

STUDY V

Working memory capacity, an important factor in cognitive development, has been
associated with higher activity, thinner cortex and white matter maturation in crosssectional studies. In this study, we aimed to investigate the role of brain structural and
functional differences in the development of working memory using a longitudinal
dataset. We assessed the concurrent brain-brain and brain-behavior relationships. We
also investigated whether brain structural and functional measures can predict future
working memory ability.
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3 METHODS
3.1

PARTICIPANTS

A sample of 380 typically developing children and young adults aged 6 to 25 years
from the population registry in Nynäshamn, Sweden, were selected to participate in a
large, behavioral longitudinal study, the Brain Child study. The sample recruitment was
done randomly with equal gender distribution in nine age groups (6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18, 20, and 25 years). The exclusion criteria were first language other than Swedish,
vision or hearing impairment, or neurological or neuropsychiatric disorders with
exception of dyslexia or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Out of 380
individuals, 335 participated in behavioral and genetic testing. Based on available
parents’ reports, in 88.7% of the cases, both the participants and their parents were born
in Sweden, 9.3% had at least one parent born outside of Sweden but within Europe, and
the remaining 2% had one or both parents born outside of Europe. Informed consent
was provided by the participants or the parents of children aged below 18 years old.
The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Karolinska University
Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Out of 335 participants in the Brain Child study, 90 were selected randomly to
participate in the MRI assessments including T1-weighted structural imaging, fMRI,
and DTI. The longitudinal data collections for both behavioral and imaging
assessments were conducted on three occasions: 2007, 2009 and 2011.

3.2

BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENTS

All individuals, participated in the longitudinal Brain Child study, were behaviorally
assessed using a set of reading, math, working memory and attention tests. Reading
was assessed using two tests: reading comprehension and word chains. Visuospatial
working memory was also tested using a computerized grid task.
3.2.1

Assessment of reading comprehension

A reading comprehension task was administered either individually or in groups of two
to 20 participants in a classroom setting. To measure reading comprehension, narrative
and expository texts from the Progress in International Reading Literacy Trend Study
(PIRLS 2001 T) and The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement Reading Literacy Study 1991 were employed. Seventy-seven items were
used to form reading comprehension tests for four age groups from 8 to 25 years. An
item response theory (IRT) analysis (Bond & Fox, 2001) was used to achieve an ability
score for each subject.
3.2.2

Assessment of word decoding

Since reading comprehension was not only specific to language skills and it involved
a range of other cognitive processes, including attention and working memory, we
also administrated a second test of word decoding, called “word chains”. This was
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similar to the English Woodcock Johnson Word-ID test, in which the subjects had 72
sets of written words to read, each consisting of three words with different length
between two and eight letters and without spaces in between. The task was to read as
many words as possible during a two minutes period and mark with a pencil where
the spaces should occur, i.e. identify the three words appearing in each set. The score
was based on the number of words that has been marked correctly (Woodcock,
1987).
3.2.3

Assessment of visuospatial working memory

Visuospatial working memory was assessed individually using a computerized grid
task from the Automated Working Memory Assessment (AWMA) battery (Alloway,
2007). A number of dots in a 4×4 grid were displayed sequentially for 1000 msec, with
a 500 msec interval. The task was to remember the location and the order of the dots.
The first level of the test was with one dot and six trials. By giving four correct
responses, it continued to the next level with one more dot. By three wrong answers on
one level, the test was terminated. The visuospatial working memory score was
computed based on the number of correct trials.

3.3

GENOTYPING

For all 335 individuals participated in the Brain Child study, the material for DNA
extraction was collected in the form of blood from finger tips or saliva. The DNA
sequence is a double helical chain of four nucleotide bases including Adenine (A),
Thymine (T), Cytosine (C) and Guanine (G). Normally T is paired with A and C is
paired with G. Any variation that occurs commonly (more than 1% of the population)
at a single location on a DNA sequence is called single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP).
In our Brain child study, 76 candidate SNPs located in or close vicinity of the genes
related to language, learning and memory were genotyped using matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry with iPlex Gold assays. This
technique finds the differences in DNA and genotypes the SNPs into three possible
combinations of two alleles, for example: CC, CT, and TT.
Based on our hypotheses for the studies presented in this thesis, the dyslexia related
genes, DYX1C1, DCDC2, KIAA0319, MRPL12, C2ORF3 and ROBO1 were selected.
The association of 13 SNPs located in or in close vicinity of the three dyslexia
susceptibility genes: DYX1C1 (rs3743204, rs3743205 and rs17819126); DCDC2
(rs793842, rs793862, rs807701, rs2328819, rs2792682, rs7751169 and rs9460974);
KIAA0319 (rs4504469, rs6935076 and rs2143340) with white matter volume was
assessed in Study I. The effect of the three SNPs associated with white matter volume
(rs3743204, rs793842, and rs6935076), on cortical thickness was investigated in
study II. For study III, we investigated the effect of seven SNPs (rs3088180,
rs4853169, rs917235, rs6732511, rs714939, rs17689640 and rs17689863) located at
the MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus on white matter volume. In study IV, genotyping of
ROBO1 was performed on the Affymetrix Genome-wide Human SNP array 6.0,
including more than 906600 SNPs and more than 946000 probes for detecting copy
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number variations. For the first phase of the study, 20 SNPs (rs3773216, rs9875094,
rs3773232, rs1457659, rs416551, rs7629522, rs162870, rs162871, rs162262,
rs162429, rs7631406, rs12497294, rs6770483, rs9835692, rs9876238, rs4856291,
rs4856447, rs12488868, rs6768880, rs9830013) were tagged to capture the common
genetic variation in the area. The association study to white matter volume was done
on these 20 SNPs and two of the SNPs (rs17396958 and rs1393375) showed
significant associations. Then in the second phase, 28 SNPs within and between the
two haplotype blocks of these two SNPs were chosen (rs6770755, rs7651370,
rs7631357, rs4564923, rs6548621, rs9832405, rs7637338, rs6548628, rs9853895,
rs9820160, rs7432676, rs9309825, rs13071586, rs13072324, rs6771681, rs7618126,
rs7432306, rs6548650, rs7644521, rs1995402, rs17380584, rs11917376, rs11706346,
rs1393360, rs1502298, rs10511118, rs1502305, and rs10511119).

3.4

BRAIN IMAGING AND ANALYSES

Multimodal brain imaging including T1-weighted structural imaging, fMRI, and DTI
were acquired using a 1.5 T Siemens scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) on 90
participants, three times with two years gap between each scan. The multimodal brain
images were then analyzed with different image processing methods and statistical
image analysis techniques.
3.4.1

Structural brain imaging

T1-weighted spin echo scans were collected using a three-dimensional magnetization
prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence with repetition time (TR) = 2300
msec, echo time (TE) = 2.92 msec, field of view (FOV) of 256 × 256 mm2, 256 × 256
matrix size, 176 sagittal slices, and 1 mm3 isotropic voxel size. Generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) with acceleration factor of two was
also used to speed up the acquisition.
The structural images were then processed with two different methods. The first
technique was voxel-based morphometry (VBM), which segmented the brain into gray
matter, white matter and CSF. The white matter segmented images where then
analyzed with the whole brain exploratory voxel-wise analysis as well as the ROI based
analysis. The second technique was cortical thickness measurement that implemented
in FreeSurfer software (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) and measured the thickness
of cortex in several defined ROIs (Reuter et al., 2012).
3.4.1.1 Structural brain analysis
Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra
(DARTEL) (Ashburner, 2007) was performed on the structural data collected across all
three rounds, to align all the structural data and segment them into gray and white
matter. All scans first iteratively were aligned to their common average template and
then they were segmented into gray and white matter as well as CSF based on the prior
probability map for each tissue type and the intensity information of the images. The
intensity at each voxel of the segmented images presented the probability of being gray
or white matter. The segmented images were then modulated by multiplying by the
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values in the deformation matrix of normalization. Modulation corrected for changes in
volume caused by normalization. The modulated images were then registered to
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
size of 8 mm.
3.4.1.2 Cortical thickness measurement
Cortical thickness of the structural dataset was estimated using automatic longitudinal
stream in FreeSurfer (Reuter et al., 2012). The thickness of the cortex was measured by
constructing models for the boundary between gray and white matter. First, a withinsubject template was created for each subject using inverse consistent registration
(Reuter & Fischl, 2011; Reuter et al., 2010). Then, several processing steps (Dale et al.,
1999; Fischl & Dale, 2000) including skull removing, template transformation and atlas
registration were performed. Images were later segmented to white matter, gray matter,
and pial, based on intensity and neighborhood voxel restrictions. The distance between
the white and the pial was computed as the thickness at each location of cortex.
3.4.2

Functional brain imaging and processing

T2*-weighted functional images were carried out using a gradient echo planar imaging
(EPI) sequence with TR = 3000 ms, TE = 50 ms, FOV of 220 × 220 mm2, 64 × 64
matrix size, and 4.5 mm of slice thickness. The same imaging sequence was repeated
for the second and third rounds of the study. Participants performed 10 minutes of
visuospatial working memory task in the scanner (Dumontheil et al., 2011). In this task,
a number of dots were presented sequentially in a 4×4 grid and the task was to
remember the location and the order of dots.
Functional images were first pre-processed by slice timing and motion correction in
SPM5. Then the images were aligned and normalized to the MNI template and finally
were high-pass (140 s) filtered and smoothed with a 12 mm Gaussian kernel.
Second-level analysis was performed using SPM5 for group analysis of the working
memory contrast images using the flexible factorial design by considering subject and
round of the scans as factors. After correcting for the effect of age and gender, the main
working memory contrast was found at a false discovery rate (FDR), threshold of p <
0.05, to identify regions that were recruited during task performance. The activation
map of main working memory contrast (thresholded at FDR < 0.000001) was then split
into smaller ROIs with a center around a single local maximum. ROIs were defined so
that the regions did not overlap, and together they covered the majority of the working
memory related activations. Average of BOLD contrast within the defined ROIs was
then computed for further statistical analyses.
3.4.3

DTI and fiber tracking

Diffusion weighted imaging was acquired with two different parameters. The one used
to collect DTI data in all three rounds of data collection was with a FOV of 230 × 230
mm2, matrix size of 128 × 128, 19 slices with 6.5 mm thickness, and b-value of 1000
sec/mm2 in 20 gradient directions. The other one was acquired with a FOV of 230 ×
230 mm2, matrix size of 128 × 128, 40 slices, 2.5 mm of slice thickness, and b-value of
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1000 sec/mm2 in 64 gradient directions, at the third round of data collection of the
longitudinal study. This was an additional sequence to increase the resolution of the
DTI scans and consequently improve the tractography results.
Eddy current and head motions were corrected with affine registration for all diffusionweighted images to a reference volume using FSL software (http://fsl.fmrib
.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki). Diffusion tensor parameters were then estimated for each voxel,
and subsequently the DTI and FA data were constructed. To align all FA images,
nonlinear registration was carried out using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics, TBSS v1.2,
(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS) on both longitudinal DTI data and the data
collected only at round 3. This alignment was also used to find the common pathways
traced by fiber tracking methods. Two different fiber tracking methods (streamline and
probabilistic fiber tracking) were performed in our studies.
3.4.3.1

Streamline fiber tracking

Deterministic streamline is one of the fiber tracking techniques which uses the
orientation information of the estimated diffusion to trace white matter fibers.
Tracking starts from a seed point or seed region and streamlines propagate to the
neighboring voxels with closest direction to the previous one until they reach the
voxels with FA values less than predefined threshold.
Streamline tracking was performed in study I, II and III using ExploreDTI v4.7.3.
(www.exploredti.com) to find white matter pathways passing through the white matter
regions associated with dyslexia related genes. Fiber tracking was done at the
individual’s space for all subjects. The traced white matter pathways were then
registered to the mean FA template using TBSS for non-FA images and then were
binarized and averaged across all individuals. The tracts were finally thresholded at
the group level by keeping the pathways that were available in 90% of the cases, in
order to create a probability map of more probable white matter pathways among all
individuals.
3.4.3.2

Probabilistic fiber tracking

The other fiber tracking technique is the probabilistic fiber tracking method which first
models multiple fiber orientations at each voxel and then repetitively computes the
streamlines staring from seed region and passing through the multiple orientations
within the adjacent voxels. Summing up the estimated streamlines generates a
probabilistic map which shows the distribution of the location of streamlines. This
tracking method performs better and more accurate in crossing and branching fibers
compared to the deterministic streamline tracking, since it estimates multiple
orientations and provides a map of probability of connections.
In studies IV and V, probabilistic fiber tracking was performed on all individuals’ high
resolution DTI data (collected at the third round) using probtrackx tool of FMRIB's
Diffusion Toolbox (FDT), v2.0 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fsl-4.1.9/fdt/fdt_probtrackx
.html). The default parameters (5000 streamline samples, step length of 0.5 mm, and
curvature threshold of 0.2) were used for the probabilistic fiber tracking. At the
individual level, tracts were thresholded by 5% of the samples to remove the voxels
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with low probability of connection (Leh et al., 2006). In the next step, all of the traced
white matter pathways were aligned with TBSS method for non-FA images using the
transformation matrices saved for each individual. The traced white matter pathways
were then binarized and averaged across all subjects. To find the most probable white
matter pathways across all individuals, the tracts were finally thresholded at the group
level by keeping the pathways that were present in 90% of the cases.
For study IV, the body of corpus callosum was considered as a seed region and five
different cortical ROIs including anterior frontal, superior frontal, parietal, temporal
and occipital cortex were selected bilaterally as target regions. These cortical regions
were defined based on the Harvard-Oxford cortical atlas. In this study, we segmented
the corpus callosum into five sections and assessed whether the ROBO1 SNPs were
associated with FA or connectivity probability of the white matter pathways, separately
in each segment of corpus callosum.
For study V, we aimed to trace fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal pathways. For frontoparietal connections, fiber tracking initiated from the superior frontal and the target
region was set as an inclusion mask of intra-parietal regions to include only the
pathways that pass through these regions. For fronto-striatal pathway, the left and right
caudate were the seed regions and bilateral superior frontal areas were considered as
inclusion masks.

3.5

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Several statistical analyses were performed for several purposes: 1) to explore the
association between white matter volume and dyslexia related genes; 2) to find the link
between brain measures and behavior; and 3) to investigate whether any certain brain
measures can predict future cognitive ability.
3.5.1

Whole brain exploratory analysis

Whole brain exploratory analysis was performed in studies I, II, and III, to find the
white matter specific regions associated with variations in dyslexia related genes. For
study I, all of the 13 SNPs of DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319, and for study III, all
the 7 SNPs of MRPL12 and C2ORF3 were entered separately as a main factor in a
flexible factorial design second-level SPM analysis, which included both the individual
images with and without repeated measures. This analysis was corrected for the effect
of age, gender, handedness and total white matter volume. Gene interactions with age
and gender were also added to the model.
3.5.2

ROI based analysis

For study II, IV and V, the ROI based analysis was performed. In study II, thickness of
cortex was measured for the cortical ROIs. Then the mixed linear model in SPSS
statistics 21.0 software was applied to see whether any of the dyslexia SNPs has
significant effect on cortical thickness. In study IV, probability of connections in
different segments of the corpus callosum was computed and tested for significant
associations with ROBO1 SNPs.
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In study V, functional and structural ROI-based measures in fronto-striatal and frontoparietal networks were assessed for cross-sectional and prediction based correlations
between brain-brain and brain-working memory measures. Mean values of working
memory related BOLD contrast and cortical thickness were extracted from functionally
active cortical regions during visuospatial working memory task performance. The
white matter volume and FA were also computed from the white matter pathways
traced by probabilistic fiber tracking of fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts.
3.5.2.1 Cross-sectional Analysis
In all studies, concurrent correlations between brain and behavior measures (crosssectional analyses) were performed using the mixed linear model in SPSS 21.0
software with Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) method, considering three
longitudinal repeated measures. In dyslexia related studies, reading ability was set as
dependent variable. For study V, working memory performance was the dependent
variable. Brain measures were covariates of interest. Moreover, age, gender, and
handedness were considered as covariates.
3.5.2.2

Longitudinal Analysis

For prediction analyses, correlations between current to future measures were tested by
similar mixed linear model. In this case, we considered two repeated measures. For the
first measures, round one and two values were observed as current and future variables,
respectively. And for the second measures, round two and three were considered as
current and future values. The model was corrected for the effect of gender as well as
age at baseline. In studies II and V, we tested whether brain measures can predict future
reading ability and working memory performance, respectively.
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4 RESULTS
4.1
4.1.1

STUDY I
Dyslexia susceptibility genes, DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319
and white matter

In the assessment of the associations of 13 dyslexia related SNPs within DYX1C1,
DCDC2 and KIAA0319 genes with white matter volume, three SNPs -rs3743204
(DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2), and rs6935076 (KIAA0319)- significantly were
associated with variations in white matter volumes (p < 0.0038, at cluster level,
corrected for multiple comparisons of 13 SNPs). In this analysis, the flexible factorial
design of second level SPM5 analysis was performed on two repeated measures (round
1 and 2) of white matter segmented images. All of the three mentioned SNPs were
associated with white matter volume in the left temporo-parietal area (Fig. 1A and B)
and they partially overlapped with each other (Fig. 1D). Rs3743204 (DYX1C1) had an
extra cluster in the similar region in right hemisphere. Table 1 lists the MNI coordinates
of the peak voxels as well as the p-values at the cluster level.

Figure 1: (A) Main effect of three SNPs within DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319 genes on
white matter structure in left temporo-parietal area. (B) White matter volume distribution for
genotypes of each SNP (error bars: ± 1 SEM). (C, D) Overlap between the significant regions.
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Table 1: Coordinates for the effect of SNPs on white matter.
SNP (gene)

P-value at cluster level

Z score

x, y, z (MNI)

rs3743204 (DYX1C1)

-3

3.10×10

3.85

-15, -54, 16

rs793842 (DCDC2)
rs6935076 (KIAA0319)

5.43×10-4
1.51×10-3
5.51×10-4

3.70
4.23
4.10

13, -35, 30
-37, -49, 23
-38, -69, 38

Out of these three SNPs, only rs3743204 (DYX1C1) had a significant gene × age
interaction (p = 0.0018) in the same region that showed the main effect in the left
hemisphere (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: The DYX1C1 (rs3743204) interaction with age in left hemisphere. (B) White matter
volume variations and genotypes in the different age groups (error bars: ± 1 SEM).

4.1.2

Behavioral associations

Mean white matter volumes in three clusters associated with dyslexia SNPs were
significantly correlated with reading comprehension scores (p < 0.00009) as well as
word chain scores (p < 0.0001), with greater white matter volume associated with
better reading ability. After correction for the effect of age, gender, and handedness,
the correlations remained significant for both reading comprehension (p < 0.004) and
word chain scores (p < 0.002). There was no significant correlation between these
SNPs and reading comprehension or word chain scores, considering two rounds of
the longitudinal data (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Associations between dyslexia genes, white matter volume, and reading
comprehension scores. DYX1C1_L and DYX1C1_R denote the clusters found for rs3743204,
in the left and the right hemispheres, respectively.
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4.1.3

Fiber tracking

The overlap area of the SNP associated regions was found mainly in the left superior
longitudinal fasciculus and the posterior part of corpus callosum according to John
Hopkins Probabilistic Atlas. This region was used as a seed ROI for streamline fiber
tracking on 30 randomly selected subjects. Fig. 4A shows the fiber tracking result of
one individual. To obtain a probability map of those tractography results, all 30 tract
maps were transformed back into a common space, converted into a binary image
before being averaged across all individuals (Fig. 4B). The fibers passing through
SNP associated region were found to be part of temporo-parietal and corpus callosum
tracts. After overlaying the tracts to the Harvard-Oxford cortical atlas, we found that
the fibers connected the left middle temporal cortex to the left angular and
supramarginal gyri (Fig. 4C). The inter-hemispheric pathways also connected
superior parietal lobules and superior division of lateral occipital cortex, bilaterally.
The endpoints of the fibers were consistent with the areas previously reported by
(Paulesu et al., 2001) for middle temporal cortex and by (Richlan et al., 2011) for
inferior parietal lobule, as shown in Fig. 4D.

Figure 4: (A) A sample of fiber tracking result of one individual (red, green, and blue fibers
show left–right, anterior–posterior, and inferior–superior directions, respectively). (B) Overlay
of fiber tracking from 30 individuals. Color bar shows the number of individuals with
overlapping connections. (C) The cortical regions most consistently connected are the left
middle temporal sulcus and left supramarginal and angular gyri. (D) ROIs drown by the radius
of 5 mm at the centers of −60, −56, 0 for middle temporal and −38, −48, 40 for inferior parietal
cortex (Paulesu et al., 2001; Richlan et al., 2011).

4.2

STUDY II

4.2.1

Genetic associations with white matter volume

In study II, we repeated the similar analysis as study I to assess the association of three
dyslexia related SNPs, rs793842 (DCDC2), rs6935076 (KIAA0319), and rs3743204
(DYX1C1) with white matter volume, this time by including all three time-points of the
entire dataset. We found the same significant association with white matter volume for
these SNPs. The rs6935076 and rs3743204 significant clusters were bilateral, while the
rs793842 cluster was located in the left hemisphere. The peak MNI coordinates, size of
the clusters, and FDR-corrected p-values at cluster level are listed in Table 2. Fig. 5A
shows the clusters found significant for association of each SNP, and Fig. 5B illustrates
the residual distribution of mean white matter volume in each significant region for the
related genotypes after correction for age, gender and handedness.
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The overlapping region of these clusters was quite similar to study I. Even after fiber
tracking on our high resolution DTI data, we found the same pathways connected to the
same cortical regions (Fig. 5C) according to their overlap with Harvard-Oxford cortical
structural atlas. Fig. 5D shows these cortical regions labeled with different colors for
the left middle temporal cortex, left supramarginal and angular gyri as well as the
bilateral superior parietal lobules and the lateral occipital cortex.

Figure 5: Main effect of three SNPs from DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319 genes on white
matter structure. (A) White matter clusters showing significant association between SNPs and
white matter volume, shown in sagittal sections. (B) Distribution of residual from mean white
matter volume in each significant region across different genotypes after correction for age,
gender and handedness (error bars: ±1 SEM). (C) After fiber tracking, the cortical regions most
consistently connected to the middle temporal sulcus, supramarginal and angular gyri and
lateral occipital cortex (D) Overlapped white matter pathways with Harvard-Oxford cortical
structural atlas and labeled with different colors; Red for left angular, blue for left
supramarginal gyrus, green for left middle temporal cortex, yellow for lateral occipital and
purple for superior parietal cortex.
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Table 2 Coordinates for the main effect of SNPs on white matter.
SNP

rs3743204
rs793842
rs6935076

4.2.2

Gene

DYX1C1
DCDC2
KIAA0319

PFDR-corrected
Cluster-level
-10

1.28×10
8.19×10-5
3.33×10-10
3.32×10-10

Cluster size

9804
3353
8195
8285

Peak Voxel
Z

x, y, z (MNI)

4.11
4.24
5.32
4.01

-16, -54, 18
-28, -70, 33
-34, -58, 31
36, -28, 37

Genetic associations with cortical thickness

In the assessment of the main effect of the three SNPs on cortical thickness of left and
right cortical ROIs, we found significant effect (Fig. 6A) for the association of
rs793842 (DCDC2) with the cortical thickness of left supramarginal (F2, 86.96 = 5.05, p
= 2.68×10-4), left angular gyrus (F2, 88.78 = 5.12, p = 0.008) and left lateral occipital
cortex (F2, 84.21 = 11.96, p = 2.70×10-5). There was no significant association with either
the middle temporal region or with the right cortical areas. The cortex found
significantly thicker for T-allele carriers, who had lower white matter volume (Fig.
5A). The rs793842 × age interaction was also significant for thickness of left
supramarginal gyrus (F2, 114.78 = 7.61, p = 0.001), as shown in Fig 6B.

Figure 6: (A) Cortical thickness of left supramarginal and angular gyri across rs793842
(DCDC2) genotypes, after correction for age, gender and handedness. All three time-points are
collapsed together. (B) Rs793842 × age interaction for the residuals from mean cortical
thickness of left supramarginal gyrus across four different age groups after correction for
gender and handedness (error bars: ±1 SEM).

4.2.3

Rs793842 (DCDC2) associated with reading ability

Out of three SNPs, rs793842 (DCDC2) significantly associated with reading
comprehension scores (F2, 50.02 = 4.66, p = 0.014). Reading scores was less for T-allele
carriers who also had lower white matter volume in the left temporo-parietal area, and
thicker cortex in the left parietal and occipital areas. This association was not
significant in study I, where we had two repeated measures. No genetic association was
found for a test of single-word reading, the word chain test (p = 0.608). Moreover, the
rs793842 × age interaction was not significant.
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4.2.4

Relationships between brain measures and reading ability

The correlations between reading comprehension and white matter volumes in all three
SNP-associated regions found significant (p < 5.00×10-5), even after correction for age
(p < 0.001). Reading comprehension scores were also associated with cortical thickness
in parietal and occipital regions, including left supramarginal (F1, 128.28 = 8.45, p =
4.32×10-3), right supramarginal (F1, 152.68 = 16.14, p = 9.2×10-5), left angular (F1, 137.73 =
8.59, p = 3.95×10-3), right angular (F1, 144.97 = 21.72, p = 7.0×10-6) gyri as well as the
left and right lateral occipital cortex (F1, 111.81 = 7.51, p = 7.15×10-3 and F1, 130.28 =
20.41, p = 1.4×10-5, respectively). These correlations did not remain significant after
the effect of age was removed.
The word chain scores were correlated with the white matter volumes (p < 10-6) as well
as the cortical measures in all bilateral cortical ROIs (p < 0.036 for middle temporal
cortex, p < 0.001 for supramarginal, p < 1.64×10-4 for angular gyrus and p < 1.0×10-5
for lateral occipital cortex). The cortical measures did not remain significant after the
effect of age was removed, whereas the relationships between white matter volumes
and word chain scores remained significant (p < 0.010) after correcting for age.
4.2.5

Regional specificity to reading

In order to assess whether these brain measures are specific to reading or they are under
the influence of working memory ability, the correlations between brain measures and
reading ability were corrected for individual’s working memory scores. White matter
volumes in the SNP associated regions remained significant for both reading
comprehension (p < 0.001) and word chain (p < 1.57×10-4) after working memory was
entered as covariate. The cortical thickness in the left temporal and parietal areas
remained significant (p < 0.012) for word chain (but not for reading comprehension)
after correction for working memory ability. This revealed that the cortical ROIs were
specific to reading, since the word chain was more related to the word decoding and
phonological processing rather than reading comprehension which involves working
memory.
4.2.6

Predicting future reading ability

White matter volumes in the SNP associated regions significantly predicted future
reading comprehension (p < 4.60×10-5) and word chain (p < 0.003) measures. The
volumes of white matter remained a significant predictor only for reading
comprehension two years later, even after correcting for age (p < 0.001) or reading (p <
0.041) at baseline.
In order to quantify the amount of information gained from knowing the related SNPs
and brain measures compared to the information gained from knowing the baseline
reading comprehension scores in predicting future reading, we compared two following
models in which age, gender and handedness are identical; Model 1: reading2 = β1×age
+ β2×gender + β3×handedness + β4×reading1, r2 = 0.617 (r = 0.785); Model 2: reading2
= β1×age + β2×gender + β3×handedness + β4×gene + β5×white matter + β6×cortical
thickness, r2 = 0.613 (r = 0.783). The results showed that genetic information and brain
measures at baseline (r2 = 0.613) are approximately as informative as knowing baseline
reading ability (r2 = 0.617) in predicting future reading.
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In another analysis, we assessed how much of the variance in reading scores can be
explained by the brain measures. Using three different models, we found that reading at
baseline explained 8.4% more variance than the model predicted by age, gender and
handedness (r2 = 0.533). Adding SNPs and structural measures (both white matter
volume and cortical thickness) explained another 5.9 % of unique variance about future
reading comprehension.
4.2.7

Independent effect of DCDC2 on white and gray matter structures

Volume of left temporo-parietal pathways correlated with the cortical thickness of left
angular gyrus (p = 0.004), supramarginal (p = 0.048), and middle temporal cortex (p =
0.039) after correction for gender and handedness. First, we kept developmental aspect
of brain maturation by not removing the effect of age. Then in another analysis, we
corrected for the effect of age to see whether the relationship between white matter
volume and cortical thickness is age-dependent. After correcting for age the correlation
was not significant. The associations of DCDC2 SNP with white matter volume and
cortical thickness were also significant after the effect of age was removed. This
revealed the independent effect of DCDC2 SNP on white matter volume and cortical
thickness and showed that this association was not dependent to the developmental
relationship between white and gray matter structural variations.
4.3

STUDY III

4.3.1

Dyslexia MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus and general cognitive ability

In this study, 19 SNPs within MRPL19/C2ORF3, KIAA0319, DCDC2, ATP2C2 and
CMIP genes were assessed for association with verbal IQ (VIQ) and performance IQ
(PIQ) in the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) cohort
(Golding et al., 2001). Significant association with VIQ (p < 0.001) was found for
rs714939 (MRPL12/C2ORF3 locus) and rs6935076 (KIAA0319). Rs714939 showed a
significant association with PIQ (p = 0.006). After covarying out the reading ability,
only rs714939 remained significantly associated with VIQ. G-allele was associated
with low performance. A same trend of association was also found for rs917235 within
MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus.
4.3.2

Dyslexia MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus and white matter

The effect of seven MRPL19/C2ORF3 SNPs (rs3088180, rs4853169, rs917235,
rs6732511, rs714939, rs17689640 and rs17689863) on white matter volume was
assessed. Among those SNPs, only rs917235 showed significant association with
variation in white matter volume (p = 1.27×10−3 at cluster level of p < 0.01) for
bilateral posterior part of the corpus callosum and the cingulum (Fig. 7A). G-allele,
already shown to be associated with lower IQ, was associated with lower white matter
volume. The significant cluster in the posterior corpus callosum was then used as a
seed region for streamline fiber tracking. Figs. 7B and C show a sample of fiber
tracking for one individual and the probability map of 30 randomly selected subjects,
respectively. The pathways passed through this ROI connected the right postcentral
gyrus, superior parietal lobule, precuneous, lateral occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus
to analogous areas in the left hemisphere (Fig. 7D).
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Figure 7: (A) Main association of rs917235 with white matter volume at MNI coordinates of
X = −13, −8, 8, and 13 mm relative to midline. (B) A sample of fiber tracking from one
individual whows the fibers passing through the rs917235 associated region. (C) Overlay of
fiber tracking from 30 randomly selected individuals. The color bar is a count for the number
of subjects. (D) Cortical end-points of white matter pathways showing that the fibers connect
right postcentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule, precuneous, occipital cortex and temporal
fusiform gyrus to the analogous left regions.

4.4
4.4.1

STUDY IV
ROBO1 genetic associations with white matter volume

In study IV, we first exploratory assessed whether common SNPs anywhere within the
ROBO1 gene would associate with volume of white matter anywhere in the brain. Out
of 20 selected SNPs, two SNPs (rs17396958 and rs1393375) were significantly
associated with white matter volume in posterior part of the corpus callosum (p =
5.4×10-6 and p = 2.02×10-5, respectively, at FDR-corrected cluster level of p < 0.05).
In the second phase, we selected 28 SNPs within and between the haplotype blocks of
these two SNPs and then assessed which of these SNPs would associate with the
volume of white matter. We masked the white matter with a binary image of the corpus
callosum pathways found by probabilistic tracking of the entire corpus callosum. Five
of the SNPs (Fig. 8) were associated with the volume of white matter in the right
posterior part of corpus callosum, interconnecting the parietal and occipital cortical
regions between two hemispheres. All significant clusters overlapped with each other
(p < 0.0018, at FDR-corrected cluster level, correcting for multiple comparisons of 28
SNPs,). Table 3 lists the peak coordinates, the cluster size and the p-value of the
clusters significantly associated with each of those five SNPs.

Figure 8: Five ROBO1 SNPs showed significant effect on white matter volume in the right
posterior part of the corpus callosum.
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Table 3: Coordinates of the peak voxels for each cluster associated with each SNP.

rs6770755
rs7631357
rs7637338
rs7651370
rs9853895

4.4.2

PFDR-corrected
Cluster-level

Cluster size

5.49 × 10-5
1.40 × 10-3
3.89 × 10-4
6.40 × 10-5
4.89 × 10-5

1701
130
78
1326
2182

Z
6.43
5.13
4.58
6.03
5.79

Peak Voxel
x, y, z (MNI)
37, -66, 30
41, -65, 30
42, -65, 25
37, -66, 30
29, -52, 38

Rs7631357 correlated with probability of connection to parietal
areas

Two different indices (probability of connection and FA) were computed in the five
segments of the corpus callosum (Fig. 9A). The averages of these indices were then
analyzed for the associations of the five SNPs (p < 0.002, Bonferroni correction for 25
tests). One of the SNPs, rs7631357, was significantly associated with probability of
connection of the body of corpus callosum to parietal areas (p = 1.09×10-5). FA values
did not correlate with the genotype variations in any of these regions. Fig. 9B shows the
logarithmic graph of the significant levels of the associations for each SNP and
probabilities of connections to different cortical ROIs (Fig. 9B).

Figure 9: (A) Five different segments of corpus callosum segmented by the probabilistic fiber
tracking of the body of corpus callosum with connections to anterior frontal, superior frontal,
parietal, temporal and occipital cortex, bilaterally (shown by different colors in a sagittal section
of the brain). (B) Logarithmic scale of the p-values for the associations between five significant
SNPs and probability of connection in five different segments of the corpus callosum.
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4.5

STUDY V

4.5.1

Fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal networks

To find the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal pathways, the superior frontal and intraparietal cortical regions (Fig. 10A), as well as the caudate nucleus (shown with light
blue in Fig. 10C) were selected for probabilistic fiber tracking since they were active
during the performance on a visuospatial working memory task in the scanner and the
activity in these cortical regions correlated with working memory performance during
development. The population map of the fronto-parietal tract as well as the frontostriatal pathways are shown in Fig. 10B and C, for the right hemisphere.

Figure 10: (A) Functionally active cortical regions (superior frontal, superior, and inferior
parietal) during the performance on a visuospatial working memory task. (B) Population map of
probabilistic fiber tracking of fronto-parietal pathway connecting superior frontal to
intraparietal cortex. (C) Population map of the fronto-striatal pathway, connecting caudate
(shown by light blue) to the superior frontal ROI. The color bars correspond to the number of
subjects with available white mater pathways.

4.5.2

Cross-sectional analysis

Mean white matter volume and FA values were computed along the white matter
pathways. BOLD contrast and cortical thickness were also extracted from
functionally defined ROIs. The concurrent correlations between brain–working
memory and brain–brain measures were tested by the mixed linear model, including
three repeated measures. The model was first tested using gender and handedness as
covariates. Then, in another analysis, the model was corrected for the effect of age to
assess which of the concurrent relationships were age-independent.
4.5.2.1 Brain–working memory cross-sectional correlations
In the concurrent cross-sectional analysis of brain to working memory measures (Fig.
11), we found significant correlations between BOLD contrast in both frontal and
parietal areas and current working memory capacity (p < 4.2 × 10−4). This correlation
was not significant for the activity in the caudate nucleus (p = 0.09). The volume of
white matter and FA values in both fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts correlated
with current working memory scores (p < 1.7 × 10−5 and p < 7.4 × 10−4, respectively).
Cortical thinning of the parietal areas positively correlated with current working
memory capacity (p = 2.7 × 10−3), whereas thickness in superior frontal (p = 0.11)
and volume of caudate nucleus (p = 0.86) did not correlate with working memory
scores.
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Among all of those brain and working memory relationships, FA values of both frontoparietal and fronto-striatal pathways (p < 0.013) as well as BOLD in the cortical ROIs
(p < 0.027) and cortical thickness in superior frontal (p = 0.020) remained significant
after the effect of age was removed.

Figure 11: Cross-sectional analysis of correlations between brain–brain and brain–working
memory after correction for gender and handedness. The correlations include all three rounds
of the data for all variables. The dashed green and dotted blue lines show significant and nonsignificant correlations, respectively. The thick green lines are those that survived corrections
for multiple comparisons.

4.5.2.2 Brain–brain cross-sectional correlations
In cross-sectional assessment of the brain-brain concurrent relationships, we found
that the cortical thickness of the parietal ROIs correlated with BOLD contrast values
in the corresponding regions (p = 4.6 × 10−4), while this correlation was not
significant for the superior frontal ROI. The correlation between the volume of
fronto-parietal pathway and the contrast values of parietal area was also significant (p
= 1.4 × 10−3). Furthermore, volume of caudate correlated significantly with both
white matter volume and FA of the fronto-striatal pathway (p = 0.039 and 0.003,
respectively).
4.5.3

Longitudinal analysis of working memory capacity

From longitudinal assessment of working memory (Fig. 12), we found that future
working memory capacity could be predicted by white matter structural measures in
both fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal pathways (for white matter volume: p < 0.01
and for FA: p < 6.6 × 10−5). Moreover, BOLD contrast in the caudate significantly
predicted future working memory performance (p = 7.4 × 10−3). After correcting for
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age at baseline, FA values of both fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal pathways were
still significant predictores for future working memory performance, p < 6.8 × 10−3.
We also analyzed the interaction with age in the prediction analyses. The only brain
measure that showed significant interaction with age was the caudate activity (p = 1.8
× 10−4). Then, we divided the subjects into 2 groups based on their age (below and
above 16 years old) to test the predictive ability of caudate activity in these 2 subsets.
After correction for age and sex, the caudate activity significantly predicted future
working memory capacity of younger subjects (p = 9.0 × 10−4).

Figure 12: Prediction of future working memory capacity based on the measures collected
two years earlier. The dashed green and dotted blue lines show the significant (even after
corrections for multiple comparisons) and non-significant correlations, respectively, after
correction for gender and handedness.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1

STUDIES I AND II- THE EFFECTS OF DYSLEXIA GENES, DYX1C1,
DCDC2 AND KIAA0319 ON WHITE MATTER STRUCTURE AND
CORTICAL THICKNESS

In study I, we first assessed the effect of three genes (DYX1C1, DCDC2 and
KIAA0319), previously associated with dyslexia and neuronal migration, on white
matter structure in a longitudinal sample of typically developing children and young
adults. Three polymorphisms within these genes, rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842
(DCDC2) and rs6935076 (KIAA0319) were associated with the variability of white
matter in the left temporo-parietal area. Using streamline fiber tracking, we found that
the fibers passing through the SNP associated region connected the left middle
temporal cortex to the left angular and supramarginal gyri as well as the lateral occipital
cortex.
Then in study II, knowing the effect of these genes on neuronal migration, ciliary
function and axonal growth, we investigated whether these polymorphisms have any
significant effect on the variability of cortical thickness in the associated regions found
by fiber tracking. Rs793842 within DCDC2 was significantly associated with cortical
thickness in the left angular and supramarginal gyri and the lateral occipital cortex. Tallele carriers, who also had lower white matter volume and lower reading
comprehension scores, showed significantly thicker cortex compared to C-allele
carriers.
5.1.1

Neuroimaging findings of impaired reading

The white matter regions associated with dyslexia genes are relatively close to the
regions previously associated with reading ability (Beaulieu et al., 2005; Deutsch et
al., 2005; Klingberg et al., 2000; Niogi & McCandliss, 2006). These studies have
consistently shown a positive correlation between FA values of the left temporoparietal area and reading ability among typically developing children and young
adults. Poor readers could also be differentiated from normal readers through white
matter integrity in the left temporo-parietal region (Klingberg et al., 2000). This is
consistent with our findings which show significant associations between white
matter volume of the temporo-parietal regions and reading comprehension as well as
word chain scores.
Significant structural and functional differences in the middle temporal and inferior
parietal regions have been reported in impaired readers compared with normal
readers. The same regions have also been found to be less active in dyslexic subjects
compared with controls (McCandliss et al., 2003; Paulesu et al., 2001; Richlan et al.,
2011). Furthermore, gray matter volumetric differences in the middle temporal and
inferior parietal regions have also been found in late-literates relative to illiterate
individuals (Carreiras et al., 2009). In general, these regions have been reported to be
involved in language comprehension and semantic processing using several
functional neuroimaging studies (Binder et al., 2009; Noonan et al., 2013; Turken &
Dronkers, 2011).
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5.1.2

The role and function of dyslexia susceptibility genes

Three dyslexia genes, DYX1C1, DCDC2 and KIAA0319 are consistently associated
with dyslexia across several independent studies (Cope et al., 2005; Couto et al., 2010;
Massinen et al., 2009; Meng et al., 2005; Newbury et al., 2011; Paracchini et al., 2008;
Schumacher et al., 2006; Venkatesh et al., 2013). The involvement of these genes in
neuronal migration has also been established in rat knock-down experiments (Adler et
al., 2013; Meng et al., 2005; Paracchini et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006). Moreover, the
malformation of neocortical and hippocampal cortex has been reported in Dyx1c1
knocked-down rat (Rosen et al., 2007).
In addition to the role of dyslexia susceptibility genes in neuronal migration, two of
these genes (DYX1C1 and DCDC2) have been reported to affect the ciliary function
(Chandrasekar et al., 2013; Massinen et al., 2011). It has been shown that the
expression level of DCDC2 regulates the ciliary length and signaling of the primary
hippocampal neurons (Massinen et al., 2011). The role of DYX1C1 in ciliary growth
and motility has also been shown in a zebrafish model (Chandrasekar et al., 2013).
5.1.3

Imaging genetic studies of dyslexia related genes

Several imaging genetics studies have tried to find the effect of dyslexia susceptibility
genes on human brain structure and function. In complement to animal and molecular
studies, which aim to understand the molecular mechanism for developmental dyslexia,
imaging genetics studies have attempted to use neuroimaging measures for
understanding neural mechanisms underlying dyslexia. In an imaging genetics study,
gray matter volumetric changes have been linked to a 2.4 kb deletion within DCDC2
(Meda et al., 2008). Higher gray matter volumes in the occipito-parietal cortex, superior
and middle temporal gyri, the intraparietal areas and the inferior and middle frontal gyri
have been found for the heterozygous healthy subjects. KIAA0319 has also been
significantly associated with brain activation in superior temporal sulcus (Pinel et al.,
2012). Functional brain measures in left inferior parietal lobe and right lateral occipitotemporal gyrus during a performance on reading tasks have been also linked to
DCDC2 polymorphism in a functional imaging study (Cope et al., 2012).
In studies I and II, we first focused on the association between white matter regions and
dyslexia genes. Then, based on the fiber tracking of the SNP associated regions in the
left temporo-parietal area, we identified the cortical ROIs to assess the associations of
the candidate SNPs with cortical thickness. Due to the location of the seed region in left
temporo-parietal area and possibly because of the limit of DTI and fiber tracking
methods in tracking the crossing fibers, the tracts studied here were restricted to the
pathways connecting the parietal, occipital and temporal areas. The occipito-temporal
areas have also been reported as structurally and functionally abnormal in dyslexic
individuals compared with healthy controls (Altarelli et al., 2013; Kronbichler et al.,
2008; Silani et al., 2005; Vinckenbosch et al., 2005). These regions were significantly
associated with other dyslexia related loci, MRPL19/C2ORF3, in study III.
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5.1.4

Brain-behavior relationships

We found significant correlations between reading ability (reading comprehension and
word chain scores) and volume of white matter volume in brain regions associated with
the genetic variant of the dyslexia SNPs. We also found a significant association
between reading ability and cortical thickness of temporal, parietal and occipital
regions. These findings are in accordance with previous work regarding the correlations
between reading and brain white/gray matter measures (Deutsch et al., 2005; Klingberg
et al., 2000; Niogi & McCandliss, 2006). After removing the effect of age, only the
white matter volume remained significant for both reading comprehension and word
chain scores. This reveals that the relationship between white matter volume and
reading ability is not only age-dependent, and other factors such as genetic markers are
contributing in this correlation.
In order to assess whether these regions are specifically associated with reading or
whether working memory capacity may act as a confounding factor, we corrected for
working memory capacity in our sample. White matter volume in the dyslexia SNP
associated regions remained significant in association with both reading comprehension
and word chain after including working memory as covariate. Furthermore, cortical
thickness in the left temporal and parietal areas remained significant for word chain
(but not for reading comprehension) after correcting for working memory ability. This
reveals that the cortical ROIs are specifically associated with reading, since the word
chain is a test which is more related to the word decoding and phonological processing
rather than reading comprehension which partly involves working memory.
In another set of analyses, we assessed which brain measure can predict future reading
comprehension or word chain scores. White matter volume in the left temporo-parietal
region was the only brain measure which significantly predicted future reading
comprehension and word chain two years later even after correction for either age or
reading at baseline. This suggests that white matter structure provides an essential
neural basis for development of cognitive function, as previously shown for working
memory which is in turn an essential factor for other cognitive skills (Ullman et al.,
2014).
5.1.5

Gene, brain and behavior

In summary, we associated three SNPs within three dyslexia susceptibility genes,
rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2) and rs6935076 (KIAA0319) with variability
of left temporo-parietal white matter structure. One of these SNPs, rs793842 (DCDC2),
has also been linked to the normal variations of cortical thickness in the left
supramarginal and angular gyri as well as the lateral occipital cortex. This SNP was
also associated with reading ability in our longitudinal sample of normal readers. The
T-allele carriers had lower reading scores than C-allele carriers. White matter volume
was also significantly lower for rs793842 T-allele carriers who had thicker cortex in left
inferior parietal and lateral occipital areas.
To take into account the role of development in our imaging genetics study, we
conducted the genetic association analyses as well as the brain-brain and brain-behavior
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correlations with and without considering the effect of age. Fig. 13 shows the
significant and non-significant associations with solid and dashed arrows, respectively.
DCDC2 associations with both white matter volume and cortical thickness were
significant before and after correcting for age. Moreover, DCDC2 association with
reading was significant when the effect of age was removed. The SNP associations
with brain measures as well as the correlations between brain measures and behavior
were stronger than the genetic association with reading. This suggests that the brain
measures are intermediate phenotypes mediating between genetic markers and reading.
Without correction for age, white matter volume of the brain regions associated with
rs793842 was negatively correlated with cortical thickness of the parietal areas which
have been associated with the same SNP. This emphasizes the parallel maturation of
white and gray matter structures during development. Since the genetic associations
were all significant after controlling for age, we also considered the white and gray
matter structural relationships after correcting for age. This correlation did not remain
significant. This suggests an independent effect of DCDC2 on white matter and cortical
thickness. This can be related to the role of DCDC2 in ciliary function and signaling
which affect neuronal migration and axonal outgrowth and in turn affects white and
gray matter structures.

Figure 13: Associations between rs793842 (DCDC2), white matter volume, cortical thickness
and reading comprehension considering three repeated measures of the longitudinal data, with
age and without age as covariate in the model. All associations are corrected for gender and
handedness.

5.2

STUDY III- THE EFFECT OF DYSLEXIA LOCUS MRPL19/C2ORF3 ON
WHITE MATTER STRUCTURES AND GENERAL COGNITIVE ABILITY

In study III, MRPL19/C2ORF3 genetic markers on 2p12 locus were significantly
associated with verbal and performance IQ in ALSPAC cohort (Golding et al., 2001).
Even after using reading ability as a covariate, the association remained significant for
this cohort and was replicated in four other independent samples. MRPL19/C2ORF3
SNPs did not show any significant association with single-word reading.
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In imaging genetics analysis of the candidate SNPs, one of the SNPs (rs917235) within
MRPL19 gene was significantly associated with white matter volume in posterior part
of the corpus callosum and the cingulum. White matter volume in these regions was
lower for G-allele carriers, who also had lower IQ in the behavioral analysis. Using
streamline fiber tracking, we showed that the fibers passing through these regions
connected the right postcentral gyrus, superior parietal area, precuneous, lateral
occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus to their analogous areas in the left hemisphere.
White matter structures with connections to the bilateral occipito-parietal areas have
been correlated with measures of IQ in several neuroimaging studies (Chiang et al.,
2009; Fjell et al., 2011; Schmithorst et al., 2005). Posterior part of the corpus callosum,
an inter-hemispheric tract which connects large parts of the occipital, parietal and
temporal lobes, has been previously associated with intelligence (Luders et al., 2011).
Previous research also reported that normal and poor readers show significant
differences in white matter structure within these regions (Dougherty et al., 2007; Frye
et al., 2008; Hasan et al., 2012; Vandermosten et al., 2012).
The parietal, occipital and temporal cortices found by fiber tracking point to the areas
involved in both language and general cognitive abilities. The intra parietal sulcus and
superior parietal cortex are important neural correlates of reasoning and working
memory performance (Jung & Haier, 2007; Koenigs et al., 2009; Olesen et al., 2004).
The lateral occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus are involved in cognitive ability since
they participate in visual elaboration and perception, recognition and imagination (Jung
& Haier, 2007). The occipito-temporal areas have also been reported structurally
different in dyslexic readers compared with normal controls (Altarelli et al., 2013;
Kronbichler et al., 2008; Silani et al., 2005; Vinckenbosch et al., 2005). The role of
these regions in both language and general cognitive ability has been previously
established in several neuroimaging studies. However, the brain neural network and the
cortical regions involved in cognitive functions are not limited to these regions and
there are other regions underlying general cognitive abilities during childhood and
adolescence.

5.3

STUDY IV- THE EFFECT OF ROBO1 GENETIC MARKERS ON
CORPUS CALLOSUM

In study IV, we found the association between five ROBO1 SNPs and white matter
volume in posterior part of the corpus callosum. One of the SNPs, rs7631357, was also
associated with probability of connections within the fibers extending through the body
of corpus callosum to the parietal regions. These findings fit well with previous reports
of the role of Robo1 in axonal path finding in mice (Andrews et al., 2006).
The posterior part of corpus callosum interconnects the temporal, parietal and occipital
cortices between two hemispheres with large, thick and heavily myelinated axons
(Aboitiz et al., 1992). The posterior corpus callosum has been reported to be larger
amongst dyslexic subjects in corpus callosum shape analysis studies (Duara et al.,
1991; Duta, 2000; Hasan et al., 2012; Rumsey et al., 1997). The microstructure of the
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posterior part of the corpus callosum has also been associated with reading skills
(Dougherty et al., 2007; Frye et al., 2008).
ROBO1 has previously been shown to functionally affect midline crossing of auditory
pathways in humans (Lamminmäki et al., 2012). In a rare Finnish family, there was a
deficit in interaural interaction that correlated with the expression levels of ROBO1.
Our results suggest that ROBO1 may also regulate the midline crossing of callosal
axons in general population.

5.4

STUDY V- ROLE OF FRONTO-PARIETAL AND FRONTO-STRIATAL
NETWORKS IN WORKING MEMORY DEVELOPMENT

In this study, the relationships between working memory performance and brain
structure and function in functionally defined fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal working
memory networks were assessed. The analyses were conducted cross-sectionally and
longitudinally in order to find the concurrent brain-brain and brain-behavior
relationships as well as to investigate whether measures of brain structure or function
can predict future working memory ability. The ROIs were defined based on the main
effect of working memory performance during development (Dumontheil et al., 2011;
Ziermans et al., 2012). Contrast map of the main effect of working memory during the
performance on a visuospatial working memory task was used as a mask for extracting
the brain activities of the superior frontal, intra-parietal and the caudate nucleus.
Thickness of cortex in these regions was also measured. Mean white matter volume and
FA values were also computed along the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal pathways
traced by probabilistic fiber tracking.
5.4.1

Concurrent brain-working memory and brain-brain relationships

Working memory capacity was significantly correlated with brain activity in frontal
and parietal cortical regions, thickness of parietal area, and white matter structural and
microstructural variability of the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts. Some other
developmental neuroimaging studies have also shown a converging pattern of
correlations between brain measures and working memory capacity. Maturation of
white matter pathways connecting the frontal and parietal cortical areas has been
reported to be positively correlated with visuospatial working memory capacity among
children and young adults (Alexander et al., 1991; Nagy et al., 2004; Olesen et al.,
2003; Vestergaard et al., 2011; Østby et al., 2011). Moreover, cortical thickness of the
fronto-parietal cortical areas has been negatively associated with working memory
capacity (Tamnes et al., 2013; Tamnes et al., 2010; Østby et al., 2011) as well as the
reasoning ability (Shaw et al., 2006; Sowell et al., 2004; Wendelken et al., 2011) which
highly correlates with working memory performance. In addition to structural
differences associated with working memory differences, activation in the intraparietal, superior frontal, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices have also been positively
linked to individual’s working memory capacity during childhood and adolescence
(Crone et al., 2006; Klingberg et al., 2002; Kwon et al., 2002; Olesen et al., 2007;
Olesen et al., 2004; Scherf et al., 2006). The findings are similar to the structural
differences found in children and adults suffering from ADHD. In individuals with
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ADHD, the cortex has been reported thinner in frontal and parietal areas compared with
controls. FA has also been found lower in ADHD cases (Makris et al., 2007; Makris et
al., 2008). Since working memory is impaired in ADHD, the findings suggest that the
anatomical deficits in ADHD can be linked to working memory impairment.
In our study, correlations between the concurrent brain and working memory measures
revealed that white matter measures as well as the functional and structural measures of
the cortical areas were the brain measures that could explain the inter-individual
differences in working memory capacity. While the subcortical structural and
functional measures did not correlate with working memory capacity during
development.
Regarding the relationships between brain measures, we found a significant
relationship between the fronto-parietal cortical measures and the white matter
pathways connecting these regions. This is consistent with previous findings of the
fronto-parietal network (Olesen et al., 2003; Østby et al., 2011). The concurrent
correlations between brain measures showed that most of these measures are interrelated, though their relationships are under the influence of age.
5.4.2

Prediction of working memory capacity

Longitudinal analyses of the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal networks revealed that
white matter structural changes as well as the activity in caudate could predict future
working memory capacity. However, in the study presented here, the cortical measures,
which correlated with concurrent measures of working memory, could not predict the
working memory capacity two years later.
Inter-individual variations in both volume and FA of the white matter pathways in
working memory-related networks correlated with concurrent measures of working
memory and predicted working memory capacity two years later. This emphasizes the
important role of white matter neural basis and maturation in driving cognitive
development.
Activation in caudate during a working memory task was also significantly predictive
of future working memory capacity; however, it did not correlate with current working
memory scores. There was also a significant interaction between caudate activity and
age. The activity in caudate was a stronger predictor for future working memory
capacity in younger children compared to older individuals.
The caudate nucleus has been reported active during working memory performance in
nonhuman primates (Levy et al., 1997), children (Dumontheil et al., 2011; Klingberg et
al., 2002; Ziermans et al., 2012) and adults (McNab & Klingberg, 2007). The caudate
has also been associated with implicit learning and habit formation in some other
studies (Graybiel, 2008; Packard & Knowlton, 2002). A study of nonhuman primates
has shown that by changing the rule in the presentation of a delay task, the activation of
the caudate would alter earlier than the activity of the cortical areas, and that cortical
activity would correlate with behavior (Pasupathy & Miller, 2005). Moreover, a
working memory training study has shown an increase in the activity of caudate and
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thalamus after training (Olesen et al., 2004). Another training study has reported an
increase in activity of caudate and that striatal activity predicted the working memory
improvements after training (Dahlin et al., 2008). Two PET studies have reported the
associations between D2 receptor density in caudate and the improvements in working
memory performance after training (Bäckman et al., 2011), as well as the links between
the density of cortical D1 receptor and the individual’s working memory capacity
(McNab & Klingberg, 2007). Both DAT1 and DRD2 genes are highly expressed in
striatal area and both have been associated to the training related improvements in
working memory (Brehmer et al., 2009; Söderqvist et al., 2012; Söderqvist et al.,
2013). These studies suggest the key role of striatum in both cognitive development and
working memory training-related improvements which can be related to the role of
basal ganglia and caudate in learning (Graybiel, 2008; Packard & Knowlton, 2002).
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6 CONCLUDING REMARKS, LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The main aim of this thesis was to assess the associations between genes, brain and
behavior during typical development. We found the associations of dyslexia
susceptibility genes with white matter structures. We then identified the cortical regions
connected by the white matter pathways extending through the SNP associated regions.
Variations in the thickness of these cortical areas were also correlated with variations of
the genetic markers. Moreover, there were significant relationships between the brain
and behavioral measures including reading and working memory scores. Among those,
only the white matter measures correlated with the current behavioral measures and
predicted the future behavioral outcomes. The findings emphasize the important role of
white matter structure in driving cognitive development and bridging the gap between
gene and behavior.
The longitudinal sample of 90 typically developing children and young adults provided
a sufficient basis for studying these relationships and for investigating whether these
associations are fixed during development or they interact with age. Three repeated
observations of this longitudinal dataset provided more efficient and valid measures
rather than a simple cross-sectional design for assessment of the concurrent
associations between gene-brain and brain-behavior measures. Moreover, the two-year
gap between each administration made it possible to assess the prediction ability of
baseline measures in predicting future outcome measures at two years later.
Although the studies presented here benefited from the use of a large cohort of children
and adolescence, the sample size was small for genetic studies. Thus, the results need to
be replicated in independent samples. Moreover, the effect of environment and its
interactions with genes were not considered in our studies due to the lack of appropriate
environmental factors in the dataset (i.e., the socioeconomic status, reading ability of
the parents, the amount of time that parents spend on reading at home, the amount of
time they spend on helping the children with their homework, and other factors).
Besides, the important effect of other genetic markers (i.e., the genes that affect white
matter development) as well as the biological and environmental factors on the
associations between genes, brain and behavior measures cannot be excluded.
The findings presented in this thesis were the associations between genetic markers,
brain and behavior. The relationships between gene-white matter and white matterreading found stronger than the link between gene-reading suggesting an intermediate
role of white matter in bridging between genetic markers and behavioral outcomes.
Moreover, white matter measures predicted future reading and working memory
abilities. This suggests that white matter provides neural basis for development of these
cognitive functions.
Regarding the imaging acquisition, the imaging sequences were kept as short as
possible to make it tolerable for our pediatric sample. One of these sequences was DTI
acquisition which was collected with 19 thick slices (6.5 mm) and 20 gradient
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directions. The resolution of this DTI data was not optimal for voxel based analysis and
fiber tracking. In third round of data collection, we included another DTI sequence with
thinner slices (3.0 mm) and 64 gradient directions. This time, the subjects were older
and they already had experience to stay still in the scanner. Tractography on this DTI
data provided better fiber tracking results with both streamline and probabilistic fiber
tracking. Tractography result of the high resolution DTI data was compared with the
tracking of the low resolution DTI data. Although more fibers were detected by
tractography of the high resolution data, fiber tracking results found quite consistent
using both DTI datasets. In spite of this, we cannot exclude the possibility of finding
other fibers extending through our ROIs if we had more informative dataset such as
high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) or diffusion spectrum imaging
(DSI). These imaging techniques are more sensitive to intra-voxel heterogeneities
caused by different diffusion directions in crossing and branching fibers, and
consequently provide more accurate fiber tracking results.
The studies presented here attempted to find the link between genes, brain and behavior
and to find the neuronal mechanism underlying the inter-individual variability in
cognitive abilities. On the other hand, the animal models help to understand the genetic
and neuronal mechanisms at the cellular level. Combining animal imaging techniques
with the histological analysis provide information to understand the link between the
imaging measures and the cellular and molecular factors contributing the structural and
functional variability in the brain.
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Three Dyslexia Susceptibility Genes, DYX1C1, DCDC2, and
KIAA0319, Affect Temporo-Parietal White Matter Structure
Fahimeh Darki, Myriam Peyrard-Janvid, Hans Matsson, Juha Kere, and Torkel Klingberg
Background: Volumeandintegrityofwhitemattercorrelatewithreadingability,buttheunderlyingfactorscontributingtothisvariabilityareunknown.
Methods: We investigated single nucleotide polymorphisms in three genes previously associated with dyslexia and implicated in neuronal
migration (DYX1C1, DCDC2, KIAA0319) and white matter volume in a cohort of 76 children and young adults from the general population.
Results: We found that all three genes contained polymorphisms that were significantly associated with white matter volume in the left
temporo-parietal region and that white matter volume influenced reading ability.
Conclusions: The identified region contained white matter pathways connecting the middle temporal gyrus with the inferior parietal lobe. The finding
links previous neuroimaging and genetic results and proposes a mechanism underlying variability in reading ability in both normal and impaired readers.
Key Words: Diffusion tensor imaging, dyslexia genes, general population, reading ability, single nucleotide polymorphism, SNP
eading is a complex cognitive activity, requiring the recruitment of multiple brain regions. Insights into the neurobiology of reading are provided by neuroimaging studies of
typical adult readers, development of reading in children, as well as
by studies of developmental dyslexia, a specific reading disability
exhibited in 5%–15% of the population (1,2). Anatomically, dyslexia
has been associated with nested neurons, so-called ectopias, in
language regions of both male and female subjects, which might
relate to disturbed neuronal migration early in life (3,4). Functional
neuroimaging studies have shown altered deviant activation in
subjects with dyslexia, including lower activation of the left temporal, inferior parietal and occipito-temporal regions (5–7). Cortical
thickness is also affected in similar regions (8).
Dyslexic individuals have also shown disturbances of white matter
structure in the left temporo-parietal region (9). Interestingly, variability in white matter structure not only differentiates impaired from
nonimpaired subjects but also correlates with variability in reading
ability among typically developing children and adults (9 –12). This
shows that connectivity between language regions is crucial for reading. Secondly, these findings suggest that the same neural mechanisms could underlie both the normal variability in reading ability and
dyslexia. However, the cause for this variability is not yet known. In this
study, we hypothesized that polymorphisms in genes associated with
dyslexia and implicated in neuronal migration in early brain development would affect variability of white matter structure in typically
developing children and young adults and contribute to variability in
reading ability.
A number of genes have been associated with dyslexia, and the
three most consistently replicated genes are DYX1C1, DCDC2, and
KIAA0319 (13–18). Some previous studies have failed to replicate
the association between DYX1C1 and dyslexia in samples from the
United Kingdom, Italy, United States, and India (19 –22). However, it
should be noted that the sample sizes used were relatively small,
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and differences exist in association test designs between original
publications and replication attempts. All three genes are involved
in neuronal migration, as seen in rat knock-down experiments
(14,23,24). In the DYX1C1 knock-down animal models, disturbances
in neuronal migration lead to ectopias and changes in both gray
and white matter structure. Recent studies have also suggested
that polymorphisms in some of the DYX1C1, KIAA0319, and DCDC2
genes are related to normal variability in reading ability (25–28) and
to brain activation in language related-regions (29).
In this study, we genotyped 13 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), in or near the vicinity of three genes DYX1C1, DCDC2,
and KIAA0319 in a group of 76 randomly selected 6 –25-year-old
children and young adults. Volume of white matter was measured
with a T1-weighted magnetic resonance sequence, and microstructure of white matter was investigated by diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI). These measurements were then repeated 2 years later in 69 of
the subjects. The use of a developmental sample and longitudinal
design allowed us also to investigate whether any genetic effect
was constant across age or whether it interacted with age. The
former would suggest a very early effect on brain development
only, whereas the latter would suggest an effect on the gradual
maturation of white matter during childhood, such as myelination.

Methods and Materials
Participants
Seventy-six healthy Swedish-speaking children and young
adults (age range 6 to 25 years, 41 male and 35 female subjects)
without any evidence of neurological or psychological disorders
were randomly selected from the population register in the city of
Nynäshamn to participate (see [30,31] for further description of the
cohort). On the basis of available parent reports, in most (89%) cases
the participants and both of their parents were born in Sweden, 9%
had at least one parent born outside of Sweden but within Europe,
and the remaining 2% had one or both parents born outside of
Europe. This study was approved by the local ethics committee of
the Karolinska University Hospital. Written informed consent was
obtained from each participant and the parents of those participants younger than 18 years old. On the basis of parent reports, one
subject had dyslexia, and two were under investigation for dyslexia.
The data from these subjects did not deviate significantly from the
statistical analysis models (genetics vs. white matter and white
matter vs. reading residuals, standardized residuals ⬍2 SDs in both
cases). Imaging and behavioral assessments were performed for all
the participants and repeated two years later for 69 of them.
Image Acquisition and Processing
Three-dimensional structural T1-weighted imaging (magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo sequence, repetition time ⫽
BIOL PSYCHIATRY 2012;72:671– 676
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2300 msec, echo time ⫽ 2.92 msec) with a 256 ⫻ 256 mm field of
view, 176 sagittal slices, and 1 mm3 voxel size was carried out with a
1.5T Avanto scanner (Siemens Medical System, Inc., Erlangen, Germany) on the participants and repeated after two years for 69
subjects. GRAPPA parallel imaging technique with an acceleration
factor of two was also employed to speed up the acquisition.
White matter segmentation was performed on the structural
data with a Voxel-Based Morphometry tool available via SPM5
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5) and followed by an
alignment technique performed with the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration with Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL) toolbox
in SPM. This method iteratively aligned the white matter images
from both timepoint 1 and timepoint 2 to their common average
template. The modulated images were then spatially smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel size of 8 mm and registered to Montreal
Neurological Institute space. Because the DARTEL morphing was
applied to tissue segmented images, output images were the tissue
probability maps in which each voxel shows the probabilty of being
locally expanded or contracted in each white matter structure.
Diffusion tensor imaging was acquired with a field of view of 230 ⫻
230 mm2, matrix size of 128 ⫻ 128, 19 slices with 6.5 mm thickness, and
b-value of 1000 sec/mm2 in 20 gradient directions. Eddy current and
head motions were corrected with affine registration to a reference
volume with FSL software (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The diffusion tensors were then computed for each voxel, and the DTI and fractional
anisotropy (FA) data were constructed. Tract-Based Spatial Statistics,
TBSS v1.2, (fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/tbss/) was applied to align all FA images to the mean FA image. In this step, the TBSS inverse transformation method was used to find the region of interest (ROI) projected on
the FA data of all individuals. Deterministic fibers were obtained from
30 randomly selected subjects by starting tractography from the ROI
following the principal eigenvector direction with 1 mm steps, considering thresholds of .15 for FA values and 30 for angular degree, with
ExploreDTI v4.7.3. (www.exploredti.com). These 30 subjects were selected randomly from the total imaging sample, and the distribution of
their genotypes was not significantly different from the whole sample
(p ⬎ .32 assessed by 2 test), so they represent the whole imaging
sample. The computed tracts of all individuals were then transformed
to the mean FA template with the same TBSS transformation matrices
already used for each subject to mean normalization.
Behavioral Assessment
The reading comprehension task for this study was administered
either individually or in groups of two to 20 participants in a classroom
setting. To measure reading comprehension, narrative and expository
texts from the Progress in International Reading Literacy Trend Study
and The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement Reading Literacy Study 1991 were employed. Seventyseven items were used to form reading comprehension tests for four
age groups from 8 to 25 years old. An item response theory analysis
was used to achieve an ability score for each subject.
Because reading comprehension encompasses a range of
cognitive processes, including not only language-specific aspects
but also attention and working memory, we also administrated a
second test of word decoding, called “word chains.” This is similar to
the English Woodcock Johnson Word-ID test, in which the subjects
read as many words as possible during a 2-min period and get a
score on the basis of the number of correctly read words (32).
Genotyping
Material for DNA extraction was collected from all subjects in form
of blood from finger tips or saliva. Genotyping of 13 SNPs located in or
in close vicinity to the three genes—DYX1C1: rs3743204, rs3743205,
and rs17819126; DCDC2: rs793842, rs793862, rs807701, rs2328819,
www.sobp.org/journal
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rs2792682, rs7751169, and rs9460974; KIAA0319: rs4504469,
rs6935076, andrs2143340 —was performed with matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry with iPlex Gold
assays according to instructions of the manufacturer as follows: polymerase chain reaction assays and associated extension reactions were
designed with the MassArray assay design 3.1 software (Sequenom;
www.sequenom.com). Primers were acquired from Metabion GmbH
(Planegg-Martinsried, Germany). Amplification reactions were run in a
total volume of 5 L with 10 ng of genomic DNA and 1 pmol of the
amplification primer, 100 nmol/L of each deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 1.625 mmol/L of magnesium chloride, and .5 U of HotStarTaq
DNA polymerase (Qiagen, Crawley, West Sussex, United Kingdom).
Reactions were heated at 95°C for 15 min and thereafter subjected to
45 cycles of amplification (20 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 56°C, 60 sec at 72°C)
before a final extension of 3 min at 72°C. Unincorporated deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates were dephosphorylated by addition of .3 U
shrimp alkaline phosphatase. Extension reactions were carried out in a
total volume of 9 L with .625–1.25 mol/L extension primer, and the
Iplex Gold Reagents Kit Clean primer extension products were analyzed by a MassARRAY mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonik GmbH,
Bremen, Germany). For peak identification, the SpectroT RT3.3.0/4.0
software (Sequenom) was used.
The genotyping of all SNPs studied here was originally performed in a larger sample of 335 individuals, of which 76 were
randomly selected to participate in the magnetic resonance imaging. The SNPs were validated with DNA from a set of 14 trios (42
individuals) with genotype data available through the HapMap
consortium. Furthermore, two independent scorers confirmed all
genotypes and re-genotyping of 5% of the study samples resulted
in 100% concordance. Concordance analyses with the HapMap
data resulted in 100% concordance. The average genotyping success rate for all 13 SNPs reported here was 98.9%.
Statistical Analysis
All of the 13 SNPs were entered separately as a main
factor in a flexible factorial design second-level SPM analysis
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5), which included
both the individual images with and without repeated measures,
to assess the variation of white matter volume with respect to
genetic markers. This analysis was corrected for the effect of age,
gender, handedness, and total white matter volume. Age ⫻
gene and gender ⫻ gene interaction effects were also added
into the model. As a part of this exploratory analysis the significance level was corrected at the cluster level with nonstationary
cluster extent correction (33). We corrected for multiple comparison of searching the entire white matter volume (with the
threshold of p ⬍ .05) and, in addition, for the analysis of 13 SNPs
(Bonferroni correction, with pcorrected ⬍ .0038). The 3dClustSim
program of the AFNI toolkit (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni) was
used to determine the cluster size threshold by Monte-Carlo
simulation (uncorrected significant level ⫽ .05, cluster significant level ⫽ .0038, cluster size threshold ⫽ 2285 voxels).
The significant regions were saved as binary ROIs and then entered in MarsBar SPM toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) to
compute the mean white matter volume. The mean values were
then analyzed with linear mixed models in SPSS Statistics v. 20 (IBM
Corporation, Somers, New York) to assess whether the white matter
volume in these regions might correlate with the reading ability.

Results
After co-registering the imaging data to a common template, white
matter volume was used as the dependent variable in a flexible factorial model with SPM5. This measure reflects signal intensity modulated
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Figure 1. Main effect of three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319 genes on white matter structure. (A) White
matter clusters showing significant association between SNPs and white matter volume. All images are sagittal sections from the left tempo-parietal region.
(B) White matter volume distribution for genotypes of each SNP (error bars: ⫾ 1 SEM). (C, D) Overlap between the significant regions.

by local expansion or contraction of volume. A separate analysis was
performed for each of the 13 SNPs to investigate whether any of these
polymorphisms affected white matter volume. Age, gender, handedness, and total white matter volume were entered as covariates.
Genetic Associations
Three of the 13 SNPs, rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2),
and rs6935076 (KIAA0319), had a significant effect on white matter
volume (Bonferroni correction, with pcorrected ⬍ .0038 corrected for
multiple comparison in each SPM analysis) (Figure 1A, B). Image
analysis resulted in four significant clusters (Table 1). Three of the
clusters, one of each associated with rs3743204, rs793842, and
rs6935076, were all located in the left temporo-parietal region and
partially overlapped with each other (Figure 1C, D). One additional
cluster associated with rs3743204 was located in the similar location in right hemisphere (data not shown).
Table 1. Coordinates for the Effect of SNPs on White Matter
SNP
rs3743204 (DYX1C1)
rs793842 (DCDC2)
rs6935076 (KIAA0319)

pcorrected
Cluster Level
⫺3

3.10 ⫻ 10
5.43 ⫻ 10⫺4
1.51 ⫻ 10⫺3
5.51 ⫻ 10⫺4

Z Score

x, y, z (MNI)

3.85
3.70
4.23
4.10

⫺15, ⫺54, 16
13, ⫺35, 30
⫺37, ⫺49, 23
⫺38, ⫺69, 38

MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SNP, single nucleotide
polymorphism.

White matter volume in these regions showed consistent association with rs3743204, rs793842, and rs6935076 at both time
points of measurement, separated by 2 years (both p ⬍ .011)
(Figure 1B). There was no significant gene ⫻ age interaction in
these regions for rs793842 (DCDC2) or rs6935076 (KIAA0319), but
for rs3743204 (DYX1C1) there was a gene ⫻ age interaction
(p ⫽ .0018) in a region overlapping with the main effect area in the
left hemisphere (Figure 2A). The interaction resulted in larger gene
effect at higher ages (Figure 2B).
All analyses were corrected for the effect of white matter
volume. In an additional analysis, we assessed the correlation of
total white matter volume with all 3 SNPs. Rs3743204 significantly
(p ⫽ .003) correlated with total white matter volume, after correction for age, gender, and handedness, showing the association of
this SNP with white matter both locally and globally.
Tract Tracing
From DTI data we analyzed the connectivity of the white matter clusters identified by the genetic analysis. Although all significant clusters in
the left hemisphere overlapped (Figure 1D), this overlap was found to be
toosmalltogenerateconsistentfibertrackingresultsfromalargegroupof
subjects. The second most consistent region was the overlap between
clusters associated with DCDC2 and KIAA0319 (Figure 1C). This region was
mainly located in the left superior longitudinal fasciculus and the corpus
callosum according to the John Hopkins Probabilistic Atlas (www.
fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/data/atlas-descriptions.html#wm). We then identified
tracts that passed through this ROI. For this purpose, the ROI was registered to the diffusion weighted image of each individual. Streamline fiber
www.sobp.org/journal
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First, the correlation between SNPs and white matter was confirmed, as first shown by the SPM analysis (with age, gender, handedness, and whole white matter volume as covariates). Second,
white matter volume was found to be significantly correlated with
reading scores (Figure 3E) in all clusters (all p ⬍ .00009), with greater
white matter volume associated with better reading. Correlation
between white matter volume, in all three clusters in left hemisphere, and reading scores survived the significant level after correcting for the effect of age, gender, and handedness (p ⬍ .004). In
contrast, there was no significant correlation directly between
these SNPs and reading scores with the same covariates.
The second reading test was “word chains” test, in which the
subjects read as many words as possible during a 2-min period and
received a score on the basis of the number of correctly read words
(32). Again, white matter values correlated significantly with accuracy (p ⬍ .0001 for all tests), whereas there was no significant
correlation between SNPs and accuracy. Correlation between white
matter volume and accuracy remained significant after correcting
for the effect of age, gender, and handedness (p ⬍ .002).

Discussion

Figure 2. The DYX1C1 (rs3743204) interaction with age. (A) Cluster found
significant for age ⫻ rs3743204 interaction in left hemisphere. (B) White
matter volume variations and genotypes in the different age groups (error
bars: ⫾ 1 SEM).

tracking was then performed on 30 randomly selected subjects (see Figure 3A for tracking of one individual). To have a probability map of those
tractography results, all 30 tract maps were transformed back into a common space, converted into a binary image before being averaged across
all individuals (Figure 3B). Finally, the probability map was overlaid on the
Harvard-Oxford cortical atlas (www.cma.mgh.harvard.edu/fsl_atlas.html)
to localize the cortical areas in which the tracts terminated (Figure 3C). The
pathways passing through the ROI were found to be part of temporoparietal and inter-hemispheric tracts. After “peeling off” the surface of the
brain, we found that the temporo-parietal tracts connected the middle
temporal gyrus to the left angular and supramarginal gyri. The endpoints
ofthefibersareconsistentwiththeareaspreviouslyreportedbyPaulesuet
al. (5) for middle temporal gyrus and by Richlan et al. (6) for inferior parietal
lobule (Figure 3D). The inter-hemispheric pathways terminated mainly in
the left and right superior parietal lobules and in the superior division of
the lateral occipital cortex.
Behavioral Associations
The mean white matter volume in each significant cluster associated with each SNP was extracted for all subjects and then correlated with their reading scores using a mixed linear model.
www.sobp.org/journal

Here we showed that polymorphisms in three genes previously
associated with dyslexia and neuronal migration all affected white
matter volume in the left temporo-parietal region of the brain. The
three genetic associations pointed to the same overlapping region,
with a high joint significance, and the effect remained across two
different time points, 2 years apart. The results will require replication in an independent sample of individuals, because the sample
size is considered small for a genetic study.
The genetic associations with white matter observed in this
study are close to and partly overlapping with previously reported
white matter regions associated with reading (9 –12). Previous
studies have been inconsistent with regard to the connectivity of
reading-related white matter regions. For this study, we used tract
tracing and analyzed voxel-wise consistency of location in a larger
sample than in any of the previous studies in the literature. Although interindividual variability is large, we found that the most
consistent connectivity was between the middle temporal gyrus/
superior temporal sulcus and the supramarginal and angular gyri.
These cortical areas are under-activated in subjects with dyslexia
(5,6,34,35). Activity in these regions correlates with the development of reading in children (36), and they show volumetric changes
in adults learning to read (37). The present study thus connects
genetic findings with previous structural and functional neuroimaging studies of both normal and impaired readers.
Several previous studies have found associations between anterior–posterior connections and language function. However, there
are reports of individuals with normal language function but an
absence of long-ranging temporo-frontal connections (38). Our results emphasize the importance of temporo-parietal connectivity,
but we cannot exclude the possibility that there might be additional frontal connectivity, not identified here due to low spatial
resolution of the DTI data that the tract tracing was based on.
Whitemattervolumecouldreflectthenumberorthicknessofaxonsor
the amount of myelination. In the present study, there was no interaction
betweenageandthegeneticpolymorphismsforDCDC2orKIAA0319.This
speaks against an effect on childhood brain maturation, such as myelination or increased axonal thickness, at least after 6 years of age. Instead it
suggests an effect on early brain development, such as neuronal migration affecting the number of axons. For DYX1C1, there was both a main
effect of gene and a gene ⫻ age interaction, possibly reflecting the participation of DYX1C1 not only in early brain development but also in pathways that could affect later myelination (18).
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Figure 3. White matter connections and correlation to behavior. (A) Example of tract tracing results from one individual (red, green, and blue fibers show left–right,
anterior–posterior, and inferior–superior directions, respectively). (B) Overlay of tract tracing from 30 individuals. The color bar shows the number of individuals with
overlapping connections. (C) The cortical regions most consistently connected are the middle temporal gyrus/superior temporal sulcus inferiorly and supramarginal
and angular gyrus superiorly. (D) Regions of interest drown by the radius of 5 mm at the centers of ⫺60, ⫺56, 0 (reported by Paulesu et al. [5] for middle temporal) and
⫺38, ⫺48, 40 (reported by Richlan et al. [6] for inferior parietal lobule). (E) Correlations between genes (SNPs), white matter volume, and reading (reading
comprehension test). DYX1C1_L and DYX1C1_R denote the clusters found for rs3743204, in the left and the right hemispheres, respectively.

A very early impairment in dyslexia is suggested by analysis of
event-related potentials showing that phonological deficits in
subjects with hereditary risk for dyslexia can be detected as early as a
few weeks after birth (39). Recent data show that the protein expressed
by DCDC2 localizes in neurons to the primary cilium and associates
with proteins involved in establishing cell polarity, suggesting an effect
on neuronal migration (40). Interestingly, the proteins expressed by
DYX1C1 and DCDC2 also bind to each other (Tammimies K., Tapia-Paéz
I., Kere J., personal communication, August 29, 2011). A common cellular pathway for these genes might explain the common cluster region seen at the neuroanatomical level.
It is still unclear why genes affecting neuronal migration would have
such a regionally specific effect in the human brain. However, it is evident
that the expression of DCDC2 and KIAA0319 vary widely from one brain
region to another, and both are highly expressed in the temporal and
parietalcortex(14).Futurestudiesofwhitematterdevelopmentfrombirth
to age 6 might provide additional information about possible interactions
between environment and genetic polymorphism.
The rs793842 (in DCDC2) SNPs has, to our knowledge, not previously been reported associated with dyslexia. However, recent reports
have described associations of the SNPs rs6935076 (in the first intron of
KIAA0319) and rs3743204 (in the first intron of DYX1C1) with variation in
normal reading ability in a twin sample from Australia (25,41). In our
study, the TT genotype of rs6935076 was associated with lower white
matter volume. The combination of previous reports and new data
suggest a correlation between worse reading performance and lower
white matter volume. For rs3743204, association was found with both
irregular and non-word reading in the Australian population cohort. In
our study, the GG genotype of rs3743204 was associated with higher
white matter volume, whereas the rare homozygous TT cannot be
distinguished from heterozygotes.
Interestingly, two of the polymorphisms studied in this report,
rs3743204 and rs3743205, are part of a haplotype of three SNPs associated specifically with female dyslexic subjects in a sample of 366

German trios (17). This might argue for an involvement of sex hormone
signaling pathways in dyslexia, a hypothesis strengthened by the previously shown interaction of DYX1C1 and estrogen receptors in primary neurons (18).
In utero knockdown of Dyx1c1 and Kiaa0319 expression in rat
brain produce a defective neuronal migration (24,41– 43). A
follow-up study of adult rats after Dyx1c1 knockdown revealed
neocortical and hippocampal malformations similar to those first
seen in human postmortem brains of dyslexic subjects (44).
Furthermore, misplaced neurons (ectopias) with abnormal radial
orientation were seen in neocortex and white matter. The reported
disturbances in the rat brain model system suggest that neuronal
migration provide one possible candidate pathway controlling the
differences in white matter structure. Considering the association
of SNPs within those three genes with variation of general reading
ability (25,26,45), it is tempting to speculate that the DNA variants
can produce subtle expression levels changes influencing white
matter volume in the developing human brain.
In summary, this study connects previous findings from genetics
and imaging studies of both normal and impaired readers. Here, we
suggest a neuronal mechanism in which DYX1C1, DCDC2, and
KIAA0319, three dyslexia susceptibility genes, affect brain connectivity
between the temporal and parietal regions, which in turn affects variability in reading ability.
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DCDC2 Polymorphism Is Associated with Left
Temporoparietal Gray and White Matter Structures during
Development
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Three genes, DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319, have been previously associated with dyslexia, neuronal migration, and ciliary function.
Three polymorphisms within these genes, rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2), and rs6935076 (KIAA0319) have also been linked to
normal variability of left temporoparietal white matter volume connecting the middle temporal cortex to the angular and supramarginal
gyri. Here, we assessed whether these polymorphisms are also related to the cortical thickness of the associated regions during childhood
development using a longitudinal dataset of 76 randomly selected children and young adults who were scanned up to three times each, 2
years apart. rs793842 in DCDC2 was significantly associated with the thickness of left angular and supramarginal gyri as well as the left
lateral occipital cortex. The cortex was significantly thicker for T-allele carriers, who also had lower white matter volume and lower
reading comprehension scores. There was a negative correlation between white matter volume and cortical thickness, but only white
matter volume predicted reading comprehension 2 years after scanning. These results show how normal variability in reading comprehension is related to gene, white matter volume, and cortical thickness in the inferior parietal lobe. Possibly, the variability of gray and
white matter structures could both be related to the role of DCDC2 in ciliary function, which affects both neuronal migration and axonal
outgrowth.

Key words: Ciliary function; developmental dyslexia; neuroimaging; reading ability; single nucleotide polymorphism; SNP; supramarginal and angular gyrus

Introduction
Developmental dyslexia, or reading disability, is one of the most
common learning disorders among children (Shaywitz et al.,
1990; Katusic et al., 2001). A different pattern of activation in the
left temporoparietal, inferior parietal, and occipitotemporal cortical regions has been observed in impaired compared with normal readers (Shaywitz et al., 2002, 2004; Richlan et al., 2011;
Richlan, 2012). Dyslexia has also been associated with structural
deviations of gray and white matter in corresponding regions
(Klingberg et al., 2000; Deutsch et al., 2005; Silani et al., 2005;
Vinckenbosch et al., 2005; Niogi and McCandliss, 2006; Kronbichler et al., 2008; Altarelli et al., 2013). These differences could
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rather be seen as the end distribution of a continuum in the
general population, without any diagnosis of dyslexia (Klingberg
et al., 2000; Nagy et al., 2004; Beaulieu et al., 2005; Deutsch et al.,
2005; Niogi and McCandliss, 2006; Darki et al., 2012).
A small number of candidate genes, such as DYX1C1, DCDC2,
and KIAA0319, have been associated with increased risk for reading impairment (Taipale et al., 2003; Cope et al., 2005; Meng et
al., 2005; Schumacher et al., 2006; Eicher et al., 2014) as well as
with neuronal migration during cortical development (Wang et
al., 2006; Gabel et al., 2010; Peschansky et al., 2010; Szalkowski et
al., 2012). At the cellular level, DYX1C1 and DCDC2 have been
implicated in regulating ciliary growth and function (Massinen et
al., 2011; Chandrasekar et al., 2013). Impaired ciliary function
may lead to misplacement of neurons in the cerebral cortex and
may hinder the axonal outgrowth (Higginbotham et al., 2012).
Thus, genetic polymorphisms associated with ciliar functioning
may lead to disturbances in both white and gray matter in the
brain.
Gray matter volume alterations in association with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in or near the DYX1C1, DCDC2,
and KIAA0319 genes have been reported in some genetic imaging
assessments (Meda et al., 2008; Jamadar et al., 2011). Functional
MRI studies have also detected an association of genetic variants
in KIAA0319 and DCDC2 with brain activation in superior temporal sulcus, as well as the left anterior inferior parietal and right
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temporal gyrus and lateral occipital cortex (LOC; Cope et al.,
2012; Pinel et al., 2012).
Three SNPs, rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2), and
rs6935076 (KIAA0319), showed significant effects on the normal
variability of white matter volume in left temporoparietal regions
in which the white matter pathways connect the middle temporal
gyrus (MTG) to the angular gyrus (AG) and the supramarginal
gyrus (SMG; Darki et al., 2012). These cortical regions have been
reported to be functionally and structurally different in individuals in whom dyslexia has been diagnosed compared with normal
readers (Paulesu et al., 2001; McCandliss et al., 2003; Carreiras et
al., 2009).
Knowing the involvement of the dyslexia susceptibility genes
DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319 in neuronal migration and ciliary
function, we aimed to assess whether the individual genotypes of the
SNPs rs3743204, rs793842, and rs6935076 have any significant effect
on the normal variability of cortical thickness in the temporal and
parietal associated regions during development.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Seventy-six typically developing children and young adults, already included in our previous study (Darki et al., 2012), were scanned for the
third time as a part of a longitudinal study (Söderqvist et al., 2010). The
participants (41 males and 35 females) were in nine different age groups
(6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 25 years of age) with no reports of any
neurological or psychological disorders. This study was approved by the
ethics committee of the Karolinska University Hospital. Informed consent was provided by the participants or the parents of children ⬍18 years
of age.

Genotyping
Thirteen SNPs located in or in close vicinity to three dyslexia susceptibility genes (DYX1C1: rs3743204, rs3743205, and rs17819126; DCDC2:
rs793842, rs793862, rs807701, rs2328819 rs2792682, rs7751169, and
rs9460974; KIAA0319: rs4504469, rs6935076, and rs2143340) were genotyped with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–time-of-flight
mass spectrometry with iPLEX Gold assays, as previously described
(Darki et al., 2012).
We previously (Darki et al., 2012) reported that three of these SNPs,
rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2), and rs6935076 (KIAA0319)
showed significant effects on the normal variability of white matter volume for two imaging rounds (i.e., the first two time points of the longitudinal dataset). Here, we analyzed the structural MRI data from all three
time points to investigate the association of these SNPs with white matter
structure and the cortical thickness. The association between these SNPs
and behavior measures was also assessed.

Behavioral assessment
All subjects were assessed with a reading comprehension task using narrative and expository texts from the Progress in International Reading
literacy Trend Study (PIRLS 2001 T) and The International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement Reading Literacy Study
1991. Reading comprehension tests included 77 items for four age groups
including individuals ranging in age from 8 to 25 years and were administered either individually or in groups of 2–20 participants in a classroom (Söderqvist et al., 2010). Different age groups thus received
different, but overlapping, sets of items. An item response theory analysis
(Bond and Fox, 2003) was then used to achieve a reading ability z-score
for each subject, which was used for further analysis.
Additionally, a word decoding task called “word chains” was tested.
This is similar to the English Woodcock Johnson Word-ID test, in which
the subjects had 72 sets of written words, each consisting of three words
without spaces in between. The task was to read as many words as possible during 2 min and mark with a pencil where the spaces should occur.
The score is based on the number of words that has been marked correctly (Woodcock, 1987).
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Structural brain imaging and analysis
T1-weighted spin echo scans were collected with a 1.5 T Avanto scanner
(Siemens Medical System) using a 3D magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence with TR ⫽ 2300 ms, TE ⫽ 2.92 ms,
256 ⫻ 256 matrix size, 176 sagittal slices, and 1 mm 3 isotropic voxel size.
Voxel-based morphometry, which segmented the brain into gray matter, white matter, and CSF, was performed on structural data collected
across all three rounds of data collection using SPM5, Diffeomorphic
Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated (DARTEL) toolbox
(Ashburner, 2007). The structural data of all individuals were first segmented into gray matter, white matter, and CSF using a mixture–model
cluster analysis, which identifies the voxels by matching their intensities
to the tissue types and combines this information with a priori knowledge from probability maps of these three tissues. Next, the tissuesegmented images were iteratively registered to each other to create a
template. Then the images were subjected to a nonlinear modulation by
multiplying the registered images with the Jacobian determinants. The
modulation reflects the probability of being locally expanded or contracted to fit to the template. The modulated white matter segmented
images were registered to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space
by affine transformation and then smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian
kernel for further statistical analysis.

SNP genotypes and white matter volume
All white matter segmented images were analyzed by second-level SPM
analysis, using a flexible factorial design in SPM8, to assess the variation
of white matter volume with respect to genotype variability. Flexible
factorial design allowed specifying the participants and it considered the
repeated measures for all individuals by including subjects and testing
rounds as factors. The SNPs rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2),
and rs6935076 (KIAA0319) were entered separately as a main factor in
the model. The sample sizes by genotype are as follows: rs3743204 (GG,
n ⫽ 53; GT/TT, n ⫽ 23); rs793842 (CC, n ⫽ 21; CT, n ⫽ 41; TT, n ⫽ 14);
and rs6935076 (CC, n ⫽ 30; CT, n ⫽ 39; TT, n ⫽ 7). Age, sex, handedness, and total white matter volume were used as covariates, and the
interaction of SNP, as the main factor, with age and sex was also added.
This part of the analysis was repeated in the same way as the analysis
previously published (Darki et al., 2012), but this time considering all
three time points of the longitudinal data. We aimed to assess whether
the effect of the previously published SNPs remains significant when
adding the image data from the third time point. The exploratory analysis
was performed on the cluster level with nonstationary cluster extent
correction at p ⫽ 0.05 (Hayasaka et al., 2004) to find the main effect of
SNPs. We then corrected for multiple comparisons of three SNPs and set
the threshold of significance at p ⫽ 0.016 (Bonferroni correction of three
tests). The significant regions were then saved as regions of interest
(ROIs) and their overlapping area was used as a seed region for white
matter tractography.

Diffusion tensor imaging and fiber tracking

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) with a field of view of 230 ⫻ 230 mm 2, a
128 ⫻ 128 matrix size, 40 slices, 2.5 mm slice thickness, and a b value of
1000 s/mm 2, and was performed in 64 gradient directions with one b0
image collected in the beginning. Eddy current and head motions were
corrected with affine registration to the reference volume (b0 image)
using FSL software. The diffusion tensor parameters were then estimated, and subsequently the DTI and fractional anisotropy (FA) data
were constructed. Nonlinear registration was performed using TractBased Spatial Statistics (TBSS) version 1.2 (Smith et al., 2006), in FSL
(Smith et al., 2004) to align all FA images to the mean FA image. TBSS
back projection was used to map the significant ROI to the FA image of all
individuals. Deterministic fiber tracking was then applied by ExploreDTI
version 4.7.3 (Leemans et al., 2009), with 1 mm step size, considering an
FA threshold of 0.15 and an angular difference of 30°, to find the white
matter fibers passing through the significant ROI on individual DTI
space. The traced white matter pathways of all individuals were then
transformed to the mean FA template using the TBSS method for
non-FA images in which the corresponding nonlinear transformation
matrices for FA images was used to register the traced white matter
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Figure 1. Main effect of three SNPs from the DYX1C1, DCDC2, and KIAA0319 genes on white matter structure. A, White matter clusters showing significant association between SNPs and white
matter volume in sagittal sections. B, Distribution of residuals of mean white matter volume in each significant region across different genotypes after correction for age, sex, and handedness. Error
bars indicate ⫾1 SEM.
pathways to template. The aligned white matter pathways were then binarized and averaged across all subjects. The averaged map of white matter
pathways was then overlapped with the Harvard-Oxford cortical structural
atlas to find the cortical regions connected by white matter pathways.

Cortical thickness measurement
The cortical thickness of the structural images was estimated using an
automatic longitudinal stream in Freesurfer (Reuter et al., 2012) by constructing models for the boundary between gray and white matter. First,
a within-subject template was created for each subject using inverse consistent registration of the T1-weighted images (Reuter et al., 2010; Reuter
and Fischl, 2011). Then, several processing steps (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl
and Dale, 2000), including skull removal, template transformation, and
atlas registration, were performed. Images were later segmented to white
matter, gray matter, and pia, based on intensity and neighborhood voxel
restrictions. The distance between the white matter and the pia was computed as the thickness at each location of cortex.
To investigate our main hypothesis regarding the effect of the SNPs on
cortical thickness, we first identified the cortical regions connected by
white matter pathways and then we extracted their cortical thickness
using the workflow described in http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
fswiki/VolumeRoiCortical Thickness.

Statistical analyses
SNP genotypes and cortical thickness. To assess the effect of the SNPs on
the cortical thickness of the corresponding regions, the cortical thickness
of the particular ROIs was analyzed using a mixed linear model in SPSS
version 21.0. The model was set for three repeated measures, and the
“unstructured” type was chosen for repeated covariance. The measures
of cortical thickness were entered separately as dependent variables, and
the SNP genotypes were set as a factor. Age, sex, and their interactions by
the SNPs, as well as handedness were entered as covariates. The main
effect of the SNPs on the thickness of the cortex was tested for each ROI
separately.
SNP genotypes and reading ability. The association of all three SNPs
with reading scores was assessed using a mixed linear model considering

three repeated measures of reading ability. The reading scores were entered as dependent variables, and the SNP genotypes were set as a factor.
Age, sex, and handedness were considered as covariates. The main effect
of the SNPs on the reading ability was assessed for each SNP separately.
We later entered the SNP interaction by age and sex as covariates to assess
for interaction possibility in the model.
Brain structure and behavior measures. The white matter volume in the
SNP-associated regions as well as the thickness of the cortical areas were
set separately as covariates of interest in the mixed linear model and were
tested for a significant relationship to reading ability, including all three
repeated measures (sex and handedness were covariates). Next, we entered age as a covariate to find the brain– behavior relationships after the
effect of covariates were removed.
In another set of analyses, we assessed which brain measures can predict future reading ability. Round 1 and 2 brain measures were set as
covariates, and they were analyzed to predict round 2 and 3 reading
scores using a mixed linear model considering two repeated measures
with sex and handedness as covariates. The model was then corrected for
the effect of either age or reading at baseline to see which relationship
would stay significant age independently.

Results
Genetic associations to white matter volume
In the assessment of the association of three dyslexia-related
SNPs, rs793842 (DCDC2), rs6935076 (KIAA0319), and rs3743204
(DYX1C1), on white matter volume now including all three
rounds of imaging of the longitudinal data, we found the same
significant association with white matter volume for these SNPs,
as already reported based on data from the first two time points
(Darki et al., 2012). Figure 1A shows the clusters found to be
significant for the association of each SNP. The clusters associated with these SNPs overlapped mainly with superior longitudinal fasciculus and the posterior part of corpus callosum based,
on the Johns Hopkins probabilistic atlas. The rs6935076 and
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Table 1. Coordinates for the effect of SNPs on white matter
Peak voxel

SNP

Gene

rs3743204
rs793842
rs6935076

DYX1C1
DCDC2
KIAA0319

FDR-corrected
cluster-level p
value

Cluster
size

z-score

x

y

z

1.28 ⫻ 10 ⫺10
8.19 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
3.33 ⫻ 10 ⫺10
3.32 ⫻ 10 ⫺10

9804
3353
8195
8285

4.11
4.24
5.32
4.01

⫺16
⫺28
⫺34
36

⫺54
⫺70
⫺58
⫺28

18
33
31
37

MNI coordinates

rs3743204 clusters were bilateral, while the significant region associated with rs793842 was located only in the left hemisphere.
The peak MNI coordinates, the size of the clusters, and the false
discovery rate (FDR)-corrected p values at cluster level are listed
in Table 1. All three significant regions ( p ⬍ 8.19 ⫻ 10 ⫺5)
survived a more restricted significant threshold at multiplecomparison correction [e.g., correction for 13 SNPs (Darki et al.,
2012), p ⬍ 0.0038] and were overlapped in left temporoparietal
area (Fig. 2A) in the same location found earlier (Darki et al.,
2012). Figure 1B illustrates the residual distribution of the mean
white matter volume in each significant region for the related
genotypes after correction for age, sex, and handedness.
Fiber tracking
An overlapping region of all three clusters was found in the left
temporoparietal area (Fig. 2A) and was used as the seed region for
fiber tracking. Using streamline fiber tracking, the tracts passed
through this ROI were traced on all individuals DTI space separately, and then binarized and averaged across all subjects. Fiber
tracking on one subject as well as the group-averaged map of the
tracts across all individuals are shown in Figure 2, B and C, respectively. Figure 2D shows the white matter pathways reached to
cortex after 10% thresholding. This was done to remove the uncertain voxels with the probability of having fibers in ⬍10% of
the subjects. The averaged map of white matter pathways was
then overlapped with the Harvard-Oxford cortical structural atlas and subsequently labeled with different colors (Fig. 2E). We
found the white matter pathways; passed through the SNPassociated region; and connected to the left MTG, SMG, and AG,
as well as to the bilateral LOC, superior parietal lobules, precuneus, and cingulate gyrus.
rs793842 (DCDC2) associated with cortical thickness
The main effects of the three SNPs on the thickness of cortical
areas were assessed for the left lateral regions identified by the
tract tracing (Fig. 2D) as well as their homologous areas in right
hemisphere. The only significant association was between
rs793842 (DCDC2) and the left lateral cortical region (F(2,83.99) ⫽
9.39, p ⫽ 2.09 ⫻ 10 ⫺4, partial  2 ⫽ 0.140). There was a trend for
this SNP also for the right hemisphere ( p ⫽ 0.037), but it did
not survive the correction for multiple comparisons of six tests
( pcorrected ⬍ 0.008). Next, to anatomically localize the associated
regions in the left hemisphere, we tested the association of
rs793842 with the thickness of each of the five segmented cortical
areas (Fig. 2E). We found significant associations (Fig. 3A) between rs793842 (DCDC2) and the cortical thickness of left SMG
(F(2,86.96) ⫽ 5.05, p ⫽ 2.68 ⫻ 10 ⫺4, partial  2 ⫽ 0.152), left AG
(F(2,88.78) ⫽ 5.12, p ⫽ 7.87 ⫻ 10 ⫺3, partial  2 ⫽ 0.112), and left
LOC (F(2,84.21) ⫽ 11.96, p ⫽ 2.70 ⫻ 10 ⫺5, partial  2 ⫽ 0.165).
The cortex was significantly thicker for T-allele carriers, who also
had lower white matter volume (Fig. 1B). There was also a significant interaction (Fig. 3B) between rs793842 and age on the

thickness of left SMG (F(2,114.78) ⫽ 7.61, p ⫽ 7.88 ⫻ 10 ⫺4) and left
LOC (F(2,110.38) ⫽ 7.77, p ⫽ 6.94 ⫻ 10 ⫺4). (The mixed linear
model used here did not provide the effect size or the partial 
squared. The partial  2 values reported above are therefore the
effect sizes from the analyses performed on time point 1 only.)
Rs793842 (DCDC2) associated with reading ability
Rs793842 (DCDC2) was the only SNP that showed significant
association with reading comprehension scores (F(2,50.02) ⫽ 4.66,
p ⫽ 0.014) with lower reading scores for T-allele carriers who had
significantly lower white matter volume in the left temporoparietal area, and thicker cortex in the left SMG, AG, and LOC. The
SNP interaction by age was not significant. No genetic association
was found for a test of single-word reading, the word chain test
( p ⫽ 0.608).
Brain measures correlated with reading ability
The reading comprehension scores were positively correlated
with white matter volume in all three white matter regions ( p ⬍
5.00 ⫻ 10 ⫺5), also after correction for age ( p ⬍ 0.001). Reading
comprehension scores were also associated with cortical thickness in parietal regions, including left SMG (F(1,128.28) ⫽ 8.45, p ⫽
4.32 ⫻ 10 ⫺3), right SMG (F(1,152.68) ⫽ 16.14, p ⫽ 9.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺5), left
AG (F(1,137.73) ⫽ 8.59, p ⫽ 3.95 ⫻ 10 ⫺3), right AG (F(1,144.97) ⫽
21.72, p ⫽ 7.0 ⫻ 10 ⫺6), as well as the left and right LOC (F(1,111.81)
⫽ 7.51, p ⫽ 7.15 ⫻ 10 ⫺3; and F(1,130.28) ⫽ 20.41, p ⫽ 1.4 ⫻ 10 ⫺5,
respectively). In contrast to the white matter associations, the
gray matter correlations did not remain significant when age was
included as a covariate.
The word chain scores were associated with the white matter
volumes ( p ⬍ 10 ⫺6) as well as the cortical measures in all three
bilateral regions ( p ⬍ 0.036 for MTG, p ⬍ 0.001 for SMG, p ⬍
1.64 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 for AG, and p ⬍ 1.0 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 for LOC). The cortical
measures did not remain significant after entering age as a covariate, but the relationships between white matter volumes and
word chain scores did remain significant ( p ⬍ 0.010).
White matter volume predicted reading ability 2 years later
The white matter volumes in the SNP-associated regions were the
only brain measures that significantly predicted future reading
comprehension ( p ⬍ 4.60 ⫻ 10 ⫺5) and word chain scores ( p ⬍
0.003). The volumes of white matter remained a significant predictor for reading comprehension 2 years later, even after correcting for age ( p ⬍ 0.001) or reading ( p ⬍ 0.041) at baseline.
To quantify the amount of information gained from genetic
markers and brain measures compared with information gained
from knowing the baseline reading comprehension score in predicting future reading ability, we compared the following two
models: Model 1: Reading2 ⫽ ␤1 ⫻ age ⫹ ␤2 ⫻ sex ⫹ ␤3 ⫻
handedness ⫹ ␤4 ⫻ Reading1, r 2 ⫽ 0.617 (r ⫽ 0.785); Model 2:
Reading2 ⫽ ␤1 ⫻ age ⫹ ␤2 ⫻ sex ⫹ ␤3 ⫻ handedness ⫹ ␤4 ⫻
gene ⫹ ␤5 ⫻ white matter ⫹ ␤6 ⫻ cortical thickness, r 2 ⫽ 0.613
(r ⫽ 0.783). The results show that genetic information and brain
measures at baseline (r 2 ⫽ 0.613) are approximately as informative as knowing the baseline reading ability (r 2 ⫽ 0.617) in predicting future reading comprehension.
In another analysis, we aimed to assess how much of the variance in reading scores can be explained by the brain measures.
Using three different models, we showed that reading at baseline
explained 8.4% more variance than the model predicted by age,
sex, and handedness (r 2 ⫽ 0.533). Adding genetic and structural
information explained another 5.9% of unique variance about
future reading comprehension.
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Figure 2. A, Overlap region between the significant white matter areas associated with the three dyslexia-related SNPs: rs3743204 (DYX1C1), rs793842 (DCDC2), and rs6935076 (KIAA0319). B,
Example of fiber tracking of one individual (red, green, and blue fibers show left–right, anterior–posterior, and inferior–superior directions, respectively). C, Probability map of traced fibers across
all individuals. D, The cortical regions most consistently connected are the middle temporal gyrus, supramarginal and angular gyri, as well as the lateral occipital cortex. The color bars correspond to
the number of subjects with available white matter pathways. E, Overlapped white matter pathways with Harvard-Oxford cortical structural atlas are labeled with different colors; red for left angular
gyrus, blue for left supramarginal gyrus, green for left middle temporal cortex, yellow for lateral occipital parietal cortex, and purple for superior parietal cortex.

Figure 3. A, Cortical thickness of left supramarginal and angular gyri across rs793842 (DCDC2) genotypes, after correction for age, sex, and handedness. All three time points are collapsed
together. B, rs793842 interaction by age for the residuals from the mean cortical thickness of left supramarginal gyrus across four different age groups after correction for sex and handedness. Error
bars indicate ⫾1 SEM.

White matter volume and cortical thickness
The white matter volume of left temporoparietal pathways
negatively correlated with the cortical thickness of left AG
( p ⫽ 0.004), SMG ( p ⫽ 0.048), and MTG ( p ⫽ 0.039) after
correcting for the effect of sex and handedness. We did not
correct for the effect of age to keep the developmental aspect of
brain maturation. In another analysis, we corrected for the
effect of age to see whether the link between white matter and

gray matter structures are age dependent. After correcting for
age, the correlation was not significant. The associations of
DCDC2 polymorphism with white matter volume and cortical
thickness were also significant after the effect of age was removed. This suggests that the genetic associations are not dependent on the developmental relationship between brain
white and gray matter measures, and that they are related to
the interindividual differences.
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Discussion
Here we expanded our previous analysis of the associations of
three dyslexia candidate genes with brain structural measures and
found that variation in DCDC2 (rs793842) affected the cortical
thickness in left SMG and AG. By including three rounds of the
longitudinal imaging data, we replicated our previous findings of
the effect of all three SNPs (rs3743204 of DYX1C1, rs793842 of
DCDC2, and rs6935076 of KIAA0319) on white matter volume in
left temporoparietal region (Darki et al., 2012). Both white and
gray matter structures were associated with reading ability.
The white matter pathways passing through the overlapping
area of the SNP-associated regions connected to the left SMG,
AG, posterior MTG, and the bilateral LOC. The parietal and temporal cortical areas have been reported to be hypoactive in dyslexic subjects (Paulesu et al., 2001; McCandliss et al., 2003;
Richlan et al., 2011; Richlan, 2012). Moreover, these regions
showed volumetric differences in late literates relative to illiterates (Carreiras et al., 2009). The role of these cortical regions in
language comprehension and semantic processing has also been
established in several functional neuroimaging studies (Chertkow et al., 1997; Binder et al., 2009; Turken and Dronkers, 2011;
Noonan et al., 2013).
Based on the temporoparietal white matter region, our fiber
tracking was restricted to temporoparietal pathways, and they did
not terminate at occipitotemporal cortical regions, which were
reported to be structurally different in dyslexic individuals compared with normal control subjects (Kronbichler et al., 2008;
Altarelli et al., 2013). We found connections to the LOC with the
fibers extending from the posterior part of corpus callosum. LOC
has been previously associated with functional and structural abnormalities in dyslexia (Pernet et al., 2009; Danelli et al., 2013).
The white matter volume in the posterior part of the corpus
callosum and cingulum, with the connection to the parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes, has also been associated with the
other dyslexia candidate locus, MRPL19/C2ORF3 (Scerri et al.,
2012), suggesting that this locus is associated with visual perception and possibly general cognitive abilities such as recognition
and imagination (Danelli et al., 2013).
In the present study, the white matter volume in the SNPassociated regions as well as the cortical thickness of the parietal
ROIs were significantly correlated with reading comprehension
and word chain scores. This is consistent with previously published studies, which have assessed the associations between reading and white and gray matter structures (Klingberg et al., 2000;
Nagy et al., 2004; Deutsch et al., 2005; Ben-Shachar et al., 2007;
Blackmon et al., 2010; Welcome et al., 2011; Vandermosten et al.,
2012; Wandell and Yeatman, 2013). Here, we also showed that
white matter volume in the left temporoparietal tract predicted
future reading ability. This emphasizes the role of white matter in
driving cognitive development in children, as was previously
shown for working memory (Darki and Klingberg, 2014; Ullman
et al., 2014).
rs793842 within the DCDC2 gene was also significantly associated with reading ability, with lower reading scores for T-allele
carriers. We did not find this association in our previous study
(Darki et al., 2012) where we had two rounds of the longitudinal
data. T-allele carriers had significantly lower white matter volume in left temporoparietal area, and thicker cortex in left SMG,
AG, and LOC. Previously, the genetic markers of DCDC2,
KIAA0319, and DYX1C1 genes have been associated with variations in general reading ability (Luciano et al., 2007; Bates et al.,
2010; Lind et al., 2010). To our knowledge, rs793842 from
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DCDC2 has not previously been associated with dyslexia, but it is
in linkage disequilibrium with previously associated markers.
The genomic distance between DCDC2 and KIAA0319 is only
⬃130 kb; however, this interval is relatively rich in recombinations, and thus there is no linkage disequilibrium between the
markers for both genes (Schumacher et al., 2006). Thus, any
associations detected are likely to be specific for the gene implicated and not reflect a genetic effect of the other gene. The
DCDC2 SNP rs793842, which showed association with cortical
thickness, happens to be highly informative, with a minor allele
frequency of 0.47, which may yield optimal power for detecting
associations, given that the functional haplotype covaries with
this marker. Because of the more limited power for the other
polymorphisms with lower frequencies, we cannot exclude the
effects that the other gene might have on cortical thickness.
All three dyslexia susceptibility genes studied in this article
have been associated with dyslexia (Paracchini et al., 2008; Couto
et al., 2010; Newbury et al., 2011; Scerri et al., 2011; Venkatesh et
al., 2013), neuronal migration (Wang et al., 2006; Gabel et al.,
2010; Peschansky et al., 2010; Szalkowski et al., 2012), and ciliary
function (Massinen et al., 2011; Chandrasekar et al., 2013) in
developing neocortex. Another study (Rosen et al., 2007) reported neocortical and hippocampal malformations in Dyx1c1
knock-down rat brains. Similar to Dyx1c1 and Kiaa0319, the
knock-down expression of Dcdc2 in rats disturbed the migration
of neuronal precursors (Meng et al., 2005; Adler et al., 2013).
Furthermore, it has been shown that the expression of DCDC2
regulates the cilia length and signaling in primary rat hippocampal neurons, suggesting that DCDC2 affects the structure and
function of primary cilia (Massinen et al., 2011). The essential
role of the other dyslexia candidate gene, DYX1C1, for cilia
growth and motility in zebrafish has also been reported (Chandrasekar et al., 2013). Interestingly, the proteins produced by
DYX1C1 and DCDC2 form protein–protein complexes in a neuroblastoma cell line, suggesting that they relate to interactions at
the cellular level, perhaps in cilia function (Tammimies et al.,
2013).
Besides the animal models, neuroimaging studies have tried to
find the link between genetic markers in dyslexia susceptibility
genes and structural and functional phenotypes in human brain.
Alteration in gray matter distribution has been related to a 2.4 kb
deletion within DCDC2 with higher gray matter volume in the
superior and middle temporal gyri, the occipitoparietal and intraparietal areas, and the inferior and middle frontal gyri for the
heterozygous healthy subjects (Meda et al., 2008). DCDC2 has
also been associated with brain activation during phonological
processing tasks in the superior anterior and posterior cingulate
gyrus, and the left inferior frontal gyrus (Pinel et al., 2012). These
studies suggest a wider cortical association with DCDC2, not only
a link to parietal and temporal cortex as in the present study.
While the white matter pathways studied here were correlated with the thickness of the anatomically connected cortical
areas during development, they did not reveal any significant
correlation between each other after the effect of age was removed. This suggests that DCDC2 has an independent effect
on white matter structure and cortical thickness, and that the
relationship between these brain measures has not driven the
genetic associations.
In summary, we attempted to find the link between dyslexia
genes, gray matter structure, and reading ability. Knowing the
role of these genes (DCDC2, KIAA0319, and DYX1C1) in neuronal migration and ciliary function as well as considering the association of these genes with variations in general reading ability
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(Luciano et al., 2007; Bates et al., 2010; Lind et al., 2010), we
assessed whether these genetically coded molecular and neuronal
mechanisms influence the brain changes, and subsequently behavior. The findings also suggest that neuroimaging can provide
intermediate phenotypes as a bridge between genetic markers
and behavior outcome.
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DYX1C1 genes and the MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus [2]. The SLI
candidates include the CMIP, ATP2C2 and CNTNAP2 genes [3]. It
has been shown that most of the dyslexia risk genes (KIAA0319,
DCDC2, DYX1C1 and ROBO1) are involved in cortical development and specifically in neuronal migration [4]. An important
unanswered research question is how genes involved in such a
general process as cortical development contribute to the risk for
specific neurodevelopmental disorders. Several studies have
addressed this research question by investigating whether candidate genes implicated in a specific disorder show pleiotropic
effects, which could, for example, help explain the high
comorbidity observed between SLI, RD and ADHD [5,6,7]. To
date only modest associations have been reported for shared
genetic factors across these separate conditions [8,9,10]. Recently

Introduction
Dyslexia (or reading disability, RD) and specific language
impairment (SLI) are common neurodevelopmental disorders,
reflecting specific deficits in the acquisition of literacy skills and
oral language, respectively [1]. For both disorders, a diagnosis is
achieved by excluding known causes of the deficits, such as cooccurring sensory or neurological impairment or lack of educational opportunity. RD and SLI are complex traits resulting from
the interaction of multiple factors of both genetic and environmental origin, yet the biological underpinnings and cascading
cognitive deficits remain poorly understood. Several genes have
been proposed as susceptibility candidates for both RD and SLI.
The RD candidates include the ROBO1, KIAA0319, DCDC2 and
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Table 1. Details of phenotypic measures.

VIQ (mean6 SD)

ALSPAC

SLI families

Dyslexia families

Dyslexia cases

Raine

WISC (109.1616.3)

WISC (100.1615.4)

BAS/WAIS (60.868)

BAS/WAIS (56.968)

PPVT (104.9611.5)

PIQ (mean 6 SD)

WISC (101.3616.7)

WISC (95.4616.7)

BAS (5569)

BAS (55.567.4)

RCPM (61.8625.8)

Age at test in years

8

6–16

6–25

8–18

10

Male:female (ratio)

2,946:2,959 (1.00)

319:186 (1.70)

384:254 (1.51)

196:87 (2.25)

708:683 (1.03)

VIQ:READ correlation

0.57

0.62

0.40

0.44

0.40

PIQ:READ correlation

0.35

0.37

0.32

0.41

0.20

VIQ (verbal IQ); PIQ (performance (non-verbal) IQ); SD (standard deviation); WISC (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children); BAS (British Abilities Scales); WAIS (Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale); PPVT (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test); RCPM (Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050321.t001

associations (p-values,0.001) with VIQ and the SNPs rs714939
(MRPL12/C2ORF3 locus) and rs6935076 (KIAA0319). The
rs714939 SNP was also the only marker that showed a trend for
association with PIQ (P = 0.006). A marker in CMIP, rs6564903,
also showed a trend of association for VIQ (P = 0.004). Our
previous study [11] showed that KIAA0319 and CMIP are
associated with a measure of single word reading (READ) [19]
in a subset of the ALSPAC sample. Given the high correlation
between VIQ and READ (r = 0.571; Table 1) [11], it is plausible
that the association we observed here was driven by reading
ability. Therefore, we included READ as covariate when analysing
the association with VIQ (Table 2). This analysis showed that the
associations with rs6935076 (KIAA0319) and rs6564903 (CMIP)
became attenuated, whereas rs714939 remained significantly
associated with VIQ. Therefore, while the association with the
KIAA0319 and CMIP markers may have been driven by the
correlation with reading, the associations at the 2p12 locus
appeared to be specific to IQ.
Another SNP at the MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus, rs917235, also
showed a trend of association with VIQ (Table 2). For both
rs917235 and rs714939, the G alleles are associated with lower
performance. These were the same alleles associated with dyslexia
in the original report [20]. The most robust association in this
previous study was reported for two haplotypes, in different
populations, that overlapped for rs917235 and rs714939; specifically, the ‘‘GG’’ haplotype formed by these two markers increased
susceptibility to dyslexia. Accordingly, we also tested the
rs917235/rs714939 haplotypes for association with VIQ
(Table 3) in the ALSPAC cohort. The ‘‘GG’’ haplotype gave
the strongest association with lower VIQ scores (P = 0.00009).
When READ was used as a covariate, the association became
weaker but remained significant (P = 0.00024). Furthermore, the
‘‘AA’’ haplotype showed significant association with higher VIQ
scores and with an effect size of similar magnitude.
To replicate these results, we tested the MRPL19/C2ORF3
markers for association with VIQ and PIQ in four independent
samples (Table 4). We consistently found a trend of association
across the four collections, where either of the two originally
associated markers had the G allele associated with lower
performance. Associations were particularly evident in the SLI
families (rs714939; P = 0.009; PIQ) and in the unrelated cases with
dyslexia (rs917235; P = 0.0004; VIQ). The same SNPs did not
show association with single word reading measures in previous
studies using the same samples [9,11,21] excluding the possibility
that these associations are driven by the high correlation between
VIQ and reading ability. We also re-analysed all of the samples for
association with reading using IQ as covariate, but again none of
the samples including the ALSPAC cohort showed any associa-

we conducted an association study in the Avon Longitudinal Study
of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) cohort to explore potential
genetic overlaps between SLI and RD [11]. We analysed a panel
of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), previously reported to
be associated with either RD or SLI, and tested them for
association with literacy and language related phenotypes. We
reported highly specific effects for DCDC2, KIAA0319 and CMIP
with measures of single-word reading and spelling [11]. These data
suggested genetic effects on specific and independent aspects of
cognitive function rather than on multiple or more generalised
phenotypes.
A direct genetic effect of the impact on broader cognitive
abilities for RD and SLI candidate genes has never been tested.
General cognitive ability, assessed with standardised intelligence
tests, is a highly heritable trait [12,13], yet very few genes have
been identified that impact upon these trait [14]. Most of the
reported candidate genes have lacked adequate sample size and
replications [15]. A recent genome-wide association study (GWAS)
supports the strong heritability of cognitive abilities, but with
effects that are spread across a large number of genetic factors and
therefore not easily detectable in isolation [16]. In the present
study, we used a candidate gene approach to investigate a precise
question, namely whether genetic risk factors for RD and SLI have
a broader impact on general cognitive function. This hypothesis is
supported by the consistent observation of significant correlation
between reading abilities and general cognition. We analysed RD
and SLI candidate genes for association with general cognitive
ability in the ALSPAC cohort and detected a statistically
significant association at the chromosome 2p12 dyslexia-associated
locus. The effect size was small but reproducible in independent
samples. Given previous associations between white matter
structure and both language-related phenotypes [17] and IQ
[18], we looked for any correlations between genotypes at the
MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus and white matter structure. We found
associations in the posterior corpus callosum and cingulum,
connecting large sections of the parietal, occipital and temporal
cortices. The widespread connectivity of this white matter region is
consistent with a more general effect on both language and
intellectual function.

Results
We analysed 19 SNPs for association with verbal IQ (VIQ) and
non-verbal IQ (performance IQ; PIQ) in the ALSPAC child
cohort (Table 1) across the MRPL19/C2ORF3, KIAA0319,
DCDC2, ATP2C2 and CMIP genes (Table 2). These markers
were selected for previously reported associations with readingand language-related phenotypes [11]. We detected significant
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Table 2. Single-SNP analyses in the ALSPAC cohort.

Verbal IQ

Verbal IQ with READ as a
covariate

Performance IQ

Chr Gene (locus)

SNP

N

Beta

P

N

Beta

P

N

Beta

P

2

rs1000585

5565

20.038

0.06859

5560

0.005

0.8475

5159

20.037

0.03911
0.0102

MRPL19/C2ORF3

2

MRPL19/C2ORF3

rs917235

5796

20.043

0.03136

5789

20.01

0.6773

5330

20.044

2

MRPL19/C2ORF3

rs714939

5555

0.069

0.00099

5550

0.068

0.00631

5149

0.061

0.00066

6

DCDC2

rs793862

5636

20.034

0.148

5627

20.018

0.5077

5182

20.017

0.3908
0.8591

6

DCDC2

rs807701

5837

20.009

0.6705

5831

0.02

0.4176

5369

20.003

6

DCDC2

rs807724

5671

20.026

0.2885

5664

20.024

0.4166

5210

20.013

0.5418

6

DCDC2

rs1087266

5850

20.006

0.7773

5843

0.003

0.8914

5380

20.001

0.9315

6

KIAA0319

rs761100

5825

20.046

0.02341

5816

0.004

0.8837

5362

20.045

0.00871

6

KIAA0319

rs6935076

5468

0.083

0.00011

5463

0.026

0.3026

5071

0.048

0.00862

6

KIAA0319

rs2038137

5569

20.052

0.01319

5564

20.015

0.5587

5161

20.045

0.01142

6

KIAA0319

rs9461045

5641

20.044

0.09869

5634

20.013

0.6763

5190

0.002

0.9172

6

KIAA0319

rs2143340

5554

20.053

0.06262

5549

20.011

0.7384

5148

0.001

0.9517

16

CMIP

rs12927866

5570

20.053

0.01085

5565

20.017

0.4918

5163

20.038

0.02997

16

CMIP

rs6564903

5750

20.058

0.00385

5743

20.024

0.3224

5289

20.036

0.03382

16

CMIP

rs4265801

5565

0.028

0.1667

5560

0.013

0.5895

5159

0.02

0.2499

16

CMIP

rs16955705

5563

20.035

0.0867

5558

0.001

0.9578

5158

20.022

0.2104

16

ATP2C2

rs16973771

5503

0

0.985

5499

0.016

0.5133

5100

0

0.995

16

ATP2C2

rs2875891

5569

20.007

0.728

5564

0.014

0.593

5161

20.005

0.7846

16

ATP2C2

rs8045507

5560

20.009

0.6748

5555

0.018

0.4787

5153

20.003

0.8716

p-values,0.001 are emboldened.
BETA are relative to the minor allele.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050321.t002
23
rected = 1.27610

tions (data not shown). The unrelated cases with dyslexia was the
only sample that showed stronger association with VIQ, while the
other samples showed associations mainly with PIQ. The dyslexia
families and Raine samples only showed a modest trend of
association, but it was in the same allelic direction (rs917235;
P = 0.064 and rs714939; P = 0.059, respectively). Haplotype
analysis in all replication sets revealed a similar trend, with the
‘‘GG’’ haplotype associated with lower performance, but did not
show associations stronger than single SNP analyses (data not
shown).
We assessed the effect of genetic variants at the MRPL19/
C2ORF3 locus on white matter structure in the Swedish cohort.
Among seven genotyped markers, only rs917235 showed significant association with variation in white matter volume (Pcor-

at cluster level with the threshold of P,0.01).
Specifically, the G allele, already shown to be associated with
lower IQ, was associated with lower white matter volume. This
white matter cluster was located bilaterally and confined mainly to
the posterior part of the corpus callosum and the cingulum
(Figure 1A).
The significant cluster in the posterior corpus callosum
(Figure 1A) was then used as a seed region for fiber tracking
(see Figure 1B for tracking in one individual) performed in 30
randomly selected subjects. The pathways from each subject were
then overlaid on a common template to identify the most
consistent localization of pathways (Figure 1C). Next, we
identified the parts of cortex that were closest to the end-points
of the white matter tracts. This analysis showed that the pathways

Table 3. Summary results for rs917235/rs714939 haplotype associations with VIQ in the ALSPAC cohort.

N = 5428

Haplotype analysis with READ as a
covariate

Haplotype
N = 5428

N = 5030

HAPLOTYPE

%

BETA

P

BETA

P

GG

0.317

20.093

0.00009

20.074

0.00024

AG

0.299

0.004

0.857

20.005

0.821

AA

0.236

0.063

0.0175

0.072

0.00116

GA

0.148

0.076

0.0231

0.038

0.176

p-values statistically significant are in bold.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050321.t003
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Table 4. P-values from single-SNP analyses for VIQ and PIQ in replication samples.

Dyslexic families

Dyslexic cases

SNP

N

ALSPAC
VIQ

PIQ

N

SLI families
VIQ

PIQ

N

VIQ

PIQ

N

VIQ

PIQ

N

Raine

rs1000585

5565

0.069

0.848

411 sib

0.393

0.272

604
sib

0.796

0.397

279

0.011

0.745

NT

rs917235

5795

0.031

0.677

418 sib

0.574

0.304

599
sib

0.416

0.064

282

0.0004 0.464

rs714939

5555

0.001

0.006

413 sib

0.034

0.009

592
sib

0.928

0.567

277

0.639

0.079

VIQ

PIQ

1094

0.335

0.955

1080

0.846

0.059

p-values statistically significant are in bold.
RA = Risk alleles are given only for results showing trend of association (p,0.1); NT = not tested.
Risk allele was G for all SNPs in all samples.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050321.t004

ALSPAC sample [11], hence the associations detected here could
be an artefact due to the correlation between VIQ and measures
of single word-reading. Indeed, the associations between the
KIAA0319 and CMIP markers and VIQ were attenuated when a
reading measure was used as a covariate. Conversely, MRPL19/
C2ORF3 markers did not show any association with single-word
reading in the ALSPAC cohort [11]. Furthermore, this association
remained significant when reading ability was used as a covariate
and is supported by a consistent trend of association with IQ in
four independent samples. The association would not stand a
genome-wide correction for significance level, but this would be
consistent with a recent GWAS that predicts multiple and smallsize factors contributing to IQ [16]. Our candidate gene approach

passing through the region connected the right postcentral gyrus,
superior parietal lobule, precuneous, lateral occipital cortex and
fusiform gyrus to analogous areas in the left hemisphere
(Figure 1D).

Discussion
We evaluated the effect of candidate genes for RD and SLI on
measures of general cognitive ability in the ALSPAC cohort. The
MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus showed a statistically significant association with general cognitive abilities (VIQ and PIQ). KIAA0319 and
CMIP variants also showed associations, but these genes have
previously been found associated with reading ability in the

Figure 1. Imaging results. (A) Main association of rs917235 with white matter volume. Sagittal view of the significant cluster associated with
rs917235 at the MNI coordinates of X = 213, 28, 8, and 13 mm relative to the midline. The background image is the average of all individuals’ white
matter segmented images. The colour-bar shows the z-scores of the statistical analysis. (B–D) Structural connectivity. (B) A sample of fiber tracking
from one individual passing through the region associated with rs917235. Different colours show the direction of pathways (red for left-right, blue for
superior-inferior, and green for anterior-posterior). (C) Overlay of tract tracing from 30 randomly selected individuals. The colour-bar is a count for the
number of subjects; yellow shows the most probable pathways. (D) Cortical end-points of the white matter pathways showing that the fibers connect
right postcentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule, precuneous, occipital cortex and temporal fusiform gyrus to the analogous left regions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050321.g001
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was based on the selection of previously reported disorderassociated genotypes, suggesting a more generalised effect across
multiple cognitive traits. Our interpretation is that the chromosome 2 locus has an effect on cognition by influencing
neurodevelopment. The effect on specific endophenotypes will
depend on ascertainment criteria, methodology for phenotypic
assessment and differences in genetic background. All these
elements will have a significant role in the outcome of association
analyses when sample sizes are relatively small.
To date, only a few common genetic variants have been
associated with measures of verbal and nonverbal reasoning.
These include variants in the CHRM2, COMT and BDNF genes
[14]. GWASs, which have recently had an enormous success in
identifying genetic variants contributing to complex traits, had
little success in mapping variants associated with cognitive abilities,
with no indication of major genetic contributing loci [16,22,23].
The generally accepted model proposes that cognitive abilities are
influenced by many genes of small effect [24] and are therefore
difficult to map in the relatively small-sized samples currently
available. Gene group-base analysis might be more effective by
testing biological functions determined by multiple genes [25].
Both rs714939 and rs917235 are within an intergenic region
between the FAM176A and MRPL19/C2ORF3 loci. The original
study associating this locus with dyslexia showed an effect on gene
expression of the co-regulated genes MRPL19 and C2ORF3, and
differential expression across a set of brain regions [20]. These
genes are transcribed in a head-to-head orientation on chromosome 2p12. Visualisation of MRPL19 and C2ORF3 in the Allen
Brain Atlas (a resource of human gene expression data derived
from 3 post-mortem males aged 24 to 57 years old at time of
death; http://www.brain-map.org/), show that these two genes
are most highly expressed in white matter of the corpus callosum
and the cingulum when compared to all other regions. This is in
contrast to KIAA0319, CMIP and ATP2C2 which show very low
expression in white matter, and FAM176A which shows moderate
expression. There is no direct evidence that these two SNPs are
the causative variants and it is likely that together they tag the
effect of a nearby functional factor. The FAM176A gene, also
expressed in fetal brain, cannot be ruled out as being influenced by
these two SNPs. Interestingly, rs714939 is located in a region of
high H3K4Me1 marks (ENCODE ChIP-Seq data, GRCh37/
hg19 assembly visualised in the UCSC Genome Browser (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway)). H3K4Me1 is a monomethylation of lysin 4 of the H3 histone protein and this
modification is often found near regulatory elements. This region
of high H3K4Me1 spans 9–10 kb and could be involved in the cisregulation of any of the three neighbouring genes.
The imaging results provide a neural correlate to the genetic
polymorphism. Our interpretation is that the genetic variants
contribute to structural variation in a relatively large area of white
matter which affects both reasoning and reading. It should be
pointed out, however, that this is an association study that does not
provide any direction of causality. It cannot be excluded that genes
affect behavior, which in turn affect the white matter. Our
neuroimaging analysis revealed a significant association between
rs917235 and white matter volume of the posterior part of the
corpus callosum and cingulum. The G allele, associated with lower
IQ in the behavioural analysis, was specifically associated with
lower white matter volume in this region. Previous studies have
reported correlations between white matter structure and measures of IQ [26,27,28,29], supporting the idea that neural
connectivity of the brain is an endophenotype underpinning
general intellectual ability [18]. Tract tracing of fibers passing
through the correlated white matter region showed that they
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

establish long-range connections with large regions of the parietal
and occipital cortices, and a smaller region within temporooccipital cortex. Intra- and superior parietal have been associated
with performance on reasoning tasks [30] and the inferior parietal
cortex is important for language-related functions [31]. The
thickness of the splenium of the corpus callosum, which connects
large parts of the occipital, parietal and temporal lobes, has been
previously associated with intelligence [32]. Based on parietofrontal integration theory of intelligence (P-FIT) [30], the lateral
cortex and fusiform gyrus from the temporal lobe are involved in
cognitive ability since they participate in visual perception,
recognition and imagination. The superior parietal, supramarginal
and angular gyri are involved in structural symbolism and
abstraction. These regions are also important for language-related
functions. The posterior part of the corpus callosum has been
previously reported as a white matter region with structural
differences between normal and dyslexic readers. [33,34,35,36]. It
has been also shown that the posterior part of the corpus callosum
is bigger in children with dyslexia rather than in typically
developing children [37] The widespread connectivity of the
white matter region associated with rs917235 is thus consistent
with the previous neuroimaging associations to both language and
general cognitive abilities. However, substantially more cortical
regions and associated brain functions are likely to underlie
general cognitive abilities. The integration of genetics with
structural and functional imaging approaches holds potential for
further elucidating the effects of genes on the normal and atypical
development of cognitive function. With a similar approach we
showed that three dyslexia susceptibility genes DYX1C1, DCDC2
and KIAA0319 are associated with white matter volume in distinct
but overlapping regions of the left temporo-parietal hemisphere,
and that the white matter volume in these regions also correlated
with reading ability [38]. A recent study found association between
candidate genes for language and reading impairment (FOXP2 and
KIAA0319, respectively) and regionally specific brain activations
assessed with fMRI [39]. Another study reported two independent
SNP associations, both on chromosome 12, with brain volume
measures as well as suggestive evidence of an effect on cognitive
abilities [40]. Most recently, a study has found a genome-wide
significant association between a SNP (rs2298948) within C2ORF3
(called GCFC2 in that study) and hippocampal volume [41]. The
hippocampus plays an important role in learning and spatial
memory, and this is correlated with hippocampus volume.
The association of cognitive abilities with a genetic locus,
originally identified as a candidate for dyslexia susceptibility, is
independent from a clinical diagnosis of dyslexia and SLI. The
association was statistically significant in the ALSPAC sample,
which represents the general population, and we did not observe
any associations with reading-related measures in either ALSPAC
or the other replication samples, including the ones selected for
dyslexia or SLI. It is possible that the original association with
developmental dyslexia at the MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus [20] was
due to a sampling effect and the high correlation between the
verbal component of cognitive abilities and reading. Alternatively,
the same genetic variants may have different phenotypic effects
when combined with alternative genetic or environmental factors
and would become apparent in separate sample subgroups.
Multivariate genetic analysis have consistently suggested a
correlation of about 0.6 between general cognitive ability and
learning [42] but there is less agreement in estimating the effects
across the range of the entire phenotypic distribution [43]. This
would imply that some factors may have specific effects only at the
extremes of the phenotype where disorder diagnosis would apply.
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The dyslexia-based sample has been described previously
[53,54]. It includes 684 siblings from 288 unrelated nuclear
families and 282 unrelated cases with dyslexia, recruited through
the Dyslexia Research Centre clinics in Oxford and Reading, and
the Aston Dyslexia and Development Assessment Centre in
Birmingham. VIQ and PIQ were obtained from the BAS
similarities and BAS matrices subtests respectively [55]. The
similarities sub-scale of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales
(WAIS), a measure analogous to the BAS similarities test, was used
when age was .17.5 years [45].
The Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort (Raine) study is a
longitudinal investigation of 2900 pregnant women and their
offspring recruited between 1989 and 1991 [56]. From the original
cohort, 2868 children have been followed over two decades. The
Raine sample is representative of the larger Australian population
(88% Caucasian); only those children with both biological parents
of white European origin were included in the current analyses.
Verbal and non-verbal ability was assessed at 10 years of age using
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Revised (PPVT-R) [57] and
the Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices (RCPM) [58],
respectively. The PPVT-R provides a measure of receptive
vocabulary, requiring children to select which of four pictures
corresponds to an aurally presented word. Raw scores are
converted to a Verbal IQ, standardized for age 2 years and above
(based around a mean of 100 and a SD of 15). RCPM is a 36 item
multiple choice test that presents a matrix-like arrangement of
figural symbols and requires the child to select the missing symbols
from a set of six alternatives. Raw scores are converted to
percentiles, which provide an indication of performance relative to
other children of a similar age. This assessment is standardized for
children between 4.9 and 12.0 years of age.
The Swedish sample used for neuroimaging consists of 76
Swedish speaking children and young adults (age range 6 to 25
years) randomly selected from the ‘‘Brainchild’’ study, a longitudinal study of typical development [59,60]. The participants were
from the population register in the town of Nynäshamn, Sweden,
and showed no evidence of neurological or psychological
disorders. DNA was available for all subjects.

In summary, we report an association of measures of general
cognitive abilities with the chromosome 2p12 locus implicated in
dyslexia. We show, for the first time, that the same genetic locus is
associated with white matter volume in the posterior corpus
callosum. Furthermore, fibers throughout this region connected
cortical regions involved in both language and general cognitive
abilities. Follow-up studies might identify the functional genetic
variant(s) and the gene(s) implicated. Such findings will contribute
to our understanding of the biological pathways underlying
normal and atypical cognition and the possible shared factor(s)
mediating general cognitive functions and highly prevalent
developmental disorders such as dyslexia.

Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement
Informed written consent was obtained from the parents, with
the option for them or their children to withdraw at any time.
Ethical approval for the ALSPAC cohort was obtained from the
ALSPAC Law and Ethics Committee and the Local Research
Ethics Committees. Ethical approval for the SLIC cohort was
granted by local ethics committees. Ethical approval for the
Oxford/Reading and Aston studies was acquired from the
Oxfordshire Psychiatric Research Ethics Committee (OPREC
O01.02). For the Raine Study, participant recruitment and all
follow-ups of the study families were approved by the Human
Ethics Committee at King Edward Memorial Hospital and/or
Princess Margaret Hospital for Children in Perth. For the Swedish
sample, the study was approved by the Ethics Board of the
Karolinska University Hospital (Stockholm).

Initial Sample
The ALSPAC cohort consists of over 14,000 children from the
southwest of England that had expected dates of delivery between
st
1 April 1991 and 31st December 1992 [44]. From age 7 years, all
children were annually assessed for a wide range of physical,
behavioural, and neuropsychological traits, including reading and
language-related measures. DNA is available for approximately
11,000 children. For this study, individuals with a non-white
ancestry were excluded and after filtering for missing genotypic or
phenotypic data we conducted the analysis in a sample of 5905
children. Cognitive ability was assessed using the Wechsler
Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC-III) [45] for both verbal
and performance IQ (VIQ and PIQ, respectively; Table 1). The
VIQ scale included the subtests for Information, Similarities,
Arithmetic, Vocabulary, Comprehension and Digit span. The PIQ
scale included the subtests for Picture completion, Coding, Picture
arrangement, Block design and Object assembly.

Genotyping and statistical analysis
We analysed 19 SNPs across the MRPL19/C2ORF3, KIAA0319,
DCDC2, ATP2C2 and CMIP loci that were recently genotyped in
the ALSPAC child cohort [11]. The sample size in the present
study is larger because we did not apply an IQ filter as described in
the previous analysis. SNPs were genotyped using either
Sequenom iPLEX assays according to the manufacturer’s
instructions or the KBiosciences service using their in-house
technology (http://www.kbioscience.co.uk/). The genotyping in
the samples selected for dyslexia and SLI was conducted with
Sequenom iPLEX assays as part of previous studies [9].
For the Raine study, DNA samples were genotyped on an
Illumina 660 Quad Array [61].
For the Swedish sample, seven SNPs (rs3088180, rs4853169,
rs917235, rs6732511, rs714939, rs17689640 and rs17689863)
located at the MRPL19/C2ORF3 locus were genotyped using the
Sequenom iPLEX system as previously described [59].
Quantitative analyses were performed within PLINK (1.07) [62]
using additive tests of association. We included two additional
phenotypes (VIQ and PIQ) to the multiple testing correction
applied in our previous study of the ALSPAC sample [11] which
corrected for the analysis of 11 clusters of SNPs showing significant
linkage disequilibrium (LD; r2.0.6) and 2 phenotypes. Therefore
we corrected here the significance level of P = 0.05 for 44
independent tests (11 SNP clusters analysed for four phenotypes)

Replication Samples
The SLI Consortium (SLIC) cohort has been described in detail
previously [46,47,48]. This family-based sample includes approximately 400 individuals from 181 families. The samples were
assessed at one of five separate centres across the UK: The
Newcomen Centre at Guy’s Hospital, London, the Cambridge
Language and Speech Project (CLASP [49]), the Child Life and
Health Department at the University of Edinburgh [50], the
Department of Child Health at the University of Aberdeen and
the Manchester Language Study [51,52]. Cognitive ability of all
children in the SLIC sample was assessed using the WISC-III [45]
applying the same VIQ and PIQ subtests listed for ALSPAC. In
the SLIC sample, the PIQ score (cut-off at PIQ.80) was used to
exclude children whose language problems were accompanied by
deficits in non-verbal skills.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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resulting in P = 0.001. The ALSPAC cohort has been tested
previously for other SNPs and phenotypes, therefore these tests
should be considered in calculating a significant threshold p-value,
or the genome-significant threshold of 561028 should be applied.
However, this would be too conservative for the scope of this study
which analyses previously reported genetic markers and tests a
specific hypothesis rather than conducting an explorative exercise.
Family-based cohorts were analysed using QTDT [63].

markers and was corrected for the effect of age, sex, handedness
and total white matter volume. Age X gene and gender X gene
interaction effects were also included in the model. As a part of this
exploratory analysis, the significance level was corrected at the
cluster level using non-stationary cluster extent correction [64] for
multiple comparisons resulting from searching the entire white
matter volume as well as for the seven SNPs (Bonferroni
correction, Pcorrected,0.0014 for comparison of searching the
entire brain with a threshold of P,0.01, as implemented in the
SPM software).
The region showing the significant effect was saved as a binary
region of interest (ROI). This ROI was then transformed to each
individual’s DTI space, to be used as a seed ROI for white matter
fiber tracking. Deterministic fiber tracking was applied on 30
randomly selected subjects by starting tractography from the ROI
following the principal eigenvector direction using 1 mm steps,
considering thresholds of 0.15 for FA values and 30 for angular
degree using ExploreDTI v4.7.3. (www.exploredti.com). Computed tracts from all individuals were then averaged across all 30
participants to derive a probabilistic map of the white matter
pathways passing through the overlapping areas.

Image analysis
For the Swedish sample, three-dimensional structural T1weighted imaging with magnetization-prepared rapid gradient
echo sequence (TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.92 ms, 2566256 mm, 176
sagittal slices and 1 mm3 voxel size) with the field of view of
2566256 mm, 256 slices, and 1 mm3 voxel size was carried out on
all the participants and repeated two years later for 69 subjects.
White matter segmentation, followed by an alignment technique,
was performed on the structural data using the Diffeomorphic
Anatomical Registration using Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL) toolbox in SPM (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
spm5). Images were then spatially smoothed with an 8 mm
Gaussian kernel. The DARTEL outputs are white matter
segmented images which reflect the signal intensity modulated
by volume transformations applied to individual images to register
them into the MNI template.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) was also acquired using a field of
view 2306230 mm, matrix size 1286128 mm, 19 slices with
6.5 mm thickness b-max 1000 s/mm2 in 20 directions. Eddy
current and head motion were corrected using affine registration
to a reference volume using FSL (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The
diffusion tensors were then computed for each voxel and the DTI
and fractional anisotropy (FA) data were then constructed.
The seven SNPs were entered separately as a main factor in a
flexible factorial design second-level SPM analysis. This included
both the individual images with and without repeated measures, to
assess the variation of white matter with respect to the genetic
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ABSTRACT:

The axon guidance receptor, Robo1, controls the pathfinding of callosal axons in
mice. In order to determine whether the orthologous ROBO1 gene is involved in
callosal development also in humans, we studied polymorphisms in the ROBO1 gene
and variation in the white matter structure in the corpus callosum using both structural
and diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging. We found that five polymorphisms
in the regulatory region of ROBO1 were associated with white matter volume in the
posterior part of the corpus callosum pathways. One of the polymorphisms,
rs7631357, was also significantly associated with the probability of connections to the
parietal cortical regions. Our results demonstrate that human ROBO1 may be involved
in the regulation of the structure and connectivity of posterior part of corpus callosum.

Keywords: structural MRI; DTI; single nucleotide polymorphism; SNP; roundabout;
axon guidance receptor homolog 1; midline crossing; axonal pathfinding
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INTRODUCTION
The corpus callosum (CC), a white matter structure found only in placental mammals,
is the largest axon tract in the brain. Within the CC, the axons from callosal projection
neurons cross the cortical midline, connect the two cerebral hemispheres and are
involved in many higher cognitive functions by transferring information between the
hemispheres (Fame et al., 2011).

The extension and pathfinding of the callosal axons is crucial for the establishment of
correct circuitry in the brain. These processes are tightly regulated by a variety of
receptors and their repulsive or attracting ligands, each with their specific
spatiotemporal role. One of the key molecules involved in callosal development in
mice is the roundabout homolog 1 (Robo1) receptor, binding the chemorepulsive Slit
ligands, especially Slit2 (Andrews et al., 2006; López-Bendito et al., 2007; Unni et
al., 2012).

Homozygous Robo1 knock-out mice (Robo1−/−) die at birth and display defects in the
development of the CC ranging from severe dysgenesis to only minor defects in the
pathfinding of callosal axons (Andrews et al., 2006; López-Bendito et al., 2007; Unni
et al., 2012). In the Robo1−/− mice, the misrouted callosal axons terminate in the
septum without crossing the midline (Andrews et al., 2006; Unni et al., 2012) whereas
those that crossed the midline form normal homotopic connections in the contralateral
hemisphere (Unni et al., 2012).

Besides the role of Robo1 in axon guidance, the inhibition of Robo1-mediated
signaling has been reported for its role in proliferation and migration of neocortical
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interneurons (Andrews et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008; Hernández-Miranda et al.,
2011). Robo1 has also been found to regulate the proliferation and generation of
pyramidal neurons (Yeh et al., 2014) and their migration to layers II/III in the
neocortex (Gonda et al., 2013). In mice, there are four homologous genes in the
Roundabout receptor family, of which Robo1, Robo2 and Robo3 are expressed in the
central nervous system and also in other tissues, such as the adrenal gland, limbs and
eye, respectively, whereas Robo4 expression is limited mostly to endothelial cells
(The FANTOM Consortium, 2014).

The precise role of ROBO1 in the development of CC is unknown. ROBO1 has been
suggested to play a role in dyslexia (Hannula-Jouppi et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2014)
and general language ability (Bates et al., 2011) which require efficient
communication between the hemispheres.

Within the normal population, the expression of ROBO1 is known to vary (Spielman
et al., 2007), most probably reflecting genetic variation in the ROBO1 locus.
Numerous studies have reported inter-individual variability in the CC structure
(Luders et al., 2010; Paul, 2011; Hasan et al., 2012; Vandermosten et al., 2012;
Vandermosten et al., 2013). We hypothesized that if ROBO1 controls midline
crossing of callosal axons in humans, we might see the association of ROBO1 single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with CC structure. Moreover, since ROBO1 has
been found to regulate the migration and laminar distribution of pyramidal neurons in
mice, we tested the effect of ROBO1 SNPs on the thickness of cortex.
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MATERIALS & METHODS
Participants
Structural magnetic resonance imaging and diffusion weighted imaging were carried
out on 76 typically developing children and young adults, aged between 6 to 25 years.
The participants were randomly selected from a longitudinal study (three time-points,
each two years apart) and they were all from the population registry in Nynäshamn,
Sweden (Söderqvist et al., 2010). The study was approved by the local ethics
committee of the Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden. Informed
consent was provided by the participants or the parents of children aged below 18
years old.

Genotyping and quality control steps
Genotyping was performed on the Affymetrix Genome-wide Human SNP array 6.0,
including more than 906600 SNPs and more than 946000 probes for detecting copy
number variation. The genotyping was done on one batch with DNA extracted from
blood (n = 63) and two batches with DNA extracted from saliva (n = 19 and n = 8)
using standard methods and commercial kits.
Two individuals were removed from the blood batch in initial quality control. DNA
from these individuals was re-extracted from saliva, and genotyping was re-done
using saliva DNA.

The genotypes were called using Birdsuite version 1.5.5 (Korn et al. 2008) separately
on each batch. Conversion of the output files to PLINK-compatible format was done
using

the

Birdsuite

to

PLINK

5

pipeline

version

1.6.6.

(https://www.broadinstitute.org/ftp/pub/mpg/birdsuite/Birdsuite_Pipeline.pdf).

The

reference genome assembly used was hg18.

Quality control was done using PLINK version 1.07. (Purcell et al., 2007) and
conducted on two levels: exclusion of individuals and exclusion of SNPs. No
individuals were removed due to low genotype call rates. The average genotype call
rate of individuals was over 98% in all of the batches. In total 13 individuals were
removed from the analysis based on either gender discordance detected using
heterozygosity rates of X-chromosomal

SNPs

(one

individual),

excessive

heterozygosity detected by calculating inbreeding coefficients (three individuals),
possible cryptic relatedness estimated by pairwise identity-by-state analysis (two
individuals) or known relatedness (seven individuals). Out of the known and
suspected sib-pairs, the sibling with a larger proportion of missing genotypes was
removed from the analysis.

Before quality control, 909622 SNPs were available for analysis. SNPs with a
proportion of missing genotypes > 0.05 or with a missing genotype for more than one
individual in any batch were removed from all batches (48451 SNPs in total). In
addition, the following SNPs were removed: 137753 SNPs with minor allele
frequency (MAF) <0.01, 26 SNPs showing deviation from Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (p < 1e-05 ), 39 SNPs showing non-random missingness with respect to
neighboring genotype and 37 SNPs showing association with batch membership.
Overall, 79.5% (723316/909622) of the markers passed all quality control filters.
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After filtering, 76 individuals (41 males and 35 females) and 723316 diploid SNPs
remained. The average individual call rate was 99.7%, and the lowest individual call
rate was 97.4%.

Selection of ROBO1 SNPs
From the quality-controlled genotype data, we first selected all SNPs from the
genomic interval chr3:78,720,000-80,000,000 (hg18); in total 201 SNPs. This area
encompasses all of the annotated transcript variants of the ROBO1 gene
(NM_002941.3, NM_133631.3 and NM_001145845.1) as well as roughly 300 kb and
10kb upstream of the longest variant (NM_002941.3).

A subset of these SNPs was chosen for a two-phase association study. For the first
phase, we selected tagging SNPs in order to efficiently capture the common genetic
variation in the area while keeping the multiple testing burden to a minimum:
Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005) was used to construct a haplotype map using the 201
SNPs. Pairwise comparisons of markers > 1000 kb apart were ignored. The resulting
19 haplotype blocks were subjected to Haploview’s Tagger algorithm in order to find
best tagging SNPs for them, with settings of the minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.1
and a maximum number of tags to pick of = 20. The selected 20 tagging SNPs
(rs3773216, rs9875094, rs3773232, rs1457659, rs416551, rs7629522, rs162870,
rs162871, rs162262, rs162429, rs7631406, rs12497294, rs6770483, rs9835692,
rs9876238, rs4856291, rs4856447, rs12488868, rs6768880, rs9830013) captured 98
alleles (58% of the 169 alleles with MAF > 0.1) at r2 >= 0.8 and 57% of alleles with
mean r2 of 0.937.
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In the second phase, we refined the association analysis by selecting additional SNPs
within and between the two haplotype blocks whose tagging SNPs (rs17396958 and
rs1393375) had shown association in the first phase. We chose MAF > 10% as cutoff.
The SNPs that did not show association in the first phase and the SNPs tagged by
them were excluded. Of those SNPs that were in perfect LD with each other, only one
SNP was selected. Between rs17396958 and rs1393375 we also dropped out all but
one SNP per group from groups of SNPs that were in strong LD with each other (r2 >
0.8). In total there were 28 SNPs used in the second phase: rs6770755, rs7651370,
rs7631357, rs4564923, rs6548621, rs9832405, rs7637338, rs6548628, rs9853895,
rs9820160, rs7432676, rs9309825, rs13071586, rs13072324, rs6771681, rs7618126,
rs7432306, rs6548650, rs7644521, rs1995402, rs17380584, rs11917376, rs11706346,
rs1393360, rs1502298, rs10511118, rs1502305, and rs10511119.

Structural Brain Imaging and Voxel-Based Morphometry
We applied three-dimensional magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence with TR = 2300 msec and TE = 2.92 msec to collect structural MRI
data with 256 × 256 mm2 field of view (FOV), 256 × 256 matrix size, 176 sagittal
slices, and 1 mm3 isotropic voxel size. The structural images were then processed
using voxel-based morphometry (VBM) method, which segmented the brain into gray
matter, white matter and cerebral spinal fluid.

Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra
(DARTEL), as a part of SPM5 software, was performed on structural data collected at
all three time-points and white matter was segmented after all images were registered
to the template. The modulated white matter segmented images were then smoothed
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with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel and fed into a higher-level statistical analysis for
detecting any SNPs associations with white matter volume.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
Diffusion tensor imaging, with the scanning parameters of 230 × 230 mm2 FOV, 128
× 128 matrix size, 40 slices with thickness of 2.5 mm, and b-value of 1000 sec/mm2 in
64 gradient directions, was collected at the third round of longitudinal data collection
(Söderqvist et al., 2010). Eddy current and head motions were corrected with affine
registration for all diffusion-weighted images to a reference volume using FSL
software (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). The diffusion tensor parameters were
then estimated for each voxel, and subsequently the DTI and fractional anisotropy
(FA) data were constructed. Nonlinear registration was carried out using Tract-Based
Spatial Statistics, TBSS v1.2, (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS) to align all
FA images to the mean FA skeleton.

Probabilistic fiber tracking of CC
To find the CC white matter fibers, the body of CC was selected as seed region and
probabilistic tractography was performed on all individuals’ DTI data, initiating from
all voxels within the seed masks using probtrackx tool of FDT v2.0, FSL
(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fsl-4.1.9/fdt/fdt_probtrackx.html). The fiber tracking
parameters were set as default, 5000 streamline samples, step length of 0.5 mm, and
curvature threshold of 0.2. At the individual level, the tracts were thresholded by 5%
of the samples to remove the voxels with low probability of connection (Leh et al.,
2006). In the next step, all of the traced white matter pathways were aligned using the
TBSS method for non-FA images and then binarized and averaged across all subjects.
9

In order to define a mask of CC fibers, the group probability map of the tracts was
finally thresholded at the group level by keeping the pathways that were present in
90% of the cases. This mask was later used as a region of interest for small volume
correction in higher level statistical analysis of the white matter volume in association
with ROBO1 SNPs.

Probabilistic fiber tracking for segmenting CC
Five different cortical regions of interest including anterior frontal, superior frontal,
parietal, temporal and occipital cortex were selected bilaterally as target regions for
probabilistic fiber tracking of CC to segment this large white matter tract to smaller
segments. These cortical regions were defined based on the Harvard-Oxford cortical
atlas and the body of CC was considered as the seed region for initiating the fiber
tracking.

In the next step, the white matter fibers found from all five regions of interest were
thresholded by 5% of the maximum values to exclude the tracts with the probability
of connections lower than the threshold. After segmenting the CC pathways based on
the probabilistic fiber tracking of the CC, the averages of two different indices were
computed in these five segmented white matter tracts. The first index was the
probability of connection to each cortical region which indicates the structure of white
matter pathways (such as number, thickness, size and the myelination of axons). The
second one was FA which reflects the organization and packing of the axons as well
as myelination.
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Cortical thickness measurements
To assess the association of ROBO1 SNPs with thickness of cortex, the cortical
thickness of the structural MRI data was computed using automatic longitudinal
stream in FreeSurfer (Reuter et al., 2012). All structural data were first registered to a
within-subject template (Reuter et al., 2010; Reuter and Fischl, 2011). After applying
several processing steps (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000) including skull
removing, template transformation and atlas registration, the images were later
segmented to white matter, gray matter, and pial, based on intensity and neighborhood
voxel restrictions. Thickness of cortex was computed as the distance between the
white matter and the pial. The cortical thickness of the cortical regions of interst
(including left and right anterior frontal, superior frontal, parietal, temporal and
occipital)

were

then

calculated

using

the

workflow

described

in

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/VolumeRoiCortical Thickness.

Statistical Analyses
The white matter segmented images were analyzed by higher-level SPM analysis,
using a flexible factorial design (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8), to assess
the association of ROBO1 SNPs with white matter volume. In the first phase of
assessment, all 20 SNPs were entered separately as a main factor in the model.
Subjects and testing time-points were also considered as factors in the flexible
factorial model to take into account the repeated measures. Age, gender, handedness
and total white matter volume were used as covariates and the interactions of SNP, as
the main factor, with age and gender were also added. Two of the SNPs (rs17396958
and rs1393375) were significantly associated with white matter volume in the
posterior part of the corpus callosum. In the second phase, we tagged 28 SNPs within
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and between the two haplotype blocks of these two SNPs. Then the exploratory
analysis was done within the white matter masked by the group probability map of the
CC tracts, with non-stationary cluster extent correction, at FDR-corrected cluster level
(p-value of 0.05). We corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni correction) of
the number of SNPs (28 SNPs) and accordingly set the threshold of significant pvalues at 0.0018.

After fiber tracking and segmenting the CC into five parts, the mean value of two
indices (probability of connection and FA) were computed in these five segments.
These measures were then analyzed for associations between these brain measures
and the SNPs significantly associated with white matter volume within CC in the
second phase of the analysis using linear regression in IBM SPSS statistics 21.0
software. For each test, brain meaures were included as dependent variable and age,
gender, handedness and genotypes were included as independent variables.

The same linear regression analysis were also performed for the measures of
cortical thickness in all five cortical regions of interest using the thickness
measures as the dependent variable and similar independent variables as
mentioned above.

RESULTS
Five ROBO1 SNPs associated with white matter volume in the CC
On the initial round designed to test the hypothesis whether common SNPs anywhere
within the ROBO1 gene associated with morphological variation of CC, 20 SNPs in
the genomic region of the ROBO1 gene were chosen for voxel based analysis on
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white matter segmented images. Two of the SNPs (rs17396958 and rs1393375) were
significantly associated with white matter volume in posterior part of CC (p = 5.4×106

and p = 2.02×10-5, respectively, at FDR-corrected cluster level of p-value < 0.05).

The associated SNPs are both situated upstream of the ROBO1 transcription start site,
possibly in regulatory regions.

Because the 20 SNPs covered less than 50% of single nucleotide variation in the
ROBO1 locus, we then attempted to refine the genetic association by selecting more
SNPs between and within the haplotype blocks that associated with CC structure in
the initial round, and then repeated the analysis with the new SNPs. In this phase of
the analysis, five of the 28 SNPs (Fig. 1) showed significant effect on white matter
volume in the right posterior part of CC, connecting the parietal and occipital cortical
regions. All significant clusters overlapped with each other (p-value at the FDR level,
correcting for multiple comparison of 28 SNPs, p < 0.0018). Table 1 lists the peak
coordinates, the cluster size and the p-value of the clusters significantly associated
with each of those five SNPs.

The

five

associated

SNPs

are

situated

in

the

second

intron

of

the

longest transcript variant (NM_002941.3) of ROBO1, and are therefore
pontential

sites

for

the

regulation

of

ROBO1

expression.

The

SNPs

appear to belong to an extended haplotype block, although Haploview
software has further divided it into three smaller blocks (Fig. 2).

The BrainCloud database contains information on the temporal dynamics
and genetic control of transcription in human prefrontal cortex (Colantuoni et al.,
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2011).

In

this

database,

only

one

SNP

(rs331142)

in the ROBO1 gene showed association to ROBO1 expression (P = 4.6 × 10-5) but it
did not reach genome-wide statistical significance (Tran et al., 2014). Rs33114 is not
found

on

the

Affymetrix

Genome-wide

Human

SNP

array 6.0 that was used in the genotyping in our study and is situated
roughly 600 kb from the

haplotype block containing the five SNPs

associated with white matter volume from our study.

Rs7631357 correlates with the probability of connection to parietal areas
Two different indices (probability of connection and FA) computed in the five
segmented white matter tracts (shown in Fig. 3A) were analyzed for associations
between these measures and the five SNPs significantly associated with white matter
volume within CC. After correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.002, Bonferroni
correction for 25 tests), the probability of connection of the body of the CC to the
parietal areas significantly correlated with one of the SNPs, rs7631357 (p = 1.09×105

). The FA values did not correlate with the genotype variations in any of these

regions. The logarithmic graph shows the significant level of the association of each
SNP and the probabilities of connections to different regions of interest (Fig. 3B).

In another analysis, we tested the association of the rs7631357 SNP with the
probability of connection of callosal pathways within the segment of CC which
connected to parietal cortical areas. We found that the probability indices in the
posterior part of CC significantly correlated with this SNP genotypes (shown in red,
Fig. 4). The significant associated region partially overlaps with the region previously
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found for the association of the same SNP with white matter volume (shown in blue,
Fig. 4).

In the assessment of the association of ROBO1 SNPs to cortical regions of interest in
both left and right hemispheres, three SNPs (rs6770755, p = 0.015; rs6761657, p =
0.026; rs7651370, p = 0.009) showed significant association with cortical thickness of
left parietal region. Although none remained significant after correction for multiple
comparisons of 50 tests, the trend speaks in agreement with white matter associations
in posterior part of CC with connections to parietal cortex.

DISCUSSION
The association of ROBO1 SNPs with white matter structure was assessed using two
white matter structural measures (white matter volume and probability of
connections). We found that five SNPs in the presumed regulatory region of ROBO1
were associated with white matter volume in the posterior part of the CC.

Robo1 has been implicated in axonal pathfinding in mice: in Robo1-/- knockout mice a
variable amount of callosal axons were misrouted. In our study the participants are
from the normal population of typically developing children and young adults. We
had no RNA samples from them for measuring ROBO1 expression. In this study, we
were able to correlate the variations in ROBO1 SNPs with white matter structure in
the CC. SNP rs7631357 significantly correlated with both the white matter volume in
the posterior part of CC and the probability of connections from the body of CC to
parietal regions. These findings fit well with previous observations of the role of
Robo1 in axonal path finding in mice (Andrews et al., 2006), although it should be
15

mentioned that the white matter indices do not directly explain the biophysical factors
such as size, diameter, membranes, myelin thickness or packing of axons.

The posterior part of CC interconnects the temporal, parietal and occipital cortices
with large and heavily myelinated axons (Aboitiz et al., 1992). Although
morphological and shape analysis studies have reported some inconsistent findings,
the posterior CC has been reported larger in dyslexic subjects compared to normal
readers in some CC shape analysis studies (Duara et al., 1991; Rumsey et al., 1997;
Duta, 2000; Hasan et al., 2012). The microstructure of posterior CC, such as FA, has
also been associated with reading skills and has been found higher in dyslexic
compared with typically developing readers (Frye et al., 2008).

Previously, SNPs within three dyslexia candidate susceptibility genes (DYX1C1,
DCDC2, and KIAA0319) have been shown to be associated with white matter volume
in the left temporo-parietal region. Moreover, the white volume was positively
correlated with reading ability (Darki et al., 2012). The white matter regions
associated with the ROBO1 SNPs partially overlapped with the white matter area
found in association with rs6935076 in KIAA0319 (Darki et al., 2012).

ROBO1 has previously been shown to functionally affect midline crossing of auditory
pathways in humans (Lamminmäki et al., 2012). In a rare Finnish family there was a
deficit in interaural interaction that correlated with the expression levels of ROBO1.
Interaural interaction is dependent on axonal midline crossing present at some stage
of the afferent central auditory pathway passing through the brainstem, the midbrain
and the thalamus, ending up at the auditory cortex. Our results are the first to suggest
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that ROBO1 may also regulate the midline crossing of callosal axons in humans. In
contrast to previous studies of ROBO1 in a single Finnish family, our results link for
the first time the ROBO1 gene to a specific structural feature of the human brain in
the general population.

We also studied whether the ROBO1 SNPs would be associated with cortical
thickness. Three SNPs showed a trend towards association, which fits well with
previous observations of Robo1 controlling neocortical lamination in mice (Gonda et
al., 2013). Taken together, our results suggest that similarly to Robo1 in mice, the
human ROBO1 is likely to have various roles in axonal pathfinding and neuronal
migration during brain development.

Interestingly, the ROBO1 SNPs associating with the structural measures in CC and
cortex are localized to the most proximal third of the gene, i.e., the region that harbors
several correlated minor transcription start sites for ROBO1. These promoters
(annotated by the FANTOM5 study as p4, p6, p9, p11 and p27) are associated with
ROBO1 expression especially in the fetal temporal, parietal and occipital lobes (The
FANTOM Consortium, 2014). This expression pattern agrees overall with a role of
the genomic region harboring the associated SNPs in regulating axon growth during
the fetal period and thus structural correlates even after birth.

The sample size used in our study is relatively small and consequently their
replication in larger data sets may further refine the observed genetic regulatory
effect. Overall, the results demonstrate that variability in the human ROBO1 locus
may contribute to the variability in the structure and connectivity of posterior part of
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CC, and is likely to have functional relevance in the transfer of information between
the hemispheres.
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Figure 1: Five SNPs showed significant effect on white matter volume in the right posterior
part of the CC.
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Figure 2: Genomic extend of ROBO1 on the minus strand of chromosome 3 (top) and
magnified most 5’ one-third of the gene (bottom), focus of the second round of genotyping.
The SNPs found in the quality controlled genotype data set are marked in black. The tagging
SNPs selected in round one are marked in red, and the round 2 SNPs are marked in green.
The SNPs that were associated with white matter volume in the CC are marked with an
asterisk. The 19 haplotype blocks are displayed as black triangles and the LD plot
constructed using Haploview, as well as the three ROBO1 transcript variants (NM_002941.3,
NM_133631.3 and NM_001145845.1) extracted from UCSC genomic browser. Genomic
coordinates are marked according to GRCh37/hg19.
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Figure 3: (A) Five different segments of CC segmented by the probabilistic fiber tracking of
the body of CC with connections to the anterior frontal, superior frontal, parietal, temporal
and occipital cortex, bilaterally. (B) Logarithmic scale of the p-values for the associations
between five significant SNPs and the probability of connection in five different segments of
the CC (shown by different colors in a sagittal section of the brain).

Figure 4: The SNP rs7631357 significantly associated with white matter volume (the cluster
is shown in blue) and with probability indices as shown in red. Both regions overlapped in the
right posterior part of the CC.
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Table 1: Coordinates of the peak voxels for each cluster associated with each SNP.

SNP
rs6770755
rs7631357
rs7637338
rs7651370
rs9853895

PFDR-corrected
Cluster-level
5.49 × 10

-5

1.40 × 10

-3

3.89 × 10

-4

6.40 × 10

-5

4.89 × 10

-5

Peak Voxel
Cluster size
Z

x, y, z (MNI)

1701

6.43

37, -66, 30

130

5.13

41, -65, 30

78

4.58

42, -65, 25

1326

6.03

37, -66, 30

2182

5.79

29, -52, 38
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The increase in working memory (WM) capacity is an important part
of cognitive development during childhood and adolescence. Crosssectional analyses have associated this development with higher
activity, thinner cortex, and white matter maturation in fronto-parietal networks. However, there is still a lack of longitudinal data
showing the dynamics of this development and the role of subcortical structures. We included 89 individuals, aged 6–25 years, who
were scanned 1–3 times at 2-year intervals. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to identify activated areas in
superior frontal, intraparietal cortices, and caudate nucleus during
performance on a visuo-spatial WM task. Probabilistic tractography
determined the anatomical pathways between these regions. In the
cross-sectional analysis, WM capacity correlated with activity in
frontal and parietal regions, cortical thickness in parietal cortex, and
white matter structure [both fractional anisotropy (FA) and white
matter volume] of fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts. However,
in the longitudinal analysis, FA in white matter tracts and activity in
caudate predicted future WM capacity. The results show a dynamic
of neural networks underlying WM development in which cortical
activity and structure relate to current capacity, while white matter
tracts and caudate activity predict future WM capacity.
Keywords: caudate nucleus, cortical thickness, development, DTI, fMRI,
working memory

Introduction
Working memory (WM) capacity increases during childhood
and adolescence, which is important for academic performance
and cognition (Gathercole et al. 2003; Dumontheil and Klingberg
2012). Impaired WM capacity is associated with several developmental neuropsychiatric and learning disorders, including
attention-deﬁcit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Nigg 2001;
Westerberg et al. 2004; Martinussen et al. 2005) and dyscalculia
(McLean and Hitch 1999; Camos 2008; Szucs et al. 2013).
It is therefore important to characterize the neural basis of this
development.
WM capacity in children and adolescents is positively correlated with brain activity, most consistently localized to the
intraparietal cortex, superior frontal sulcus, and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (Klingberg et al. 2002; Kwon et al. 2002;
Crone et al. 2006; Scherf et al. 2006; Olesen et al. 2007).
Measures of cortical thinning in the frontal and parietal cortex
are also correlated with WM capacity (Tamnes et al. 2010;
Østby et al. 2011; Tamnes et al. 2013) and also with reasoning
ability, which is an ability highly correlated with WM (Sowell
et al. 2004; Shaw et al. 2006; Tamnes et al. 2011; Wendelken
et al. 2011). Furthermore, white matter maturation of the pathways between the parietal and frontal cortex, including the
superior longitudinal fasciculus, correlate with WM capacity
© The Author 2014. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.
For Permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com

during childhood and adolescence (Olesen, Nagy, et al. 2003;
Nagy et al. 2004; Østby et al. 2011; Vestergaard et al. 2011).
These studies thus suggest that improvements in WM
capacity are associated with a gradual maturation of white and
gray matter in a fronto-parietal network. It is not clear,
however, how these changes are related to each other, and if
certain changes cause the later changes in WM performance.
The role of the striatum for development is also unclear. The
caudate nucleus is activated during performance of WM tasks
in nonhuman primates (Levy et al. 1997), children (Klingberg
et al. 2002; Ziermans et al. 2012), and adults (Postle et al.
2000), but its role in development is unclear.
One reason why the dynamics of WM development has not
been clariﬁed is that most of these studies have been crosssectional, correlating the current cognitive ability with current
structure or activity. An exception here is the study by Ullman
et al. (2014), who used a longitudinal design and a multivariate
analysis to show that there were differences between multivariate models correlating with current cognitive capacity and
the models predicting the change of capacity over the next 2
years. Since this study was multivariate, it was not designed to
specify the role of anatomically deﬁned regions or networks.
In the current study, we ﬁrst identiﬁed the regions of interest
(ROIs) based on the main effect of WM during development
(Dumontheil et al. 2011; Ziermans et al. 2012) for a group of
89 individuals, aged 6–25 years, who were scanned 1–3 times
at 2-year intervals. Using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), we
then traced the white matter tracts connecting these regions.
Measures of blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) contrast
and cortical thickness were extracted from functionally deﬁned
ROIs. White matter volume and fractional anisotropy (FA)
were also measured along the fronto-parietal and front-striatal
white matter pathways. The brain measures together with
visuo-spatial WM capacity were assessed for 3 time points with
2-year intervals and used to characterize the relationship
between brain and WM during development.

Methods
Participants
Eighty-nine typically developing children and young adults (6–25
years old) were selected randomly from participants in a larger, behavioral longitudinal study (Söderqvist et al. 2010). The subjects in the
larger longitudinal study were randomly selected from the population
registry in Nynäshamn. The data collection was conducted 3 times,
each 2 years apart. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Informed consent was provided by the participants or the parents of
children aged below 18 years old. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of the included participants in all the behavioral and imaging
assessments.

Figure 1. Distribution of the data for the different analyses across rounds 1, 2, and 3 of data collection, based on different age groups.

Assessment of Visuo-Spatial Working Memory
Visuo-spatial WM was assessed individually using a computerized Dot
Matrix task from the Automated Working Memory Assessment
(AWMA) battery (Alloway 2007). A number of dots in a four-by-four
grid were displayed sequentially for 1000 ms, with a 500-ms interval.
The task was to remember the location and the order of the dots. After
few practice trials, the test started from the ﬁrst level including one dot
with 6 trials. By giving 4 correct responses, it continued to the next
level where one more dot was added to the test. Three incorrect
answers were the criteria for terminating the test on one level. The
total number of correct trials was computed as a visuo-spatial WM
score.

smaller ROIs, so that each region was centered around a single local
maximum. ROIs were deﬁned so that individual regions did not
overlap, and together covered the majority of the WM activation.
To implement the ROI-based functional and structural analyses on
the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal networks, 3 different functional
ROIs, including the superior frontal, intraparietal (superior and
inferior), and also the caudate nucleus were selected. Mean of the parameters estimated in the ﬁrst-level analysis was computed for these signiﬁcant clusters using MarsBar (Brett et al. 2002). The computed mean
contrast values were then analyzed using a mixed linear model in an
IBM SPSS statistics 21.0 software for the correlation and prediction
assessments.

Brain Imaging and Analysis
Multimodal brain imaging and analyses were applied longitudinally to
ﬁnd the relationship between brain structure and function in
WM-related networks. First, the functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) ROIs were identiﬁed based on the main effect of WM
during development. Then, the white matter pathways connecting
these ROIs were traced using DTI data. Mean white matter volume and
FA were computed along the white matter pathways. The BOLD contrast and cortical thickness were also extracted from functionally
deﬁned ROIs. Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline used for the multimodal
image analyses, transformations between different modalities and the
extraction of measures of interest.

DTI and Probabilistic Fiber Tracking
DTI, with the scanning parameters of: FOV = 230 × 230 mm2, matrix
size = 128 × 128, 40 slices, 2.5 mm of slice thickness, and b-value of
1000 s/mm2 in 64 gradient directions, was carried out at the third round
of data collection of the longitudinal study. This was an additional
sequence which was added to increase the resolution of the DT images
and consequently to improve the tractography results. For the longitudinal assessment of white matter pathways, we used another sequence for
which the data were available for all 3 rounds of data collection. This
dataset was collected with a FOV of 230 × 230 mm2, matrix size of
128 × 128, 19 slices with 6.5 mm thickness, and b-value of 1000 s/mm2
in 20 gradient directions.
Eddy current and head motions were corrected with afﬁne registration for all diffusion-weighted images to a reference volume using
an FSL software (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). The diffusion
tensor parameters were then estimated for each voxel, and subsequently the DTI and FA data were constructed. Nonlinear registration
was carried out using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics, TBSS v1.2, (http://
fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS) to align all FA images to the mean
FA skeleton. To ﬁnd the white matter pathways within the frontoparietal and fronto-striatal networks, the functional ROIs (superior
frontal, intraparietal, and caudate) were registered ﬁrst to the mean FA
image. In the next step, the back projection of the TBSS method was
used to transform back the functional ROIs (Fig. 2A) to the DTI space
of all individuals.
Probabilistic tractography was performed on all individuals’ highresolution DTI data (collected at the third round), initiating from all
voxels within the seed masks using the probtrackx tool of FDT v2.0,
FSL
(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fsl-4.1.9/fdt/fdt_probtrackx.html).
For the fronto-striatal pathways, it began separately from the left and
right caudate functionally deﬁned regions by considering superior
frontal as inclusion masks; whereas for fronto-parietal connections, the
tractography initiated from the superior frontal and the inclusion
masks were the intraparietal regions. The default parameters (5000
streamline samples, step length of 0.5 mm, and curvature threshold of
0.2) were used for the probabilistic ﬁber tracking. At the individual
level, the tracts were thresholded by 5% of the samples to remove the
voxels with low probability of connection (Leh et al. 2006). In the next
step, all the traced white matter pathways were aligned using the TBSS

Functional Brain Imaging and Processing
T2*-weighted functional images were acquired on a 1.5-T Siemens
scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a gradient-echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence: time repetition (TR) = 3000 ms, time echo
(TE) = 50 ms, ﬁeld of view (FOV) of 220 × 220 mm2, 64 × 64 matrix
size, and 4.5 mm slice thickness. The same imaging sequence was
applied for the second and third rounds of the study data collection,
respectively, 2 and 4 years later. Participants performed 10 min of
visuo-spatial WM task (Dumontheil et al. 2011) in the scanner. Dots
were presented sequentially in a four-by-four grid, and the task was to
remember the order and the position of a dot.
Preprocessing, ﬁrst- and second-level analyses of the fMRI data
were performed with SPM5 (www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
spm5) (Dumontheil et al. 2011; Ziermans et al. 2012). Functional
images were ﬁrst preprocessed by slice timing and motion correction.
Then, the images were aligned and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute template and ﬁnally were high-pass (140 s) ﬁltered and
smoothed with a 12-mm Gaussian kernel.
Second-level analysis was performed using SPM5 for the group
analysis of the WM contrast images using the ﬂexible factorial design
by considering subject and round of the scans as factors. After correcting for the effect of age and sex, the main WM contrast was performed
at a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of P < 0.05, to identify regions
that were recruited during task performance. The activation map of
main WM contrast, thresholded at FDR < 0.000001, was then split into
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Figure 2. Image analysis and registration pipeline showing the registration between the native space and the template within each modality as well as the transformations between
different modalities. Black and gray arrows show the registration and back projection transformations, respectively. The dotted arrows show the steps for fMRI second-level analysis
as well as DTI tractography.

method for non-FA images and then binarized and averaged across all
subjects. For visualization, the tractography results were ﬁnally thresholded at the group level by keeping the pathways that were present
in 90% of the cases. The group-averaged maps of both the frontoparietal and fronto-striatal networks are shown in Figure 2B, C.
To ﬁnd the white matter pathways in each individual space, the
white matter pathways traced by probabilistic tracking on highresolution data were registered to the low-resolution longitudinal FA
images. We then thresholded the tracts by 5% of the maximum number
of samples and subsequently measured the mean FA values within this
individual space, for all 3 rounds.

Structural Brain Imaging
T1-weighted spin echo scans were collected using a 3-dimensional
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo sequence with TR = 2300
ms, TE = 2.92 ms, FOV of 256 × 256 mm2, 256 × 256 matrix size, 176 sagittal slices, and 1 mm3 isotropic voxel size. To speed up the acquisition, the GRAPPA parallel imaging (acceleration factor of 2) was also
performed. The structural images were then processed with 2 different
methods. The ﬁrst technique was voxel-based morphometry (VBM),
which segmented the brain into gray matter, white matter, and cerebral
spinal ﬂuid. The volume of white matter in the pathways of interest
(the fronto-striatal and fronto-parietal) was computed using the white

matter segmented images. The second technique was cortical thickness
measurement using the freesurfer software (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu). This method was used for measuring the cortical thickness of the gray matter in the mentioned cortical ROIs.

Structural Brain Analysis: Voxel-Based Morphometry
VBM was performed on structural data collected across all 3 rounds of
data collection using the SPM5, Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration
Through Exponentiated (DARTEL) toolbox. The modulated white
matter segmented images were then smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian
kernel. The traced fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts were ﬁrst
thresholded by 5% of their maximum value and then registered to the
segmented white matter images, individually for all 3 time points. The
averaged white matter volume in these 2 pathways was then computed
to be used in the subsequent statistical analyses.

Structural Brain Analysis: Cortical Thickness Measurement
Cortical thickness of the structural dataset was estimated using automatic longitudinal stream in FreeSurfer (Reuter et al. 2012). This tool
measures the thickness of the cortex by constructing models for the
boundary between gray and white matter. First, a within-subject template was created for each subject using inverse consistent registration
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Figure 3. (A) Functionally active cortical regions (superior frontal, superior, and inferior parietal) during the performance on a visuo-spatial WM task. (B) Population map of the
probabilistic ﬁber tracking of fronto-parietal pathways connecting superior frontal to intraparietal cortex. (C) Population map of fronto-striatal pathways, connecting caudate (shown
by light blue) to the superior frontal ROI. The color bars correspond to the number of subjects with available white mater pathways.

(Reuter et al. 2010; Reuter and Fischl 2011). Then, several processing
steps (Dale et al. 1999; Fischl and Dale 2000) including skull removing,
template transformation, and atlas registration were performed.
Images were later segmented to white matter, gray matter, and pial,
based on intensity and neighborhood voxel restrictions. The distance
between the white and the pial was computed as the thickness at each
location of the cortex. The cortical thickness of the 2 particular cortical
regions (superior frontal and intraparietal ROIs) was then calculated
using the workﬂow described in http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
fswiki/VolumeRoiCortical Thickness.
ROI-Based Statistical Analyses
As the main aim of this research, the functional and structural ROIbased measures in the fronto-striatal and fronto-parietal networks
were assessed for concurrent- and prediction-based correlations
between brain–brain and brain–WM measures. The mean values of the
WM functional contrast and cortical thickness were extracted from
functionally active cortical regions during visuo-spatial WM task performance inside the scanner. Since the structural and functional
measures in analogous areas were highly correlated (all r > 0.84), we
averaged them in both the left and right hemispheres. The white
matter volume and FA were also computed from the white matter pathways traced by probabilistic ﬁber tracking of fronto-parietal and
fronto-striatal tracts. Visuo-spatial WM was the only behavioral
measure in this study.
Cross-Sectional Analysis
To assess the concurrent correlations between brain and behavior
measures, the ROI-based mean scores were analyzed using a mixed
linear model in the IBM SPSS statistics 21.0 software with a restricted
maximum likelihood (REML) method, considering 3 repeated
measures and the “unstructured” type for repeated covariance. For
brain–WM cross-sectional analysis, WM scores and brain measures
were set as dependent variables and covariates of interest, respectively.
Sex was also considered as a covariate. We did not control for the effect
of age in the ﬁrst set of analyses to keep the variations relating to the
effects of age and related brain maturation. Later, in a separate analysis,
we controlled for age to ﬁnd the age-independent relationships.
Longitudinal Analysis
For the prediction analyses, the correlations between current to future
measures were tested by the same model, mixed linear model;
however the “compound symmetry” type was selected for the repeated
covariance which assumes that the variance is constant across
occasions (Fitzmaurice et al. 2012). In this case, we considered 2
repeated measures. For the ﬁrst measures, the round 1 and 2 values
were observed as current to future, respectively. And for the second
measures, the round 2 and 3 were considered current to future values.
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Then, in a separate analysis, the model was corrected for the effect of
sex as well as age at the current time point. The interaction with age
was also assessed in the prediction analyses.

Results
The superior frontal and intraparietal cortical regions (Fig. 3A),
as well as the caudate nucleus (shown with light blue in
Fig. 3C), which were previously found active during performance on a visuo-spatial WM task (Dumontheil et al. 2011), were
selected as seed ROI for ﬁber tracking of the fronto-parietal and
fronto-striatal pathways. The averaged group map of the frontoparietal tract is displayed sagittally in Figure 3B for the right
hemisphere. The population map of the white matter pathways
traced by probabilistic tractography of the voxels within caudate
nucleus with the inclusion of superior frontal ROI is also shown
in Figure 3C.
Cross-Sectional Analysis
The concurrent correlations between brain–WM and brain–
brain measures were tested by the mixed linear model, including 3 repeated measures. The model was ﬁrst tested without
age correction. Then, in the further analysis, we corrected for
the effect of age to see which of the concurrent relationships
were age-independent.
Brain–WM Cross-Sectional Correlations
The estimated parameters, F, degrees of freedom (df ), and
P-values for the concurrent brain–WM relationships, are listed
in Table 1 and are illustrated in Figure 4. BOLD contrast in
both frontal and parietal areas correlated with current WM
capacity (P < 4.2 × 10−4), whereas the correlation between the
contrast values and the WM score was not signiﬁcant for
caudate nucleus. The volume of white matter and FA values in
both fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts correlated with
the current WM score (P < 1.7 × 10−5 and P < 7.4 × 10−4,
respectively). The cortical thickness of the functional ROIs in
the parietal region negatively correlated with the current WM
capacity (P = 2.7 × 10−3), whereas the thickness in superior
frontal and the volume of the caudate nucleus did not correlate
with the WM score. All the signiﬁcant correlations survived the
multiple comparisons correction for 10 tested correlations as
listed in Table 1.
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Out of the relationships that survived the multiple comparison corrections, FA values of the both fronto-parietal and
fronto-striatal pathways (P < 0.013) as well as BOLD in cortical
ROIs (P < 0.027) and the cortical thickness in superior frontal
(P = 0.020) remained signiﬁcant after the linear effect of age
was removed. This shows that the correlations between these
brain measures and WM capacity were not only related to brain
maturation, but also to age-independent interindividual variations. We also tested removing the quadratic effect of age. The
associations that survived this correction were the same as
those marked by ** in Table 1.

Table 1
Correlation of brain measures with concurrent WM performance (cross-sectional analysis)
F (df)

P-value

3.55
3.25
2.55

13.02 (146.34)
30.16 (134.72)
2.91 (142.46)

4.22 × 10−4
<10−6
0.09

Superior frontal*
Parietal
Caudate
Fronto-parietal
Fronto-striatal

5.36
−9.20
0.01
41.56
46.51

2.65 (150.83)
9.28 (108.89)
0.03 (113.85)
21.35 (68.99)
24.14 (69.28)

0.11
2.66 × 10−3
0.863
1.70 × 10−5
6.00 × 10−6

Fronto-parietal*
Fronto-striatal*

79.91
92.49

11.98 (120.93)
13.27 (119.68)

7.41 × 10−4
4.00 × 10−4

Imaging measures

Regions

BOLD contrast
values

Superior frontal*
Parietal**
Caudate

Cortical thickness
volume
White matter
volume
Fractional anisotropy

Estimated
parameters

P-values in bold indicate the signiﬁcant relationships after correction for multiple comparisons of 10
tests (P < 0.005).
*, **Signiﬁcant after the effect of age was removed.
*P < 0.05, not corrected for multiple comparisons.
**P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.

Brain–Brain Cross-Sectional Correlations
The estimated parameters, F, (df ), and P-values, for the correlations between the concurrent brain–brain measures are listed
in Table 2. Regarding the fronto-parietal network, cortical
thickness of the parietal ROIs correlated with BOLD contrast
values in the corresponding regions (P = 4.6 × 10−4, signiﬁcant
after multiple comparisons of 18 tests as listed in Table 2),
though this relationship was not signiﬁcant for the superior
frontal ROI. In the assessment of the relationship between fMRI
activity and white matter structure, the correlation between the
volume of fronto-parietal pathways and contrast values in parietal area was signiﬁcant, P = 1.4 × 10−3 (signiﬁcant after multiple
comparisons). Furthermore, the volume of caudate correlated
signiﬁcantly with both white matter volume and FA of the
fronto-striatal pathway (P = 0.039 and 0.003, respectively).
In separate analyses, we corrected for the linear effect of age
in order to assess which of the brain–brain relationships were
due to age. The signiﬁcant correlations between white matter
volume and BOLD contrast as well as the cortical thickness remained signiﬁcant for both networks, after removing the effect
of age. We also tested removing the quadratic effect of age. The
associations that survived this correction were the same as those
marked by ** in Table 2. Relationships between FA and cortical
measures were only signiﬁcant for cortical thickness. BOLD to
cortical thickness correlations were not signiﬁcant after the
effect of age was removed, which indicated an inﬂuence of age.
Longitudinal Analysis of Working Memory Capacity
Table 3 lists the estimated parameters of the correlations
between current brain measures to future WM scores, including no covariates. We found that future WM capacity could be

Table 2
Concurrent correlations of brain–brain measures in fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal networks (cross-sectional analysis)
BOLD contrast values
Superior frontal

Cortical thickness

Superior frontal
Parietal

Parietal

Estimated parameters

F (df)

P-value

Estimated parameters

F (df)

P-value

−0.26
—
White matter volume

1.32 (143.16)
—

0.25
—

—
−0.98

—
12.99 (113.03)

—
4.65 × 10−4

Estimated parameters

F (df)

P-value

Estimated parameters

F (df)

P-value

0.01
0.01
—
0.04
−0.01
—
Fractional anisotropy

3.12 (33.68)
11.88 (35.52)
—
5.99 (43.02)
0.18 (43.46)
—

0.09
1.47 × 10−3
—
0.02
0.65
—

0.02
—
0.01
0.04
—
0.01

3.47 (34.24)
—
3.22 (38.51)
6.16 (42.86)
—
4.37 (91.87)

0.07
—
0.08
0.02
—
0.04

Estimated parameters

F (df)

P-value

Estimated parameters

F (df)

P-value

0.01
0.02
—
0.03
0.02
—

2.78 (93.62)
0.54 (84.55)
—
7.51 (98.25)
2.14 (100.07)
—

0.09
0.46
—
7.31 × 10−3
0.146
—

0.02
—
0.01
0.02
—
0.01

4.38 (65.48)
—
4.55 (58.20)
3.66 (148.53)
—
9.23 (62.23)

0.04
—
0.04
0.06
—
3.48 × 10−3

Fronto-parietal

BOLD contrast values

Cortical thickness
volume

Superior frontal*
Parietal*
Caudate*
Superior frontal*
Parietal*
Caudate**

Fronto-striatal

Fronto-parietal

BOLD contrast values

Cortical thickness
volume

Superior frontal
Parietal
Caudate*
Superior frontal*
Parietal
Caudate*

Fronto-striatal

P-values in bold indicate the signiﬁcant relationships after correction for multiple comparisons of 18 tests (P < 0.0027).
*, **Signiﬁcant after the effect of age was removed.
*P < 0.05, not corrected for multiple comparisons.
**P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional analysis of correlations between brain–brain and brain–WM. The correlations include all 3 rounds of repeated measures for all variables. The dashed
green and dotted blue lines show the signiﬁcant and nonsigniﬁcant correlations, respectively, based on Tables 1 and 2. The thick green lines are those that survived the multiple
comparisons correction.

Table 3
Prediction of future WM capacity based on measures collected 2 years earlier
Imaging measures

Regions

Estimated
parameters

BOLD contrast
values

Superior frontal
Parietal
Caudate

2.33
1.67
6.30

Cortical thickness

Superior frontal
Parietal
Caudate

White matter
volume

Fronto-parietal
Fronto-striatal

Fractional
anisotropy

Fronto-parietal
**
Fronto-striatal**

F (df)

P-value

2.68 (73.89)
2.98 (78.43)
7.58(73.43)

0.11
0.09
7.4 × 10−3

6.23
−2.72
0.01

2.67 (93.51)
0.39 (104.93)
1.84 (81.13)

0.11
0.53
0.18

27.26
30.69

7.24 (48.07)
8.44 (47.73)

0.010
5.55 × 10−3

105.57

17.96 (71.33)

6.60 × 10−5

156.96

26.96 (72.52)

2.00 × 10−6

The P-values in bold correspond to the tests that survived correction for multiple comparisons.
**Signiﬁcant after the effect of age was removed (P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).

predicted by white matter structural measures in both frontoparietal and fronto-striatal pathways (for white matter volume:
P < 0.01 and for FA: P < 6.6 × 10−5). Moreover, BOLD contrast
in the caudate signiﬁcantly predicted future WM performance
(P = 7.4 × 10−3).
In a separate analysis, we corrected for sex and age at baseline. The FA values of both fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal
pathways still signiﬁcantly predicted future WM performance,
P < 6.8 × 10−3 (signiﬁcant after correction for multiple comparisons). However, white matter volume and caudate BOLD
activity were not signiﬁcant after controlling for age. This is
consistent with the concurrent correlations after correcting for
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age, in which we found that only white matter FA values were
age-independently correlated with WM.
We also analyzed the interaction with age in the prediction
analyses. The only brain measure that showed signiﬁcant interaction with age was the activity in caudate nucleus (P = 1.8 ×
10−4). Then, we divided the subjects into 2 groups based on
their age (below and above 16 years old) to test the predictive
ability of caudate activity in these 2 subsets. The BOLD contrast
values in caudate signiﬁcantly predicted future WM capacity
for younger subjects (P = 9.0 × 10−4) but not for older individuals (P = 0.24), after controlling for age and sex.

Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the relationship between
brain structure and function in an anatomically predeﬁned
network related to WM performance, using both cross-sectional
and longitudinal designs.
In the cross-sectional analysis, WM capacity correlated with
BOLD contrast in both frontal and parietal regions, cortical
thickness in the parietal cortex, and white matter structure (both
FA and volume) of fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal tracts.
These ﬁndings are consistent with previous developmental
studies of BOLD activity (Klingberg et al. 2002; Kwon et al.
2002; Olesen, Nagy, et al. 2003; Crone et al. 2006; Klingberg
2006; Scherf et al. 2006). Cortical thinning of the supramarginal
gyrus has previously been correlated with performance on a
verbal WM task in a developmental sample, after correction for
age (Østby et al. 2011).
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Correlation between white matter structure and WM capacity
is consistent with several previous developmental studies
(Olesen, Nagy, et al. 2003; Nagy et al. 2004; Østby et al. 2011;
Vestergaard et al. 2011). FA of the ventrofronto-striatal tract has
previously been correlated with the development of response
inhibition (Liston et al. 2006), but to our knowledge the
fronto-striatal tract has not been associated with WM capacity.
ADHD is a neuropsychiatric disorder where WM deﬁcits are
thought to play an important role (Nigg 2001; Westerberg et al.
2004; Martinussen et al. 2005). The current associations with
WM are largely overlapping with ﬁndings in ADHD subjects of
thinner frontal and parietal cortex (Makris et al. 2007) as well
as lower FA and fronto-parietal connections (Makris et al.
2008), suggesting that these anatomical deviations observed in
ADHD could be related to cognitive impairments.
In this study, we provided results both with and without
accounting for the effect of age, because correcting for age has
both advantages and disadvantages. The key reason to correct
for age would be to remove possible nonspeciﬁc effects of development. In the case of WM, that would be assuming that
there is some factor outside the measured WM network of
brain regions that is responsible for the increase in WM
capacity, and that this unknown factor correlates with age. The
disadvantage of correcting for age is that it only leaves variance
that is independent of development, which defeats the
purpose of using a developmental sample in the ﬁrst place. We
would thus argue that not co-varying out the effect of age gives
a better estimate of the developmental aspect of WM development. The age-independent correlation, in this case the FA
values of the fronto-parietal and fronto-striatal networks as
well BOLD in parietal cortex, would be factors contributing to
interindividual differences in WM capacity independent of development. This is also consistent with reports of such association in adult samples (Takeuchi et al. 2011).
Regarding the white matter measures and their relationship
to current and future WM capacity, there was a difference in
that FA values, but not volume, were signiﬁcant after correcting
for age. The white matter measures could be affected by many
structural characteristics, such as the number, size, diameter,
packing and organization of the axons, oligodendrocytes, and
other extra-neuronal factors such as astrocyte changes and angiogenesis. In this study, we found that FA is less affected than
white matter volume by age. If FA is less affected by age, one
might speculate that the remaining relationship is inﬂuenced
by some structural aspects, which do not increase with age and
might be due to the genetic differences such as the number,
packing, and organization of axons.
The cross-sectional analysis showed regional correlations of
BOLD, cortical thickness, and FA. Correlations between frontoparietal BOLD and FA values have previously been reported
in developmental samples (Olesen, Nagy, et al. 2003; Østby
et al. 2011) as well as adult samples (Burzynska et al. 2011).
In another study, the relationship between the structural connection probabilities and its functional activation was trained
in a least-squares linear regression model and could predict
functional activation to faces in the fusiform gyrus (Saygin
et al. 2011). It is also possible that the BOLD-cortical thickness
correlations, as also found in adults studies (Takeuchi et al.
2014), reﬂect a causal inﬂuence of cortex thickness on brain
activity. Regarding the relationship to white matter structures,
it is difﬁcult to directly interpret these as a causal relationship,
since we did not include additional control regions outside of

the WM network, and could not ﬁnd evidence of any structural
characteristics predicting other structural measures 2 years
later (data not shown).
The longitudinal analysis provided a radically different
pattern of associations. Despite being correlated with concurrent WM capacity, none of the cortical measures, neither BOLD
nor thickness, predicted future WM. White matter structure, on
the other hand, correlated with both concurrent measures of
WM and WM capacity 2 years later. These results clearly show
how the white matter integrity, speciﬁcally of fronto-parietal
and fronto-striatal tracts, provides an important basis for the development of future WM capacity. The present data might
suggest that the development of capacity would only emerge in
connection with other regions, and the efﬁciency of those connections determine the rate of development.
The measures from the caudate nucleus provided a very
different pattern of association with WM than all other structures: while neither volume nor activity correlated with concurrent WM, there was a signiﬁcant correlation between caudal
activity and WM capacity 2 years later. The importance of the
caudate is also illustrated by the predictive function of the
fronto-striatal connections. Moreover, there was a signiﬁcant
interaction of caudal activity by age, emphasizing its role in
early development.
Although the caudate nucleus is connected to the prefrontal
and parietal cortices (Alexander et al. 1991; Aosaki et al. 1995)
and active during performance on a WM task in both nonhuman primates (Levy et al. 1997), children (Klingberg et al.
2002; Ziermans et al. 2012), and adults (McNab and Klingberg
2007), it has not speciﬁcally been related to childhood development of WM. Regarding memory and cognitive function, the
caudate has mostly been linked to implicit learning and habit
formation (Packard and Knowlton 2002; Graybiel 2008). In a
study where nonhuman primates learned associations in a
delay task, it was found that, after the rule changed, the activation of the caudate changed earlier than the cortical
changes, where the latter matched the changes in behavior
(Pasupathy and Miller 2005). This is consistent with the
current ﬁnding where cortical activity and structure correlate
with behavior, but are preceded in time by the activity of the
caudate.
Studies of the neural basis of WM training (Klingberg et al.
2005; Klingberg 2010) might provide a link between the
studies of implicit learning on the one hand, and cognitive development on the other. Two studies of training-induced improvements in WM have shown activity in the thalamus and
caudate nucleus (Olesen, Westerberg, et al. 2003; Dahlin et al.
2008), and in one of those, the striatal activity predicted the
amount of improvement seen after training (Dahlin et al. 2008).
In a positron emission tomography study, improvements after
WM training were associated with changes in D2 receptor occupancy of the caudate (Bäckman et al. 2011), while the change in
capacity is associated with cortical D1 receptor density (McNab
and Klingberg 2007). Genetic studies have found that polymorphisms related to the DAT-1 transporter (Brehmer et al.
2009; Söderqvist et al. 2012) and DRD2 receptor expression
(Söderqvist et al. 2014) affect the amount of improvement
during WM training. Both DAT-1 and DRD2 are preferentially
expressed in the basal ganglia. Taken together, these ﬁndings
suggest that there might be similarities between cognitive development during childhood, training of WM, and implicit
learning, and that the caudate nucleus and the fronto-striatal
Cerebral Cortex 7

connections play a key role in the learning processes, while the
capacity is more closely related to cortical processes.
In conclusion, these results suggest a dynamic of the neural
systems underlying WM development, where cortical activity
and structure are closely related to current WM, while the subcortical white matter tracts and activity in the caudate are preceding these changes and predict future WM capacity.

Notes
Conﬂict of Interest: None declared.
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